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VOL LX.

NO. 23.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. OCT. 8, 1896.

LEGAL XOTICE.
OTICK is hereby ifitcn that on the 7th day of
Septemt>er, l»W, »n application was made to
the Com nissloners of Knox county. Ohio, asking
for permission to annex to the Municipal Cor
poration of the city of Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
l'iie f* .lowing described .enl estate, situate in
the St- .• of Ohio, nil.I county of Knox, and being
a pari ..f |.,t No. 7, in the 2d .jnarterof the Ath
town l ip. range S; nlso a |«*rt of the 1st quarter
of said township and mug-*. and more porticnlarly d>-cribed a. follows, to-wit:
Ih-ginmug at a point on the corporation lino
of tho city of Mt. Vernon. Ohio. near the north*
cwt corner of lands now »wn«l by James R •gerv,
and on the line between said lands and land now
owned by 11 A. Streeter; thence south , degree*,
weet along sanl corporation line 12.07 rials to th
north -nst comer of Jnm.s Rogers’s northern addition; Thence north 65 degnss., west 2VCM rods to
the northwest corner of said addition; thence
south 4' | degre<*s. west 70J.it rolls to the southeast
comer of lands owned by McKibben heirs;
thence north
degrees, west 62.61 rials to th<!
east line of Maple avenue; thence north 5 degrees,
east 1.28 rods; thence north M degrees, west 11.3*2
rods; thence south 8 degree*. west 1.25 rials to the
riortlewHi comer of original Water Works park;
thence north bS degrees, west 2** mils to the east
bank of I iwl creek ; thence north 30 degrees, MU t
ah>ng said lunik 10rials-. thence 10*4 degrees, em t
£) md*; thence north IS1* degrees, east 15 roil.;
th«nee north 8 degrees, west 10 roils;thence north
’8lt degrees, east 12 rials; thence north It- i ileirreos. east 11 roils; thence north 51 degrees, east
12 rials; thence north 15 degrees, east 1140 rods
to the center of Waste race; llienri* anuth e5 de
grees, east 1.72 roils along the center «n aaiil race,
(all the following corners are along tho center of
•rhl race, excepting the last one In this tract*;
••ice south itdegnsis, east 22.1A rials; thence
-/-th 71 ’» degrees, cast 5.4 t rods ; thence north 51
gegnws, eiwt 20 rials; thence north 70 degrees, east
7 rods; thence south 4A*,4 dogr.aw, east IS rods;
thence north 87*6 degree*, east 20 rials; tle>nce
aoutli da degrtaw, east 14.40 rials: thence east 4,A0
rials; thence north t'.'** ilegna-s, east 10.90 osts to
the northeast comer of lands now owned by
Jinnee Rogers; thence aouth I degrees, west I.HJ
rods to the place of beginning, and containing
•bout 5?*4 acres.
»Uan the following described real estate in the
aforesaid county and State, and being in quarters
1 and 2 of township 6, range IS, and lying aonthof
Gambier street in Mt Vernon. Ohio, anil north
of Owl erect, tadng more imrtienlarly described
aa follows, to-wil: Beginning nt a point on the
east line of Adams street 12 feet south of the
Southwest corner of lot No.lWin Norton’s sonth•rn addition to Mt. Vernon, Ohio; thence south
51 ilegrws and 55 minutes, west 42.16 rials; thence
South 3A degrees and 55 minute*. west S.Wruds io
a stono; thence aouth 4A degrees, west 15.7A mils
to the uorth twuik of Owl creek;thence north 85b
degrees, west 49.23 rods; thence south 85 degnsw
ami 50 minute*, west 21.42 mils; thence north 32
degrees anil 5 minutes, west H.54 rials; thence
north 42 degree* and St> minute*, west 18.60 rixia
to a post; thence north 50 degree*, west 1A rials;
thence north 724* degrees, west 14.52 rials; thence
north 8614 degrees, west 27 28 rials; thence north
41* degrees, east35.9J rials to the center of Gaiu
bier s’reet extended; thence south 845* degrees,
east along tlie center of said street 43 38 rials;
thence south 44* degree*, west 10.66 rods; thence
south “41* degnsn. east 54 rials to the west line of
J ic on street; thence aouth 5 degrees and 20
in' jtes. west 36.74 rods to the southwest comer
ol Israel A Devin’s addition to Mt. Vernon;
thence south Ml degrees, east 81USI red* to the
southeast comer of Israel and Devin’s addition
to 5lt. Vernon; thence north 14* d«*gree», east 37 19 rods to the northeast comer of lot 22 in said
Israel A Dev in’s addition; thence south art di*
grees and 25 minute*, east 32.16 rials to the place
of beginning, estimated to contain about 45S
acres.
That »aid annexed territory shall be known an
Purk
addition
and
Riverside
addition
to the city of Mt. Vernon. Oldo. Said petition is
now on file in the office of the Auditor of Knox
county and will Is- for hearing Indore said t'ommissioners on the 9th day Of November, lh»k al
their oHice in the auditor'* office In the Court
house in Knox ootinty, Ohio. Said petition was
filed in pursuance til an ordinance passed on the
17th day of July, 18911. by the City C-odacil of the
city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Wm. II. TIIOMl’HON,
City Solicitor,
and Agent for the City aa Petitioner.

The National Evil.

0RG1NIZED LIBOR’S DEMiNDS.

$1.50 l’ER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U.S. Gov’t Report

THE REAL CAUSE OF MUCH
SUFFERING
Over Which Legislation Can Have
No Control.
AN UNREALIZED DANGER IN
OUR MIDST.

Free Coinage of Silver and the Restoration of the Money
of the Constitution Wanted.

ABSOLUTELY pure

John Sherman at Old Tricka
“Oliver Twist,” absolutely unabridged,'
The
only wholesome sign we have in two volumes at a penny each, is the
War, Pestilence and Famine, throughout
seen about John Sherman in years it* latest thing in cheap literature.
the ages, have been the great depopulators
of the nations.
his rcstiventss under the charge, prov
h io,City of Toledo, 1
The records of history have dwelt with SOME SOLID FACTS FOR THE WORKINGMEN. en beyond the shadow of a doubt, that State ofLlO’CAS
COI’XTY.
j “’
emphasis upon the horrible details, and it
he sneaked the silver demonetizing bill
has been a prime object of philanthropic
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
endeavor to lessen the possibilities of their
through the Senate surreptitiously and is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
recurrence. But ia our own households,
clandestinely. He is out in another Cheney A Co., doing business in the
without the glamor and carnage of battle
LEOPOLD, HESS A: CO. QUIT BUKIXEKK.
or the ghastliness of pestilence, iu more
letter, but it in no way affects the solid City of Toledo, County and State afore
unobtrusive guise, we meet the same
To the Members of Organized Labor and all other Pnxiucers and Toilere through ity of proof brought forward to prove said, and that said fiim will pay the sum
destructive agents of disease.
the accusation. He has never ventured of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
\Y< bought their entire stock .from Fiederick Hart, Trustee, at
Danger loses its terror when it creeps in
out the United States:
on velvet carpets and with gloved hands.
to make denial when he could be con each and every case of Catarrh that
Therefore increased destructiveness.
In view of the general distress now prevailing throughout our country, which fronted with proof, and when Senator cannot be cured oy the use of Hall’s
I'HAN
#MLF
l in
We have been aptly called a nation of has existed for so many years and which will continue until remedial legislation
Stewart, in his overwhelming speech in Catarrh Ccbe.
dyspeptics.
This ia true, and the statement can be ia enacted—and all this occurring, too, at a time when our granaries are full to re the Senate, presenting an invincible ar
FRANK J. CHENEY.
properly extended to cover every form of pletion, and when, in the natural order of things, our producers and toilers should ray of evidence, challenged Sherman to
Sworn to before me and sul»scribed in
disease caused by a disordered liver. In
the rush and hurry of our nervous way of be enjoying to the full the fruits of their haril and conscientious labors—it seems public debate of the “crime,” the Ohio my presence, this Cth day of December,_
These Goods are all in, and we are conducting the greatest bargain sale of
living we neglect the small hut important to us that the time has come for united action on the part of those who create Senator incontinently ran away. From A. D. 1886.
duties without whose performance health the wealth of the country.
first to last Sherman has dodged and
-—
A. W. GLEASON.
is impossible.
Notary Public.
Fast eating, without mastication, rich
The respective demands and platforms of principles of our several organiza evaded meeting the question where he ■ seal •
food and drink beyond the capacity of the tions set forth our opinions as to the causes that have brought about this condi- could be answered and bis flimsy case
stomach to endure, inattention to the proper . .
shown in all its naked deformity of
action of the bowels, are the most common , ^,on things. Inasmuch as the leading representatives and friends of all our orHall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internal
EVER WITNESSED IN MT. VERNON.
of Ungloved wurriors against our welfare. ! g&nizations have placed one of the causes of the tribulations of our beloved repub- falsehood and sham.
ly
and acts directly on the blood and
In this last letter Senator Sherman
liver in proper^mjditilm ^orUiaTE the ,lic to lhe departure of our government lroni the wise bimetallic financial policy
mucous
surfaces of the system. Send
BAltGAIKft, the like of which are impossible under ordinary eir- fly wheel of the whole digestive system. of Washington, Jefferson and Hamilton,and the substitution therefor of the present says the demonetizing bill “was conn?d for testimonials,
free.
^ave u
headache, dizziness, monometallic policy recommended hv European money owners and advocated over, amended and debated almost as
A t
euinstances. Bieli opportunities await knowing buyers,
F.
J.
CHENEY
A CO., Tol<do, O.
copiously as any measure ever consid
fortable symptom, attend to it at ouce and bT their American allies, we, the undersigned officers of industrial, agricultural ered in Congress, and no man in either
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
great harvest for Bargain Meekers.
it will yield to simple treatment.
and commmercial organizations, have thought it best, at this particular time, to
F.V aSuic relief go to the founbdn-bSd | Sub“it for y0Ur Cnreful “““deration a synopsis of the legislation respecting the house proposed to retain the silver dol
Be Sure You Are Hight
lar.” Of course not No one knew of
—tiie liver.
| precious metals enacted in this country since the foundation of this government the attempted crime. It was tricked And then go ahead. If your blood is
Smith s Bile Beans arc made exclusively that you may judge for vourselves as to what portion of such legislation was en- through, and the evidence would con impure, your appetite failing, your
for the treatment of liver disorders. They ' . , • .. • ,
. .L
1 •
. , .•
. P 7
jEXACT COPY OF A LETTER FROM FREIl’K HART, TRUSTEE OF LEOPOLD, HESS A’ CO.:
arc the resii’t of years of careful study and , acted ,nthe interest of the producing and what in the interest of the non-producing vict John Sherman before any court in nerves weak, you may be sure that
scientific experiment to show the action of , classes, and as to whether or not the shrewd manipulators of our finances foresaw the land. The long debate on the bill Hood’s Sajsaparilla is what you need.
%V
%•
%.
w. %
,?n ,the HV’T °in<1 h°W i th** the result of their work would be to largely help in the subjugation of the he speaks of was on provisions having Then take no sulatitute. Insist upon
OFFICE OF LEOPOLD. HESS
CO.
they might be effectively combined.
I
.
x
J 6 .
,
Philadelphia, Aiiyiml 10, 1896.
They have our positive guarantee to ac-! P60?*6- " hatever tlie object, certain it is that before the demonetization of no relation to demonetization. That Hood's and only Hood's. This is the
complisli every legitimate purpose for silver and tbe enactment of other financial legislation which our organizations was kept hidden. Even Senator Stewart medicine which has the largest sales in
MESSRS. 1. Je D. ROSENTHA LL,
"hi* 1* fff’Y are made without griping or condemn, 3,500 bushels of wheat, or 35,000 pounds of cotton, was the annual pay voted for it, as did other free coinage ihe world. Hsod’s Sarsaparilla is the
Mt. I'enioa, Ohio.
causing distress, even when used as a .
r
’
1 ’
purgative dose.
|tor our congressmen and senators, while today 10,000 bushels of wheat, or 100,000 Senators, who would have denounced its One True Bluod Purifier.
(kiith men—I luiee decided to wind up the affair* of Leopold, 1I> <x *t Co , and will *ell t/ou the entire
They are small, sugar-coated, and very pounds of cotton, barely euffice. Before demonetization, 35,000 bushels of wheat, real purpose had it been known to them.
.doth of Men’*, Hoi/*’and Children’* Winter Suit* and Overcoats, now On hand, at 50c on the dollar from the
The exports of cycles in July exceed
easy to take, even by small children.
npprai*cine,it. Thi* it to inehale all dock finished and nnfini*hed. All unfinished utock to be made up by
Among thousands who give their experi or 350.000 pounds of cotton, per year, would have paid the salary of the president; Eight months alter its passage President ed 1,000,000 pounds sterling—tbe first
ence, the following well-known people today he receives the equivalent of 100,000 bushels of wheat, or 1,000,000 pounds Grant, in a letter to a friend, showed he time they have reached the seven fig
me and finished similar to made up t/ock. Termt, net oath ten dayt from date of invoice. I enclose you a
write briefly :
of cotton. And in like proportion it is witii all other fixed salaries and incomes. had no knowledge even at that time of ures.
dock *hrrt, shou'iny you. the exact quantity of the yood* on hand.
Mrs. II. E. Hyte, Alton Junction, Ill.,
the true character of the bill he had
Plea*e give this your immediate attention, a* I must have a decided answer by the 15th in*t.
writes;
If Troubled With Rheumatism Read
Was such legislation just? Was it honest? Djes it not necessarily follow that
Yours truly,
I suffered with liver complaint until life be the demoralization of the food-producing sections of the country, through the made a law bv his signature.
Tills.
came a burden. Last fall I began to use Smith's
FRED K HART, Trustee of I^opold, He** A- Co,
Sherman characterized the Senators
Bile Beans, which gave immediate relief. The failure to procure reasonable prices for their products, causes the manufacturing
Annai-oijs, Md., Apr. 16, 189-1.—I
severe pain luis left niy side and all dizziness
who pilloried him Tor sneaking the bill have used Chamberlain's Pain Balm
and melancholy feeling have disappeared. I sections to accumulate excessive stocks, and that, in consequence of a poor mar
through as pleading the baby act, and, for rheumatism and found it to be all
would advise any one needing a liver medicine
to give it a trial.
ket, hundreds of thousands of operatives are thrown out of employment, thus outside the Senate, of course, as “de
that is claimed for it. I l>elieve it to be
Mr. W. D. Porter, Engineer Big Spring robbing them of the power, even at the low prices, to purchase the necessaries
ceivers, falsifiers and cowards” for their the best preparation for rheumatism and
lee Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., writes :
I.EtiAL NOTICE.
of
life?
assertions that he played the sneak act deepseated muscular paius on the mark
It affords me great pleasure to testify in re
Mt. Vernon, 0., August 13, 1896.
gard to the merits of Smith’s Bile Bt ans.
V
ESSE EA I-Y. whose place of residence is unto demonetize silver. Here is a list of et and cheerfully recommend it to the
I was a constant sufferer from biliousness
Again,
is
it
not
obvious
to
everyone
that
tbe
striking
down
of
one-half
tbe
•• known, is notified that on the 21st day of Frederick Hart, Trustee, Philadelphia, Pa.:
and eonstipat Ion until I f>egun to use this won
tbe eminent men who have borne testi public. Jno. G. Brooks,dealer in boots,
Sopti>m>M*r, 1896. Mary E. Ealy hied her petition
derful remedy. It is the best remedy I know world’s volume of money makes the remaining half a comparatively easy matter
in tho office of the Clerk of the Coart of Common
We have decided to accept your offer. Ship goods at once.
of. and shall always recommend it to any and for capitalists to control and manipulate, and that toilers, to obtain money for the mony, that the demonetizing biil was
Pleas, within and for the county of Knox, and
shoes, etc., Nc. 18 Main Street.
all troubled with disorders of tho liver.
State of Ohio, charging the said Jesse Enly with
I. & D. Rosentiiall.
Prof. D. A. Tarrant, Madison, Fla., purchase of their food supplies, are placed entirely at the mercy of the foreign surreptitiously and clandestinely sneak
ALSO READ THIS.
willful absence for more than three years ,a«i
(Mist, and asking that she may bo divorced from
ed through Cong res:
writes:
and
American
money-sharks,
who,
by
contracting
the
currency,
can
force
a
panic
M
echanicsville
, St. Mary County,
the said Jesse Ealy, which petition will be for
General U. S. Grant, President of the
It is due to the public that I ndd rny testimony
henring nt the next term of said Court.
or famine in money at their supreme will?
Md.—I sold a bottle of Chamberlain’s
to all that-is claimed for Smith’s Bife Beans.
United States.
Dated thia 21st day of September. A. D..
Some lime since, on arriving in thiweetion.
II. H. A 5. 51. GREEK.
Janies A. Garfield, President Pain Balm to a man who bad been suf
I suffered with a severe headache which lasted
Would they be guilty of such a crime? Wc only say in reply, look at our ofGeneral
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
the United States.
four weeks. I tried several remedies, but nil
No goods charged; everything cash. Prices will be marked in plain figures. No fuiltsl to give relief until I obtained a bottle of present helpless condition. Does it not seem to you, in the light of the facts here James G. Blaine, United States Sena fering with rheumatism for several
Bile Deans, of which two doses cured me en
years. It made him a well man. A. J.
leviation from these business rules will be allowed.
tirely. Last July I was taken dawn with indi given, that, where in the midst of plenty there is widespread suffering and unhap tor.
McGill. For sale at 50 cents per bottle
gestion. Doctorsand all other medicines fail<*d
Roscoe
Conkling,
United
States
Sena

to relieve me. but a few doses of this wonderful piness, there is considerable meat in the refrain from Wall street: “Dig on, ye
by druggist?.
tor.
toilers, dig; the legislative button that we press will do the rest:’’
We herewith give you a few sample? of the amazing prices, which will give yon
Allen G. Thurman, United States Sen
"A | ONEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage but a small idea of the true values.
Nightingales are never heard in Scot
Beans
in
stock,
but
if
you
have
any
diffi

The first coinage law enacted under the constitution, as recommended by ator.
i’l. aecuriliea in sums not leas than ll.OlJU
Daniel \V. Voorhers, United States land. but in Englard, they range from
culty in getting them send us 25c. for one Hamilton, concurred iu by Jefferson and approved by Washington, provided for
Titles examined and abstracts furnished.
the Isle of Wight to Yorkshire.
Senator.
liottle, or $1 for five bottles, and we will
Farm land for sale Law office, A. It Methe free and unlimited coinage of both gold and silver, the silver dollor contain
forward them at once.
James B. Beck, United States Sena
Boys' Knee Pants.
INTIKE, opposite Court House, Mt. Vernon
Boy's Long Pant Suite.
Free sample will be sent upon receipt ing 3711 grains of pure metal.
tor.
Tbe Darlington, Wis., Journal Rays
Ohio.
of 2-ccnt stamp to pay postage.
William B. Allison, United States editorially of a popular patent medi
$1 98, worth...................... .................. . .................. S 3.50
15 cents, worth..................... 25 cents J. F. SMITH A CO., 414 W.32dSt., N. Y.Clty.
In 1837 the mint laws were revised, and the standard for both gold and silver Senator.
2.24, worth................................
4.00
William M. Stewart, United States cine: “We know from experience that
sure to get Impro, cd sew_____
was
made nine-tenths line; that is, nine-tenths pure metal and one part alloy
NOTICE.
wrapper*.
----Chamberiain’s Colic, Cholera and
3.17, worth.......................................................... .
5 00 39 cents, worth.....................50 cents Ttr-Ijle In cree.
Senator.
In a bottle.
the number of pure silver grains to the dollar remaining unaltered, viz; 3711 grains.
Timothy O. Howe, United States Sen Diarrhoea Remedy is all that is claimed
I'o whom it may concern:
3
98,
worth
..............................................................
6.50
Notice is hereby given that an application
ator.
Tliis law established our present ratio of 16 to 1.
43 cents, worth..................... 75cents
for it, as on two occasions it stopped ex
4.96, worth........................................
7.00
tor th" pardon of Douglas Bricker, now
Frank Hereford, United States Sen
cruciating pains and i»ossibly saved us
confined in the Ohio penitentiary, convict
In
August,
1865,
the
public
debt,
which
grew
cut
of
the
war,
reached
its
ator.
5.97, worth.............................................................. 8.00
ed of the crime of manslaughter by the
I^ewis V. Bogy, United States Sena fr®m an untimely grave. We would
highest point, the debt, less cash in the treasury, being $2,7.56,431,000. This debt
'ourt of Common Pleas of Knox county.
7.96, worth......................................................
10.00
not rest easy over night without it in
tor.
*»hio, on the 20th dsv of March. A. D 1896,
was not payable in gold. No bonds or other government obligations were ever
and sentenced therefor by the said court to
John T. Morgan, United States Sena the house.” This remedy undoubtedly
made
specifically
payable
in
gold.
The
interest
on
the
bonds
was
made
payable
Cliildren'M Knits.
Imprisonment in the said penitentiary for
Hen's Overcoats.
tor.
saves more pain and suffering than any
toe term of 21 months, will be made to tbe
in com, the greater portion of the principal of the original bonds in lawful money
William D. Kelley. Representative in other medicine in the world. Every
Ohio State Board of Pardons at the meeting 81.56, worth.................................... ....................... $ 3.00
.63, worth..................
Jl.OQ
Congress.
and the refunding bonds in coin—not gold coin, but coin of either gold or silver.
of said board on tbe 15th day of October.
William 8. Holman, Representative family should keep it in the house,for it
A. D 1896, or as soon thereafter as said
4.23, worth....... .................................................. - 6.50 $1.24, worth_______ __________ 2.25
Ry
I
Take....
In 1869 the principal of the bonded debt was also made payable in coin.
in Congress.
is sure to be needed sooner or later. For
application can be heard.
- - thei E.standard of coin was made by the refunding act nominated in John M. Bright, Representative iu sale by druggists.
DOUGLAS BRICKER.
1.49, worth................................. 2.50
4.96, worth...........................................................
800
In
1870
September 19th, 1890.
Congress
2.24, worth................... ............. 4 00
6.94, worth..................
10.00
the bond; that is to say, all the obligations of the United States were then declared
Samuel B. Burchard, Representative
Captain Palmer, in charge of the Chi
payable in either gold or silver, of the present ratio, at the option, not of the iu Congress and director of the mint.
3.48,
worth
................................
5.00
7-98,
worth
.............
....................................
12.00
cago recruiting station of the army, ac
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Joseph
G.
Cannon,
Representatives
bond-holders, but of the people of the United States.
cepted in July, only 27 men out of 455
in Congress.
4.49, worth...... .........
6.00
992, worth........................................................ 15.00
All the acts passed since the close of the civil war, it will be observed, were in
Richard P. Bland, Representative in who applied.
BREAKS UP A COLD.
Congress.
he interest of the bond-holders, and against that of the producers and toilers.
W. ’ E. GRAN T,
O-A.STOn.I-A..
Men's Knits.
Time and again Sherman has been
Boys’ Overcoats,
*TT0ltXEl-AT-I.,IW.
HEALS
CURES
But it remained for the year 1873 to witness the crowning blow of all. In confronted with the demand he should Tie tit!i ea
FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
llBllt
Cuts,
Colic, *
every
that year, an innocent-appearing bill, entitled “An Act Revising the Laws Rela state his case before (be Senate, when tfru’.&n
o House Budding, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 8 .50, worth.................................. $1,00 $2.24, worth..................................... ..................... $ 4.00
opportunity
could
be
presented
of
re

oct31 tf
c!
2.76. worth.............. . ........................
6.00
Burr.s,
Cramps-’
tive to the Mint, Assay Officers, and Coinage of the United States,” was success
0-A.STOn.I-A..
plying to him and overwhelming him
4.43, worth................................
7.50
Eruises,
fully smuggled through Congress.
Diarrhoe;,
1.26, worth.......................
2.25
with proof, but he has always dodged The tltIt ea
ilaile
. II. KOOW8,
4.98, worth.................................... . .................. 8 00
3crafches,
Flux,
every
The bill purposely omitted, from the list of the coins to be minted, the silver and evaded open discussion. He de d<r*:or«
vriyper.
fends hiniseli in newspaper letters hav
1.98, worth.................................. 3.50
«t
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
dollar.
6.98, worth..................................................
10.00
Bites of
Cholera
ing a cunning admixture of truth, false
O-A-STOni-A..
iFFICE over Knox County Savings
By that clandestine act, of which the people and the people’s representatives hood and fraud.
12.00
Animals and
Morbus,
‘ Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
novltf
3.49, worth_____ ______
5.00 7.96, worth................
Tie fiewere ignorant, and by the subsequent act of 1874, adopting the revised statutes,
eiaile
9.94, worth.........................
15.00
Bugs, etc.
Nausea,
Railroads Trying to Array Ihe Town dguiore
▼Tipper.
silver
was
demonetized,
and
the
world
’
s
volume
of
ultimate
redemption
money
a
Changes of
Against the Country.
A. It. McINTTIJBF,
Tastes Good,
Men's Winter Undershirts anil Brnwers
was reduced from about seven billions to three ami one-half billions.
Water, etc.
Bourke Cockran, the high-priced
Smells Good.
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT
Bucklen s Arnica Salre.
In 1878, after tbe discovery of the crime of 1873, Congress passed what is
22 cents, worth......................................... ........40 cents
LAW.
champion againBt the free coinage of Tha Eest Salve in tbe world for Cuts
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
known
as
the
“
Bland
Bill.
”
The
bill
was
vetoed
by
President
Hayes
(John
FFICE opposite the Conrt House. Mt.
silver at the present legal ratio of 16 to Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, 8alt Rheum, Fever
39 cents, worth............ ...................................... 50 cents
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
Sherman being Secretary of the Treasury), and Congress passed the till over the
Vernon. Ohio.
lMjanIM
1, star’ed out with the declaration that 3ore». Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblains,
43 cents worth________________________ .75 cents
60c. size 2J£ times larger than 25c. size.
veto. The act ol 1878 added to our volume of money over 370,000,000 standard this silver movement is a conspiracy on Corns,
Overalls.
and all Skin Eruption*, and |«*silive
NO
RELIEF.
NOlPAY.
Men’s Heavy Cotton Socks, 3c, worth ....10 cents
ly cures Piles, or ro psy required. It ir
silver dollars.
IL D. Cbituifibld.
H. C. Devim.
the part of farmers and unreconciled zuarantted to pive satisfaction or money re
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
Working Shirts, 15c, worth......... ............... 35 c» nts
In 1890, what is known aa the “Sherman Act’’ was passed as a substitute for southern men to increase their income funded. Price 25 ceut9 per box. For tale
OKelifleld A Devin.
20 cents, worth.................... 40 cents
Springfield,
- - Ohio, f the “Bland Act” of 1878. This Jaw further increased our volume of money over
22feb-l»
Laundered and Negligee Shirts, 39c, w„rth-50 cents
TTORNEYS-A T-LAW. Office oyer
at the expense of the wage earners of bv Gro R Baker <fc Son's.
8tauffer’s Clothing Store, North side
>160,000,000.
39
cents,
worth
....................
50
cents
White
Laundered
Shirts,
43c,
worth
____
75
cents
the
towns
and
cities.
Adopting
this
Public Square, Mt. Vernon. 0.
Iljan94
The factory system of butter making
Under the Bland and Sherman laws over >500,000,000, or about >) per capita idea, C. J. Ives, President of the Bur now
rapidly spreading over Ireland will
were added to our volume of money. As all reflecting men are agreed that the lington, Cedar Rapids and Northern gradually become universal in Great
We are limited in space, but will add that our entire stock of Men's, Boys’ and
W. G. CoorER.
Frank Moore.
>
present distress is due to a scarcity of money, we must leave it to the imagination Railway, has had the following circular Britain.s
COOPER & MOORE.
Children's Clothing, Hats and Furnishing Goods will be sold at proportionately low
as
to
what
would
now
be
our
condition
if
the
gold
standard
men
had
their
handed
to
every
employe
of
the
road
ttorneys at law. office 112
prices.
Main street. Mt. Vernon. 0.
way, and our present insufficient volume of money were half a billion dollars less. with his pay.
The Sherman bill was adding over fifty millions a year to the money of the To the employes of the B., C. N. Ry.:
This great sale will continue until the entire stock is sold.
CENTENNIAL \
Is not this money good enough for
Money to Ixiau.
Insurance to Sell.
country
when in 1893 its repeal was imperiously demanded by European finan
COMMISSION)
you? Why should any man and espe
C. W. .McKkk.
Guy A. Wright.
ciers,
through
their
American
allies;
and,
although
the
people’
s
representatives
BALIT^BLUE
cially a railroad man, want money
made one of the grandest efforts ever witnessed in behalf of the producers and which will purchase but half as much
j
& WRIGHT,
This is the complaint of BB
*
toilers of our country, yet the power of the financial institutions of Europe was as this? The amount paid to you in thousands at thi9 season.
7 ENRRAL insurance AGENTS OfT
THE
BEST
WASH
BLUE
IN
USE.
1895 was >1,617,119.30.
Jt flee 8. W. cor. Public Square and
so great that our people were compelled to submit to temporary defeat.
They have no appetite; food
High street.
If the doctrines of the silver party are
Now, the question is: What do the tens of millions of victims in this coun true, the prmluets of the farm are to does not relish. They need the toning upof
the merican all lue try, to the diabolical gold standard policy of Lombard and W’all streets, propose bring a higher price. Do yon wish to the stomach and digestive organs, which
a course of Hood’s Sarsaparilla will give
is not poisonous or injurious to health doing about it? Submit to subjugation, or demand in no uncertain tones the vote to increase the price of the *ack of them. It also purifies and enriches the
PHYSICIANS.
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund immediate restoration of silver as standard money? No! they will no longer sub flour or the meat you buyf If this doc
trine is true, all articles brought from blood, cures that distress after eating and
ress, aids in bleaching: and gives the
washing a rich and elegant hue. Be mit to such injustice! And therefore wc earnestly recommend the adoption of foreign countries will be doubled in internal misery only a dyspeptic can
I. A I>. BOKKNTflALL, Mt. Vernon, O.
R. E R. EGGLESTON,
ware of imitations. Ask your grocer for the the following resoiution:
price, such as coffee, tea and sugar. Do know, creates an appetite, overcomes that
Office and Residence, 211 North Main
want to pay more?
tired feeling and builds up and sustains
t. Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Opera House Block, Corner Main and Vine K<reefs.
“We demand of the present Congress the immediate return to the you
AMERICAN
BALL
BLUE
The rates of freight and for passengers the whole physical system. It so prompt
Ice Hours—2 to 4 p. m.
lephone calls—Home company, No. 39;
and be sure you get the genuine money of the constitution as established by our fathers, by restoring the on the railways are fixed by law and ly and efficiently relieves dyspeptic symp
company, No. 32.
article, which has a red stripe in the free and unlimited coinage of b th gold and silver at the present ratio of cannot be raised. The railway com toms and cares nervous headaches, that it
middle of tho package.
pany must pay you in the money it re
10 to 1, the coins of both metals to be equally full legal tender for all debts, ceives, and cannot pay you more than seems to have almost “a magic touch.” *
K. CON A RD, M. D.t
public and private, as before the fraudulent demonetization of silver in now, for the reason that it will receive
no more than now, notwithstanding the
1873.
iMK-iPATHIO PlITHICUK AWO Sl'RGROV.
fad that it will be only half so good.
ice in the Woo«!ward Block. Resi
If Mr. Bryan is our next President,
“We also condemn the increase of the national debt in time of pence, and
s—Gambier Street.
the money of the country will be silvir,
That is what we are
Ice Hours—8 to 10 a. m„ 2 to 4 and 5
the use of interest-bearing bonds at any time."
or silver notes on a silver basis.
doing, as the following
i>. in.
24aprly
The railway company has to pay the
prices on Staple Good*
J
IL
SOVEREIGN,
No kitchen is kept cleaner than the premises devoted to the
interest on its bonds in gold—>8J 1,000—
will chow. Of course,
Grand
Master
Workman,
Knights
of
Labor.
and if it has to pay a premium to get it, Is the best— In fact the One True Blood Purifier.
JOHN E RUSSELL, M. I) ,
we occasionally get a bit
manufacture of NONE SUCH Mince Meat. No house
J NO. W. HAYES,
and thereby the interest account is in
of bread and cheese, but
wife
can
be
more
fastidious
in
the
matter
of
preparing
food
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
,, tv-., are the best after-diuner
creased. there will be no way to meet it
working for love is what
Grand Secretary and Treasurer, Knights of Labor.
Office —West side of Main street,foiyr doors
except by reducing expenses, and while ITOOU S HlllS pills, aid digestion. 2Se.
than we are in the selection and preparation of the materials of
we are doing when wc
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
SAMUEL GOMPERS,
tbe pay may not be reduced, the num
sell goods at the prices
Telephone No. 74.
which it is made. The cleaning of the currants (for one thing)
President of the American Federation of Labor.
ber of men employed must be reduced
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele
named below:
Not long ago a lady in Japan, d iril g
is more thoroughly done by means of perfected appliances,
Do you wish to take'the chance of its a slight illne.-s, had 423 physicians in atphone 73
29xept87
MARION BUTLER,
being
you
who
will
be
out
of
a
place?
Lhlie’s ftcKid Oifsrds.I .5o
than it would be possible to do it by hand.
p
President of tbe National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union.
teudence.
Yours truly,
H. II. TRENOR,
Its
cleanliness,
purity,
wholesomeness
and
deliciousness
1
The Primrose League of England still
».(M)
Plain
Tot
C. J. Ivw.
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN,
at a phenomenal rate—about 5/X.O
General President, United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America.
Kid Button . . . 1.D0
3ICIAN AND8URGE0N,
are good reasons for using NONE SUCH Mince Meat.
How long wouid railways be run grows
a month.
P.
J.
M
’
GUIRE,
The best reason is its saving-of time, of hard work, of'
were it not for the business furnished
.Misses’ $2.00 Plain Toe
3, Rogers' Block, 111 South Main
The German trade returns for June
General Secretary. United Brotherhood of Carpenteis and Juiners of America.
ft. Vernon, Ohio.
kid Button
. .75
them, directly and indirectly, by “the -how
money.
A
ten
cent
package
affords
you
two
large
pies,
with

a large increase in the volume (1
ofessional calls by day or night
P. M. ARTHUR,
products of tbe farm?” Is not tbe most l»oth imports and exports.
out trouble to you beyond the making of the crust. Makes
y responded to.
June
Chief of the United Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.
of the freight shipped over the railroad*
just as good fruit cake and fruit pudding as it does mince J
C. A. ROBINSON.
from the Mt. Vernon stations furnished
We expect our low prices will scatter these goods
pie. Sold everywhere. Be sure and get the genuine.
President of the Farmers’ Mutual Benefit Association.
by
the "Farm?” Is not most of the
^TEVJEtfS A CO., quickly among a prudent people.
Bend your name and address, and mention this paper. and we will maiip’ou frees book—
FRANK P.SARGENT.
freight brought into Mt. Vernon for the
-Mrs.
ins* ThsnkHgi vtng‘—hy one of the most fatuous humorous authors of the day.
Grand Matter of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen.
conrumption of the Farmers? Do not
DKALER6IN
MERRELL-SOULE CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
■ ■ ■
F. W. ARNOLD,
S5.
S3ZZ
the Farmers of Knox county give to Restore full, regular action
,’S
of the bowels, do not irri■I E
fhHir.Feed, Seeds, Poultry
Grand Secretary and Treasurer of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
Mt. Vernon ami tbe towns in Knox Ute or Inflame, but leave
Ig H
all
the
delicate
digestive
or”
■ ■ ■
One-Price Store.
JOHN M’BRIDE,
county through which railroads run,
ganlsm in perfect condition. Try them. K cents.
urtia Ware home. l» «> MairHrtet
most of their business?
i
President of the United Mine W’ irk ere of America.
Prepared only by «. L Hood A Ux, Lowell, Mit*
Alt. Vernon, Ohio.
‘lep'ione bV.

CLOSED UP!
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Men’s,

AVIHHII? TIIL1

Boys’

and
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Children’s

I)

Fine

Clothing,

MONEY TO LOAN!

CO

LIGHTNING

UAT Easyt°

O

A

A

Can’t

M KEE

(

A

B

WORKING FOR LOVE

B

Hood
’
s
Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

Q I s As Clean As Yours

®t,c banner. EKEE SILVER AJTD GOOD TIMES? ST1T! CROP REP3RT
FRANK HARPER,
fr'.tlitor and

GENERAL. A. J. WARNER,

Proprietor.

Issued by Secretary Board
of Agriculture.

President of the Bimetallic League of the United States, and

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

HON. M. V. B. BENNETT,

NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.

The “Kansas Cyclone,” one of the ablest public speakers of the day, uill
S|H*ak at

Fstiiuatcd Production ol
Cereals und Other Crops.

Total Yield or Wheat Tills Year the
Lowest Since 1876 —Oats Were
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38.
Promising Until Destroyed by Heavy
The speaking will commence at 1 o’clock.
Rains—Potatoes itue Rotted in the
T he citizens of Knox county are very fortunate in having an opportunity of
Ground and Will Not be lhig.
a OUT V mill, OH 10.
, hearing the money question disowned by such prominent and able orators. It is
i a treat that no man, reg tnlleas of party, who is seeking information on theimOCr 8, 1896 I portant question of the campaign can afford to miss.
THURSDAY MORNING.

MT. VERNON. FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCT. 16.

The S’aie crop rr|>crt for October 1 was

usuei by <he Secretary of tire riiaie Board

DEMOCRATIC
For Preeident,
WILLIAM J. BRYAN,
Of Nebraska.
For Vice President,
ARTHUR SEW ALL,
Of Maine.
For Secretary of State,
CHILTON A. WHITE,
of Brown County.
Judge of Supreme Court,
E. D. STARK,
Of Cuyahoga County.
Dairy and Food Commissioner,
T. J. CREAGER,
01 Clark County.
Meml>er Board of Public Works,
WILLIAM BEAUMONT,
Of Licking County.

For Congress,
JOHN B. OOFFINBERRY.
Of Ixirain.

FOIL BUSINESS MEN.

of Agriculture Monday. It pre.-'entn the
rs'imate of production in bushels for wheat,
There is today no more than $100.We commend the following from New os's, ba’b-y and rye, as based upon returns
000,000 gold in this country, hidden York’s greatest daily, the Morning for ac u-il threshing throughout the several
away in hank vaults, old stockings and Journal:
counties of the a ate. Ti e average nrodnet
the V. S. treasury. Upon this amount
When things arc so cheap that there 'per ft, of th* grain threshed, being apof gold is now based all currency and is no profit in manufacturing them cap- plied to the total a e» f? harvest, the result
credits. Let us see what a mountain of ital withdraws itself front industry, fuc- secure J is the tn«st leliable and correct
deht is supported by this narrow base: . tories shut down, and the average con- possible to secure in estimating total p:oAggregOe of sowrnmeut
Burner finds it harder and harder to duc’ion.
Wheat—Area s >wn last fal’, 2,151,043
debr. Dec. 1,1895................ 1 1
acquire the dollar that things are to he
flcics. plowed np to this spring, 11 |>er cent.;
Bank deposits, etc................ - 4 500.o00/<00 . bought with.
total estiuiatid a tea for l be harvest of 189G,
tVehrg of s’ate*. ounttee, etc.. 1,135,000.000; That is the kind of a dollar the gold 2 011,7C8 acreproduct par acre estimated
Deb.s of firm*. individual.,
standanl gives us. The dear dollar is ftom tlmshers’ receipts. 8.52 bushel®: total
e*c.................. -................. 10,000,0<X>,W)0 good only for those who have it to lend. estimated produ.jt for 1850, 17,269,515 bush
In round numheis, the debts of this Free coinage of silver at 16 to 1 would el; quality compared with an average, 61
country amount to the enormous sum empty the boxes in the safe deposit , er 0111 : crop of ’95 still in producers’
of $29,000,000,000.
1 vaults and bring their contents into hands, 11 per e nt.
Oj's- Estimated area for the harve-t of
Uuder the gold standard these debts business. Free coinage would send
1896, 989,<35 acte-; product per acre esti
are based on the $400,000,000 of gold in prices up, and nothing will stimulate mated from threshers' receipt*. 31 bushels
this country, the only primary money. Industry like good prices. The manu- total estimated product for 1896, 30,670,306
Does anybody suppose that as large a facturer and merchant would make busheh: quality compared with an average,
volume of token money and credits can money, idle workmen would he employ- 63 per cent.
Barley—Area sown last fal’, !4,<00 acies;
lie maintained on this narrow basts?
ed, and an cud come to this hard frost
It is simply impossible.
which has congealed the busines-s of the pr. du.-r |>er 9c e estimated from threabeta*
reeeipt*. 21 bushel.*-: totsl estimated prodm-’
It might be safe to tloat a debt of four country,
or five dollars on a basis of having one
Cheapness that is the result of inven- for 1899, 303,839 bitaheb; quality compared
wi*li t*n average, 71 per cent.
dollar in gold, but to float a debt of $“<X) I lion, of improved means of production,
Rye—Area s->wn last fall. 37,311 scree;
with only one dollar to pay with, means of the legitimate competition which is product p-r acre estimated from tlneshers’
the life of trade, is a goo J fruit of civil receip's, 13 bushel.*-: total estimated product
bankruptcy aud ruin.
This is what the descent to the gold ization. hut the cheapness that comes for 1896, 486,738 bushel.*1.
standard means—it means that all debts from dear money is a calamity to
Corn—Prospect corn pr re J with with «ti
must be paid in gold, and these amount the industrious classes, whether they average, 93 {>er cent.
Potatoes—Probable total compared with
to 700 times as much as the gold on be poor or not.
which they are based.
j The gold standard means dear money an average, 83 per cent.

APPALLING FIGURES.

For Circuit Judge,
S. M. DOUGLASS,
of Richland. ’

For Common Pleas Judges,
JOHN DAVID JONES,
of Licking;
EMMETT M. WICKHAM,
of Delaware.
For Probate Judge,
FRANK O. LEVERING.
For Sheiiff,
JUSTUS D. 8MOOTS.
-*'For Commissioner,
HARRISON FERRIS.
For Clerk of Courts,
THOMAS R. SIMMONS.
For Infirmary Director,
JOHN C. HAMMOND.
For Coroner.
JOHN J. SCRIBNER.

Nothing is plainer than that, if the and cheap goods, cheap labor and hard
basis of our credit fabric is reduced to . times,
gold alone, the credit fabric itself must
Ali. the mints of the United States,
be enotmously reduced with conse
if devoted exclusively to coining silver
quences to prices and business more
dollars, could produce 40,000,000 in a
disastrous than tho world has ever yet , year. A congress that would authorize
witnessed._____ __________ _
the free c linage of silver at 16 to 1

Alter speaking and voting for free would be quite likely to authorize the
silver coinage in Congress, Mr. Wm. i3811© of certificates in advance of coinMcKinlev has now the effrontery to de- J aKe- Tl,e B°^ coinage of the 1 nited
nottnee it as “dishonest,” and to be-. States was $56,997,020 in 1893; $79,546,seech voters not to vote tor national
*n
Bnt^ $59,016,357 in 1895.
“dishonor” and “repudiation.” Is Mr. The amount of silver bullion purchased
Wm. McKinley a political charlatan, a . under the act of 1890 and held in
demagogue, or a mere purchased slave ^‘e treasury was, on July 1, 131,S’*8fr ,,
__ _
1. ,
, ....
.
1199.46 fine ounces, which ccst 8118,903,of the monopolists and millionaires, tjOy.23. When coined this will produce
that he thus belies his own record and $170,457,470, of which $51,553,560 will
befouls his owu nest?
I be gain or “seigniorage.”

NOTICE TO INTIMIDATORS!

Columbus Delano’s Honest Views.

The fruits of an exclusively gob* basis
Section 5507 of the Revised Statutes ol the United States contains the follow
which we hate already harvested, are too
ing
among
its provisions:
abundant and disastrous to justify its con
tinuancc. It has depreciated all values.
Sec. 5507. Every person who prevents, hinders, controls or intimidates an
It has made the creditors richer and th other from exercising the right of suffrage, by means of bribery cr threats of
debtors poorer.—C0LUMBU8 Delano, iu

the Mt. Vernon Republican of Febru
ary 2d, 1895.
Abraham Lincoln’s Prophecy.

“As a result of war, corporations hare
been enthroned, and an era of corruption
in high places will follow, and the money
power of the country will endeavor to pro
long its reign, by working upon the preju
dices of the people, until all wealth is
aggregated in a few hands, aiul the repub
lic be destroyed. I feel at this moment
more anxiety for the safety of my country
than ever before, even in the mitlst of war.”
—Abraham Lincoln.

Tub Democracy swept Florida at the
State election Tuesday. And yet “the
silver craze is dying out!”

Tub essence of bimetallism is the suf
ficient use of both gold and silver, and
it is of vital importance that the govern
ment should set the example of using
either metal indiscriminately in its vast
transactions.

Makk Hanna is rejoicing over the
fact that he has succeeded in buying
the support of Powderly, the labor lead
er thrown overboard by the Knights of
Labor. This action has brought to the
support of Bryan most of the labor
leaders of the country.
When (?) McKinley starts the mills,
who will buy the products if the’*purchasing power of the dollar” is to be kept so
high that the farmer will continue to grow
wheat and wool at a los>? The reason
the mills do not start is because the peo
ple cannot buy what the mills have al
ready made.

Whkn a farmer hitches up his team
ami hauls 50 bushels of oats to a ware
house ten miles away and at the end of
the day reaches home with $5 in his
pocket for a load that cost him $S he is
not likely to keep the neighborhood
awake that night shouting for McKin
ley and gold money.”—Columbus
Press.

The work of intimidation and coer
cion goi’S steadily on. Every day we
read fresh instances of it. It is practiced
by every concern related in the slightest
degree to the Hanna bureau. It is di
rectly in violation to all the sacred prin
ciples upon which a Republic stands.
But when a workingman enters his elec
tion booth there is no employer there to
tell him and force him how to rote.
The goldbugs tell us that the hard
times are occasioned by overproduction.
Then comes McKinley with the state
ment that the only way to secure pros
perity is to “open the mills,” in order to
produce more. Similia similibus curantur. More production will cure over
production. This is a homeopathic
dcse with a vengeance.—Columbus
Post.

depriving such person of employment or occupation, shall be punished as pro
vided in the preceding section.
Puuishment, tine of not less than $500 and imprisonment for not less than
one month and not more than one year, or by both fine and imprisonment.
This section is broad and comprehensive and applies without limitation to
1. Frivate individuals who threaten to deprive any citizens of employment
or occupation or anything of value for exercising their rights of opinion and
judgment before or at any election.
2 Private corporations or firms who utter or publish such threats to intimi
date and coerce either employes or debtors.
3. Public and all other corporations which threaten to take away or curtail
employment to their employes, because of their advocacy or opposition to any
political or party creed or policy, or who in any way by threats or otherwise
attempt to coerce them to vote contrary to their honest convictions.
4. All jiersons who threaten to distress or harass or bankrupt any one under
pecuniary obligations with a view of controlling his political action.
Arrangements are being perfected to the end that all violations jf this and
kindred sections of the United States statutes shall he promptly and effectively
prosecuted and suitable rewards paid for the production of convicting testimony.

The first Secretary of Agriculture was
The time has come when the farmer
Jeremiah M. Rusk, of Wisconsin. He and other working men must look
was the appointee of President Harrison. after their own interests, and this can
Twice the Republicans of his State elect Only be done by r» sorting to the ballot.
him Governor. He was a practical, and Hundreds of Knox county farm tenants
not a theoretical farmer, owning a good will not be able to pay their rental this
farm at Viroqua, Wis. After the pass year, while scores of land-owners will
age of the Sherman act the Secretary hardly secure enough rents to pay their
took occasion to refer to the henificence taxes, owing to the low prices, resulting
of the legislation in his annual report, j to a great extent from the single gold
On Page 8, under date of October 20, standard. The masses of our people
1890, is a significant extract This ex- fully realize that the money question
tract sustains the entire contention and must be settled, and settled in a way to
argument presented by the Democratic bring relief to the agricultural and the
party in favor of bimetallism in the in- industrial classes. With a high rate of
terest of the agricultural classes of this, interest and high taxes to meet, and the
country.
, goldbugs demanding the continuance of
It is worthy of being read and re-read a policy that has brought the products
by the farmers of the land. Here it is: of the farm and field to such a low ebb
“The recent legislation looking to the of prices that labor is unrewarded, it is
restoration of the bimetallic standard of not surprising that hundreds and thousour currency, and the consequent en sauds are'entoiling in the ranks of the
hancement of the value of silver, has un
questionably had much to do with the silver hosts.
recent advance in the price < f cereals.
Those who in 1776 thought the nation
The same causa has advanced the price
of wheat in Russia and India, and in tlie was not big enough to have a govern
same degree reduced power ol competi ment of its own, those who were con
tion. English gold was formerly ex nected with the business houses of Eng
changed for cheap silver, and wheat pur
chased with the cheaper metal was sold land at that time, and who thought
in Great Britain for gold. Much of this that English supremacy was necessary
advantage is lost by tne appreciation of to perpetuate thtir salaries, as well as
silver in those countries. It is reason the people’s government in the United
able, therefore, to expect much higher
prices for wheat than have been receiv States—there were people then who
thought that way, but their children
ed in recent years.”
have never organized any society to
What is the use telling tlie army of perpetuate their memories, my friends,
the unemployed that the gold dollar and I do not believe that a generation
will buy more now than it ever would hence the children of those who be
before this? What they want to hear lieved that the people of this nation
is an offer of employment with any dol must bow to the yoke of a foreign na
lar in remuneration that will enable tion will ever be proud of what their
them to support their families in frugal parents did if they fasten that yoke
comfort. Dear money paralyzes in upon us.”—Wm. J. Bryan.
dustry, diminishes production, slides
“I have always been a Republican,’’
trade, causes hard times.—Columbian.
said a Columbus railroad man, “but
when it comes to the bosses presuming
The farmer is a betbr judge of what
to tell their employes how to vote, I
kind of a bug is destroying the value of
think it is about time for workingmen to
his crops than the hired attorneys of
put their heads together and conclude to
railroads.
vote the other way.”

Tobacco—Condition compared with an
average. 87 per c nt.

Sometimes when
the last spark of life
seems almost extin
guished it is fanned
into flame again by
prompt, vigorous ac
tion. It is a mistake
however, to put off
action too long: an
other mistake is to
despair too easily.
Both these mistakes
are made in dealing
with disease, par
ticularly with con
sumption. It is neg
lected at first until
someone names it.
Then the name
strikes tenor to the
‘'mind ; the nature of
the disease is misun
derstood: It is a
blood disease, set
tled in the lungs. If
it settled somewhere
else the doctors
would give it a dif
ferent name :—scrofula, kidney disease or
“ liver complaint.” But the name only tells
where it settles. It is really all one dis
ease . — Bad blood -, and there is only one
cure:—Good blood.
An abundance of good, rich, red, blood put
into the circulation, cures every one of these
complaints, consumption as well as the rest
—if it hasn’t gone too far. It is on this true
physiological principle—fully proven bv ex
perience— that I)r. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery cures Consumption and all other
blood diseases. It tones up the blood mak
ing organs to produce a fresh supply of
healthy, red blood; this carries new nour
ishment and life to the wasted lung tissue :
or any other tissue that is affected. It
drives out the poisonous disease - germs
which clog the skin, liver or kidneys. It is
simply a question of purifying and building
up • where there is anything left to build on
the “Golden Medical Discovery” will in
fallibly build up and cure. It cures cases
which doctors declare “incurable.” That
word has lost its meaning since Doctor
Pierce’s wonderful “Discovery.”

Get Rid of It!
It is a sign that you have Kid
ney Disease; Kidney Disease,
if not checked, leads to Bright’s
Disease,

and Bright’s
Disease
Kills!
Because' the Kidneys break
down and pass away with
the urine..................................

Heed the Danger Signal
and begin to cure your Kidneys
to-day by taking

Larga bottle or ne-w style emullcr one
at your druggist’s.

AND

THINK

•

And of what you wish to buy. We have taken special care to have
the most desirable gitods at p ipttlar price*. Our assortment is up to
date. We can give you better goods for lees money what others sell
you inferior goods for. When you take each garment and examine
it carefully, it must clearly impress you that these are the goods that
add to the prestige aud strength of our business.
When the goods cotne from us it is an absolute guarantee that you
have

Trying

To deny the fact that NIXON
& CO. have the finest line of

Tlie Very liest at the Very Lowest Prices.
We please you cr returti the money.

Dress Goods,

For style, for substantial make, for perfect fit and for perfect details »
no other goods are equal to what we sell you.
„ f

Ladies’ and Misses’
The One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher, S. W. Corner Public
Square and Main St.

M

.

.

.

Jackets,Coats and Capes
ever exhibited in Mt. Veruon,

and the BEST OF ALL IS,
the prices are so low.

i ms!

We have
Just figured
It out
And proved it
T hat you
Can save
Money
By buying
A our dry goods
At Nixon& Co.
We care not
what
department
you find,
and the
same price
to all.

Or very near, they are so cheap.

COME AND SEE THEM.

White Blankets.
Red Blankets.
Gray Blankets.
In Great Variety.

NIXON & Co.

a

N. E. CORNER PUBLIC SQUARE.

AND

FALL

WINTER STOCK

JUST RECEIVED.
-JoJ-

NEW ANO

NOBBY

LINE

OF

CLOTHING

AT FIUCES TO SUIT THU TIMES.

A full line Neptune Anti-Pluie Porous Waterproof
goods, in Men’s Boys' and Children’s Suits, Overcoats
and Ulsters. Guaranteed ABSOLUTELY WATER
PROOF. Our boys' Knee Pants at 25 and 50 cents are
special good values.
LEATHER STOCKI CS FOR BOYS.
Do not buy UNDERWEAR until you have seen our
line. Our 25 and 50 cent garments are eye-openers.
Men's Union Suits in Merino and Wool.
Our new Merchant Tailoring department is a decid
ed success. Fit and workmanship guaranteed.
Give us a call.

A.

F.

S U C E E S S!
Or at least we hope
so in our winter lines
of Goods.

STAUFFER,

Tlie One Priced Cash Clothier, N. E. Cor. Public Square.

On incomplete lines
of Men’s and Women’s
Underwear ....
Extensive line of

SCRIBNER &. CO.,
MILLINERY

No. 20 N. Main Stree

OPENING

We Keep + +
French

Ohamberlain’s Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy.

FURS,
CLOAKS
FEATHERBOAS
AM)

Pattern

HATS AKD

FDR SALE.

A Full Line Munyon’s Rem
edy
thousand of the

BONNETS,

A few
finest varieties for FALL Dr. Scribner’s Tonic Bitters
or SPRING planting.
and Liniment Curo.
If you want a few choice
HOME GROWN plants, A Full Line of Diamond and
Magic Dyes.
let us hear from you.
Rosin---In Large Quantities
BIGLER & CO.,

Remember when yon have a picture
to frame, take it to Frank L. Beam's,
where you have the largest line of Mould
ings to select from, where they make the
best frame, where they make the best
mat, where they make the lowest prices,
where everything is up to date.

In

New, Nobby and Up-to-Date

Fxecntrix’s Notice.

No. Ill S. Main st., (Holbrook’s Dental
Office), ML Vernon, O.

Use

MESS, BOY’S AM (HILOBEAS E1AE CLOTIIIAfi,

Saturday,
the It! Dayof Foiimlier. 1896.
the following described real estate to-wi^y

'VTOTICE is hereby given that the under
xA signed has been appointed and quali
fied Executrix of the estate ot
ADAM M "GOUGH.
Late of Knox county. Ohio, deceased, by
the Probate Court of said county.
Sep*. 7, 1S96.
MARY C. M’GOUGH,
Executiix.

No

Of their fall anti winter stock of

N pu'suance of the order of the Probate
Court of Knox county. Ohio. I will
I.offer
for sale at public auction, at the south

Tract one - The foil .wing teal estal^y
tug and being in the county of Knox and
State of Ohio, and known and described as
follows, 7iz: part of the farm known as
Elmwood, in the first quarter of the sixth
township, in tlie thirteenth range of the I'.
M. lands in said county, more particu
larly l>oui>d»d and described as follows,
viz: Being the identical premises described
a mortgage given by Percival H. Upd<grair and wife to the North Western Mutual
Life Insurance Company. recorded at pnges
4«>9 and 410 t f vol 32, Knox county, Ohio,
r.cords of mortgages, to which referet <-e is
had f»r more pmicularity of de cription;
saving and excepting out of the above so
much thereof as is embraced in a convey
ance of land by P. H. UpdegralTand wife to
Elizabeth Byers by deed recorded in book
83, pages 79 and 71, Kcox county, Ohio,
records of deeds.
Also the following real estate comprising
3 acres. more or less, situa'e in the said
township and lying west of aud adjacent to
the last above described 100-acte tract and
bounded on the south by lands of Johanna
list mts and John D Haymes:on the west
by ihejandsof Curtis; on the north by
lands of the C-, A.& C. By. Co. and the
lands of Curtis: aud on the east by the 10Psc e tract hereinbefore described.
The above intended to embrace and in
elude all the farm lands owned by the said
P. H. Updegraffat the date of hia said asrignment to W. C. Cooper, situate east of
the Mr. Veruon and Martinsburg toad in
Clit.ton township and being 103 acres more
or less.
Appraised at $12,750 00.
Tract two—The following described r-al
estate situate iu the county of Knox at.«t
state of Ohio, and iu the first quatter of the
sixth township and thirteentn ranee and
l»eii g part of P- H. Updegraft's sub-division
« f the west put of Elinwood and being lots
1. 2, 3, 4, 8. 16, 17,18. 46. 47. 43, 49. 50. 60.
71. and 75 iu said sub-division aa shown by
the plat thereof in the office of the Recorder
«.f Knox c unty, Ohio. Appraised at $2,400.00; titat is to say lots l.B. 16. 18. 47. 48,
49. and 50. appraised ut $150.00 eacl ; lots 2,
17, 46, 60. appraised at $175.00 each, and
lota 3. 4, 71, and 75 at $125.00 each.
Tract three—The following described real
estate, to-wit: Lot number 459 in Thom
as's addition to the town now ci<y of Mt
Vernon, in the county of Knox and state of
Ohio, saving at.d excepting a small strip
he:etoforesold and convejed off of the
south end of sai 1 lot; bounded on the east
by McKenzie street; on the s mill by the
small atrip here of ire sold and conveyed off
of the south end of said lot: on the west by
lot No. 375 once owned by Geo. W. Hawk,
and on the north by Gambier street- Also
the following described premises situate in
Knox county, Ohio, tc-wit: All of those
portions of lots 476 in the Thomas addition
to Mt. Vernon. Knox county. Ohio, aud 376
in 8haw’s addition to Mt. Vernon. Knox
county, Ohio, h i*ig north of the center of
the south well on said lot No. 476: said lit e
to run east and west parallel to the sott h
end of said lots and so as to pass over the
center of said south well; said south w«ll to
be used in common by the adjacent land
owners; that portion of said lot No. 376 in
Shaw's addition being a stripeight feet wide
off the east side of said lot.
Appraised at $4 750.00.
Terms: Either cash or one-third cash on
dsy of sale; one-third in one. and on«- hitd
in two years front the day of sale; deferred
payments to bear interest at the rate of 6
per cent, p r annum, oaysbly annually
from the day of sale and to he secured by
mortgage on the premises sold.
October 5, 1896.
W. C. COOPER
Cooper <fe Moore, At'y’a.
Assiguee.

Is

Ute One-price Clothier, Hatter and
Furnisher,

Assiw’s Salejif Real Estate.
d'torof the Cuun Hoitsa. in the city of Mt.
Vernon, Ohio, by irae’.s. at two o'clock, p.
nt., on

There

Of Stadler,

The plain and hopeful truth about disease is
shown in the linht of the best science of the
century in Dr. Pierce s Common Sense Medical
Adviser. It is a volume of 1008 pages: illustrated.
It also contains letters from many who have been
rescued from consumption. This great book is
fret if von send 21 one-cent stamps, to cover cost
of mailing onlv. to World's Dispensary Medical
Association, Buffalo. N Y.

Pastures—Condition compared with an
average, 101 per cent.
Apples—Prospect compared with an
average, 66 per eeut.
This report, estimated in bushels, and es
pecial .y that for wheat, verifies conclusive
ly the abnormally shoit crop so forcibly
indicated by the percentage estimates mudp
during (I e growing and harvest sesBon,
which [>eicenta^e estimates kept declining
from month to month until it seemed al
most a certainty that the wheat product
must result iu a total considerably less than
ont-half of a fair av«rsge. The result of
threshing, as indicated in this report, proves
the crop to te about 35 to 40 per cent, of a
fair average for the Siate.
The total wheat produced for this year is
17,269,545 bushels, being the lowest tots!
product since 1876, when tlie amount was
15,Qp0,0V0 bushels. Last year the wheat
crop was a short oue, being slightly above
one half of a fair average, but this year the
crop falls about 9 000.000 but>liel6 below the
short crop of 1895, and about 33,000.060
bushels below heertpof 1S84, which was
above an average one.
This exceedingly short wheat crop of 1896
is attributable to several causes, the founda
tion, however, btii.g laid by severe
winttr killing. Conditions were unfavor
able at seeding time last fall and the plant
did not bteotne sufficiently set and vigorous
to withstand the winter and the freezing
and thawing that re urred during March.
Rust and the ravages of the Hessian tly
were also aids to the reduction and at har
vest the wet weather added still another
injury and iu many cases total loss.
Eleven per cent, of the wheat seeded last
f-»ll was plowed up iu the spring and put to
other err ps, thus reducing the area for har
vest about 240,000 acres. The average pro
duct per acre is 8 53 bushels. Many coun
ties show as low as 3 or 4 bushels per acre
and ranging from this up to 14 bushels per
acre. The lowest product is shown in the
central and southwestern portions of the
State, and the highest in the northern and
especially the northwestern portions.
Oats was a large acreage and exceedingly
premising for an abundant crop until just
before the harvest, when tlie continuous
heavy rains delayed cutting. Some fields
were so badly water soaked that the crop
was ruined and left standing, while a large
amount of oa's that wss cut and in the
shock became d imaged or was a total loss
Potatoes produced well, but owing to the
very wet season many have rotted in the
ground and will not be dug
Apples are abundant though not of uni
form ptodcc ion throughout the State. In
some counties the crop is from fair to aver
age, while in other counties the crop Is
from short to fait; however, there is a great
Notice of Appointment of Assignee.
abundance, and at prices so low that farm
rpHE undersigned has been duly appoin ers cannot afford to pick and market.
JL ed and qualified as asrignee in trust
for the benefit of the creditors of
JAMES DAWSON.
All persona knowing themselves to be if debted to said assignor will omke i.-nntcdiu’e payment, and creditors will piesent
their claims, duly authenticated, to the ut.detsigned fot allowance.
October ls». 1896.
L. B. Hoick.
ELI A WOLFE
Assignee.
Att’y for Assignee.

YOU
HAVE

STOP

— OK —

Weduesiay and Thnrsday.
September 23 aafl 24
You arc conli illy i .vitvd to ntteul.

for Your Sealing Wax.

’USSES MrCOl GH A* hERMODY,

Our Ice Cream Soda and Phos

Kant Vine .tr ji II-

Novelties in

DRESS GOODS
Flannels for Shirt Waists.

phates are of the best.

Just received some of the finest dinner
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
Tub mischievously false and absurd
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
statement that if Bryan is elected de
tions. Sets that compare favorably
posits in banks will he worth only one
with any $25.00 set ever eold, and at
At Dever's Drugstore you
BRYAN CONFIDENT OF ELECTION.
half what they are now, is having its
half the price. Stop and see them.
—OF—
can find a full line of
natural effect. People imposed upon
E. O. ARNOLD.
by this political fake are naturally dis
PURE DRUGS,
All the new colors in window shades.
posed to take the alarm and withdraw
New lace decorations. Wall shades,
their deposits. Intelligent people know
DRUG SUNDRIES,
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 3.—William Jennings Bryan today gave out the follow
alL sizes and at the lowest prices. You
that the statement is a barefaced lie, ing signedstatement concerning the election:
will save money by buying these at
PATENT MEDICINES,
for merely political ctlect. But it is a
ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain
“I have no doubt of my election. I base my confidence upon the fact that
poles, sash rods, <fcc.
very dangerous lie, and one that both
PERFUMES,
lhe free coinage sentiment is growing every day. The people arc studying the
the depositors and the banks are liable
money question and the study of it is convincing the people generally that there
Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
TOILET WATERS,
to suffer by.
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
can be no permanent prosperity so long as the gold standard is maintained.
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and
S0AP3,
'Tlie gold standard makes a dearer dollar. A dearer dollar means falling
Let the truth be known that silver
at lower prices than ever. All old stock
prices,
and
falling
prices
means
hard
times.
The
people
who
profit
by
haul
was real money until 1873, when it wa>
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
TOOTH,
NAIL
AND
secretly and fruudently demonetized, limes are relatively so few in number that they would amount to nothing at ali
and see how pretty and how cheap.
HAIR BRUSHES,
although it was then actually at a but for tho fact that they are aided by a considerable number of people, who, cot
Apples! Apples!
premium above its fixed ratio to gold having studied the money question themselves, have received instrui tions from a
CLOTHES BRUSHES.
Farmers, dry your apples, whether
Let it be known that this most atrocious few financiers. The number of Republicans, who have declared for free silver, At Prices to Suit the Times.
wind fallen or picked, and we will pay
act never could have been carried open outnumbers the Democrats who have deserted the ticket, and while tlie number
The Finest Line of Cigars
you a fair price for them in cash.
ly, either in Congress or before the peo of silver Republicans is increasing all the time, the number of bolting Democrats
A. D. Bcnn A Co.
in the city.
ple. Let it be known that, in justice to is all the time decreasing.
300 S. Main st.
the people, silver should he real money
“While I have no doubt as to my election, I believe that tlie advocates of free
See that you get a rebat * coupon
now, but is not, and it will be r< stored eoinnge should work from now to election day to make the majority in the elec
301 W. Gambier St.
ticket for the aumunt of every cosh
to its rightful place within twelve toral college so large that no party hereafter will ever dare to propose submission
A'so ail kinds of Hard and So.T Coal, . purchase of groc -ries at Warner W.
mouths.
o a foreign financial policy.
WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN.
i Miller’s.
Mt, Yrrnan, Ohm
2$ Public Sqiarr.

NOTICE!

ALL KINDS,
ANY SIZE.

MAX MYEHS,

ED. DEVER,

THEY ARE
BEAUTIES.,
----- M----Tlie line of Men’s Women’s and

Children’s Shoes for Spring wear in all
the newest and most stylish toes and

shades, and at prices that are lower
than the lowest. Call and see for your

self.

A full line of Trunks and Valises.
---- M------

SILAS PARR
The Delineator of Fashions
In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
No. 3 South MainSt.

Kirk block.

RING WALT
HOW ABOUT FURNITURE?
Are you thinking of making some purchases in the
Furniture line? If so inspect

THE FURNITURE DISPLAY AT SPITZER’S.
Anything in that line you want, we can show you
and at prices that will satisfy you.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUH STOCK.
Whether you buy or not you will be made welcome
and we will take pleasure in showing goods.

JOHN A.

SPITZER,

116 S, Main Street—Old Banmn

‘

IU WI1FS

SOCIETY SCINTILLATIONS.
Visitors Here and Elsewhere—Sun
dry Items of Gossip.

The following handsonielj* engraved invi

(4alliere<l Together While tations were issued Tuesday afternoot*:
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McCormick
Ponging Along,
invite you to be present
nt the m irriagu of their daughter
Lula

And Which Include Choice
IiOeal Happening*,

to

Dr. Eugene Grove Carpeuter
on Wcdnettdny evening, October the twenty-first
eighteen hundred and ninety six
at half past eight o’clock,
201 Mulberry street North,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

A Glee Club Organized in This City—
An accompanying card announces that
Bay Clerk at Curtis House Loses Roll Mr. and Mrs. Carpeuter will be at home af
or Bills—Bondage Days Company ter December 15. 43 Euclid Place, Cleveland.
Stranded—Burglars Make a Haul On
Mr. Ha*lan Ensminger is in Cincinnati.
South M ain Street.
— Retail price: Butter, 15; egg*. 15.
—The Women’s Christian Association will
meet at the Men's Christian League room,
on Friday at ^p. m.
— Mr. John Lott, of Newark, father of
Mrs. George Ingram, of this city, died 8atruday morning aud was buried Monday.
— The Board of Education held a short
meeting Monday evening and passed on a
few bills. Nothing of importance came up
for c insideration.
— A missionary society of the young
girls in St. Paul’s c hutch, has been formed
and named the "Round Robin” society.
The society holds weekly meetings.
— The Bondage Days company, organ
ize! in this city, with C. L. Stewart as
n.stinger, stranded in Detroit Sep1. 12, after
a week’s engagement at the Capital Square
theatre.
— The Fisk Jubilee Singers entertained a
fair-sized audience in Woodward Opera
House Monday evening. They succeeded
i i maintaining their reputation as a band
of excellent colored singe's
% — Invitations have been issued for the
marriage of Miss Emma Dell Caldwell, the
charming daughter of Mr. aud Mrs J. A*
Caldwell, to Mr. Chas. Bench Schnehly, on
Wednesday evening, Oct. 14.
— Prof. John K. Baxter, of this city, is
down on the program of the Licking Coun
ty Teachers'Association to be held at Jer
sey, 0 , Ojt. 10. He is announced to sj>eak
on “ The Conduct of the Recitation ”
— Thieves gained entrance to Spangler’s
store on 3. Main street one night last week
and appropriated a number of revolvers and
a quantity of ammunition. They forced an
entrance by breaking through a rear win*
dow.
—George Shelller. a C A A C. brakeman,
had his left hand badly mashed while mak
ing a coupling at Killbuck Monday. He is
now at his home in thia city, and although
his injury is not serious he will be off duty
for some time.
— William A. Silott received a telegram
from New York Saturday, stating that a
summons had been issued for him to ap
pear before the U. 8. grand jury, to testify
against Mrs. Anna Glostner. He left for
that city Sunday.
— On October 13 and 14 the Baltimore A
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets to
Dayton, Ohio, at ra‘e of one fare for the
round trip, account Grand Commandery,
Knichts Templar of Ohio. Tickets will be
-g >od for return until October 17, 1896.
— Rev. Smytbe will give a series of inter
esting and instructive lectures during the
winter, every Sunday evening at 7 o’clock,
in the Parish House. There will be singing
by the choir at each of these meetings. A
cordial invitation is extended to all to at
tend.
— On October 11, 12, and 13,the Balti
more A Ohio rairoad will sell excursion
tickets to Washington, D. C., at rate of one
fare for the round trip, account Uni >n
Veteran Legion, Annual Encampment.
Tickets will be good for return until Oc
tober 26 1896
— The Millersburg fair did not open its
gates last week on account of the continu
ous rains. It was to have commenced on
Tuesday, but has been declared off until
week after next. A number of horses
were on the ground for the races, but the
rain stopped everything.
— We are in receipt of a phampblet en
titled theScienceof Money, written by ProfL e Francis Lybarger. of the Neff College of
Oratory. The work is a clear and lucid dis
sertation on tbie important subject and will
be a valuable aid to any one seeking infor
mation on this question*
— The Coroner of Wayne county has
rendered bis verdict on the tragedy at Dal
ton last week, holdiog that Thomas Kidd,
aged 14 years, was deliberately a ordered by
Carl McElhinney, aged 7 years. McElhicney’s age will exempt him from the charge
of murder in the first degree.
— Mr. Richard West, the genial merchant
tailor, received by express from Fiank S.
Kelly, of Seattle, Waah., Friday, a box con
taining a halibut and two Columbia river
salmoD. The halibut when dressed weighed
28 pounds, and the salmon dressed weighed
respectively 9 and 12 pounds each.
— Leander H. Irewis, an employe of W.
W Miller, the grocer, was severely injuted
by falling plastering, in the Miller grocery
on S. Main street, Tuesday forenoon, fie
was standing beneath the sky light when a
large piece of the plastering became loosed
and fell, striking him on the Lead and
shoulders.
— A J. Ball, who lives on the B.AO.
railroad, half way between Mt. Vernon and
Fredericktown, has concluded to quit farm
ing, and will bold a public sale on Thurs
day, Oct. 22. when he will effer a lar«
quantity of implements and machinery,
wagons, horses, cattle, hogs, hay, corn, etc.
The sale will begin at 10 o’clock a. m.
— A gun club has been organized in this
city with ten charter members, and arrange
ments aiebeing made to hold weekly shoots.
The following gentlen en are members: Ed.
DeVoe. Ben Westlake, Will Purbaugb, Sher
man Zeisloff. A J. Myers, John France,
Douglass Ankeny, Irving Foibirg, Frank
Falk, Guy Forbing, Charles Brent.
-— Look out for these fellows, for they
may oome this way. The North Baltimore
Beacon say: “Farmers in this vicinity are
being gulled agaiu by some traveling gro
cery concern, whose smooth tongued agents
make their victims bel eve they are‘getting
goods for half what our grocerymen charge,
when they really pay more for inferior
goods.
— Harlan Ensminger, day clerk at the
Curtis House, 1 sat a roll of bills amounting
to over forty dollars in the lobby of the ho
tel Thursday evening. He orried the money
in a small memorandum book in a vest
pocket, and it is supposed that when he
drew the book from his pocket and replaced
it, the money dropped out and was picked
up by some party absut the hotel at that
time.
— Mr. William Gibsop. division superin
tendent of the Big Four, w ho lias just ac
cepted a position with the Baltimore A
Ohimade the change in a hurry. He had
no idea, it is said, of going with the B.AO
an hour before he accepted the position. He
was summoned to Baltimore, had a short
consultation with Mr. Green, took tlie next
train West and resigned his position on the
Big Four.
— Carey Eggleston, of thia city, was ar
rested at the home of hissishron Russell
street, in Columbus, last week on a letter
and a warrant from Peter Fink, ot this city,
charging him with beating a board bill for
$58. A sister communicated with Mr. Fink
by telephone and arrangements were made
by which Ezgleston was allowed to go. as
his father is in a precarious condition from
sickn< ss.
— Gaorge 0. Daniels, residing two miles
north of Martinsburg, on the Gambier road,
will hold a public sale on Thursday, Octo
ber 15, at which time he will offer to the
highest bidder the following property:
Three head of young cattle, forty-five head
of breeding ewes, forty hesd of grade lambs,
sixteen hetd of spring shoat«, one Poland
China boar, eight tons of clover bay in
mow, eight tons of timothy hay in stack,
twenty acres of corn io shock.
— The long-drawn-mt case of the 8tate
against Dentist J. R. Price came to a close
in Justice Cameron’s Court SaturJay with
the dismissal of Dr. Price. The charge,
which waa obtaining money under false
pretenses, was filed by Charlrs G. Walker,
who alleged that the Doctor obtained $700
from him bj* false representations. There
is still anolht r charge of the same character
against Dr. Price in the same Court, but
he amount is only $200—Dispxteb.

Mr E O Arnold is in the Easton busi
ness.
Mrs. M E Burn and son have gone to
Chicago io te»ideMr Jay Crilchfi-dd. of Co umbus, is vi»iti >g relatives in this county.
Mis Ben Amrs and Mi<3 Elinor Ki>k
are v-sltirg friends in Cincinnati.
Mr and Mrs. Garfi.-ld Snow and fan ily
are visiting friends in Columbus
M-.and Mrs. Otto Pat»ereon have re
turn'd from their wedding tour.
Mrs E D. Taylor and son are the guests
of Mrs Taylor's parents in Barnesville.
Mis B F. I.eaville, of Salt Lake City, is
the guest of Judge ant Mrs. J. B. Weight.
Mis. Harry Walters and two sons will
leave the latter part of the week for New
Yoi k.
Mr and Mrs- L D. Wolfe,of Crown Point,
Ind-, are the guests of Mr- W. A. Harris and
family.
Miss Maud Hubbell left for Bloomington,
Ill , Monday, for an extended visit with
friends.
Mis* Dora Ensminger has gone to Nash
ville. Tenn , where she will enter the Ward
Seminary.
Mr Harry W. Brown has returned from
Engljnd where he has been spending the
past few months.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Browning went to
Toltdo, Tuesday, to be gone until the latter
part of the week.
Mr. Sterl Wolverton came home from Co
lumbus Monday and is the guest of his par
ents. east < f the city.
M*. Samuel Bishop who has spent sever
al jears tiaveling through the West,is visit
ing relatives n this city.
Mr. Will 8 Sperry after a mdnth spent
in Dukota, white he has extensive farming
interists, has returned heme.
Miss LjmaOwen returned to her home in
Delaware Saturday, after a pleasant visit
with Hun. aud Mrs. F. V. Owen
Mrs Sarah Huxford has gone to Ft.
Wayte, Ind, where ehe will make her
home with her daughter, Mrs. Baldwin.
Mis Phoebe Ih-mpson te urned borne
8 inday aftir a pleusaut visit with hir
daugh’er, Mrs C. E Miles, nf Colnmbus
Mr. Johu G. Whittaker, of Daylou,G.-ac.d
Master I. O O. F. of Ohio, was in the city
Monday and left for Martinsburg that eve
ning
Un. J* C. Armstrong, of E. High sheet,
entertained Wednesday afternoon for her
sister. Miss Louise Peterman, of Brooklyn.
N. Y.
Mrs. H. C. Parker pleasantly eutertaired
the members of the Monday Night Club at
her bt.tne on East Yiue street Monday eve
ning.
Mrs. Mike Nixon has returned from Cleve
land after a pleasant visit of ten days, while
Miss Belle will remain and attends Medical
College.
Mra. C. R Grimm returned to her home
in Trenton. N. J , Monday evening Bfer a
p’e isant visit with her mother, Mrs. Belle
McComb.
Mr. George Christopher and Miss Hattie
Mills were married at the M. E cburcli
Sunday evening immediately after service,
by Rev. Endley.
Miss Ella Grant entertained a few friends
at tea Saturday evening in honor of the en
gagement of Miss Lula McCormick and Dr.
E. G. Car {tenter.
Judge John Adams has moved in to tl a
city from hia pleasant country place and
is meking bis home with bis daughter,Mrs.
8. H Peterman.
The bans of marriage of Mr. Thomas
Kelly and Miss Mary Boyle were called for
the first time in St. Vincent de Paul’s
church Sunday.
Mrs. D Stark and her mother, Mrs. Au
gust Honing, and Mrs. M. B. Carey, left
Tuesday for Monte Vists, Colo., to remain
during the winter.
A pleasant and informal dance was given
at the Park Tuesday evening by a number
of young folks from this city. Music was
furnished by Hill's orchestra.
Mrs. Mary Mawyer was the hostess of a
five o'clock lea Thursday evening, for Mrs.
E. Dorner and her daughter, Mrs. Fannie
Moberly,of Bloomington, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Forbing left for
Lexington. Ky , Sunday night. Mr. For
bing will return home the last of this week.
Mrs. Forbing will remain in Lexington
several weeks and will then go to Kenton,
Ohio, for e month's visit.
Mrs. Frank Haqer waa the hostess of a
delightful progressive euchre party Thurs
day afternoon, for her guest, Mrs. Walter
Story, of Chillicothe. Prizes were awarded
to Mrs. John E. Russell and Miss Midge
Cooper. Dainty refreshments were served

— Word has been receved in this city to
the effect that Judge Charles II. Scribner is
seriously ill in Toledo.
— O i October 13 and 14 the Baltimore A
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets to
Findlay, Ohio, at rate of one fare for the
round trip, account Union Veteran Union,
Department of Ohio, Encampment. Tick
ets will be good for return until October 16,
1896.
— Dr. P. C. Larimore will deliver an ad
dress at the Men’s Christian League rooms,
Sunday afternoon, on “Secret Sins,” to men
and boys only. Music by Mahaffey's or
chestra. The doctor should have a full
house, and the League the encouragement
of every citizen, in the good work they are
doing in our city. The Monday, Wednes
day and Saturday night mission services
are well attended. Four conversions,
adults, since the Mission opened a few days
ago, have been reported.
— Suit has been instituted by beneficiar
ies and membera of the Bal'itnore A Ohio
Relief Association asking that the relief de
partment fund, amounting to $390,000,
should be specially set apart by the railway
company for the benefit of the relief de
partment. This sum has never been spe
cially invested by the railroad. The rail
road claims that the relief department mon
ey was deposited with the railroad com
pany under an agreement which prohibits
the petitioner from recovering.
— The Mt. Vernon football learn will
try conclusions with tbe High seboo
eleven at Hiawatbk Park. Tuesday after
noon, Oct. 13. A good game is promised
and a large crowd is exacted to be preteot
to cheer their respective teams to victory.
The Mt. Vernons line up as follows: Weir,
left end: Hell, left tackle: George, left guard;
Feiris, center rush; Sbarpneck. right guard;
Hookaway, right tackle: Lewis, right end;
Church, quarter back; Singer, right half
back; Ralston, left halfback; Keefer, full
back. Their colors are pink and white— Wilson Wildman, tbe well known S. A
O. engineer, unexpectedly died at hia borne
on Sjuth Third street, Newark, Ohio, Satur
day evening. During tbe afternoon, Mrs
Wildman went to bis room where he had
been takiig a nap and found him lying in
a stupor. Prs- Hatch and Smith were call
ed, bat Mr. Wildman died at 4 45 o’clock.
Mr. Wildman was one of the oldest and
best known of the B. A O- engineers. He
was in good stauding in Division 36 B. of L
E. and was one of its charter members in
Zanesville. The fnneral services were held
Tuesday afternoon.
— Tbe list of theatrical invalids is in
creased by Paal Kester, tbe young play
wright, and Virginia Aragon, wire per
former. Kester is ill with congestion of
tbe brain, at his residence, One HnDdretb
street and^he Boulevard. He is the author
of“Zamar," produced by Salvini; “The
Last of the Moors,” “Nell Gwynne,” in
which Mine. Rhea appeared, and several
other well-known dramas. His first play,
written when he was eighteen years old,
was produced by Modjeska. I's title is
“The Countess Roudine.” Mr. Kester’s
condition is not serious.—New York Jour
nal.
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Free Silver Meetings.

SILENT MAJORITY.

H«S. [. K. BUTIOLPH

VERNA MAY MARTIN.
The following Free Silver Meetings, to 1 •
Aged eleven years,daughter of Mr. and Mr?.
addressed by the speakers indicated, are an
K. Martin,died at her homeon8. Mulbeiry
Will Address Bryan Club J.
II* You Really Want a nounced:
street Monday morning after a prolonged
II mi. E. K Buttolpli.
Friday YiglK
illness of typhoid fever. The funeral seiJoint Rebate,
The silver-tongued orator, of Colorado:
vices were liehl at the home Tuesday after
Mt. Vernon, Friday evening Oct. 9, at
noon and interment was made in Mound
Woodward Opera house.
Woodward
Opera View, Rev. George F. Smythe officiating.
llr. Fevering id Eager to
Martinsburg, Saturday .Oct. lO.at 2 o'clock In
p. m.
House, This City.
Meet Y ou,
Gambier, Saturday evening, Oct. 10.
JAMES SCARBROUGH
Centerburg. Monday evening. Oct. 12.
Aged 88 years, one of tbe oldest inhabitants
Hon. A. R. McIntire Stores a Great of Liberty township<died at his home in
And Not Only You, But Also His OppoFrank O. Levering.
Hit In His Talk to the Shop Men and I Mt. Liberty, Saturday evening, of the ills in
nent Tor the Probate Judgeship—
Liberty township (township house) Mon
Artisans Friday Night—Rev. Ball j cident lo old age. He has resided for over
Mr. Levering Writes a Hot Comma* day evening, Oc(. 12.
Ankneytown, Tuesday evening,Oct. 13.
Was Present and Turned the Gold fifty years in Liberty township. The funeral
nieatiou Which the Republican Re
Martinsburg, Wednesday evening.Oct. 14.
occurred at the home Monday and interment
Bug Argninents a Somersault.
fuses to Publish.
Thomaa It. Simmons.
w«i made at Heading Chapel, Rev Joshua
Buckeye City, Thursday evening, Octo
Crawford officiating.
The next meeting of the Bryan Silver
If Mr. William M. K-rois really w-nts to ber 8.
meet Mr Frank 0. (revering i • j tint debate
Morgan towship (township house) Sat Club will be held in Woodward Opera
MRS ALICE MARTIN.
House, Friday evening, O„t. 9, and will be Wifeof Milton Martin, residing about two
he has the oppnr'Uuity. Mr. Ireveru g In a urday ♦ vening, Oct. lu.
thrown down the gauntle'; we sh ill see
Butler townrhip (township house) Tues addressed by Hon. E. K. Buttolpb, of Colo miles south of town, died very suddenly at
rado. Mr. Buttolpli ie credited with being her home September 30, after a short illness
whether Mr. Koons will pick it tip.
day evening. Oct. 13.
one of tbe finest orators now stumping the At the time of her death she was 38 years of
In the Republican of Wednesd.v **f last
Walter S. Barker.
week it was stated that il’. L-veri-g had
Harrison township (township house) state for free silver.
age. and is survived by a husband and child.
accepted a clial'euge to meet Mr Koons in Monday evening, Oct. 12.
Funeral services were held at the home Fri
j-»int debate in Amity and that Mr Lever
One of the largest crowds that has yet as day afternoon by Rev. Turner, and inter
Chas. Davidson.
sembled to hear the doctrines of free silver ment was made in Mound View.
ing did not appear at the nie»tb>r.
Brandon, Friday evening. Oct. 9.
expounded, assembled in Kirk hall Friday
Mr. Levering was justly iuceuaed that
Howard, Monday evening, Oct. 12.
night and listened to the address of Hon.
John K. Haiden.
such a publication should be made, as be
MRS. JAMES HARRISON,
A. R. McIntire. Among the crowd was a Of Martineburg wa3 found dead in bed Mon
bad not teen challenged for such a d» bite.
Gatubier, Thursday evening, Oct. 8.
He at once wept to the Republican office
Brink Haven, Saturday afrarnoon.Oct. 10. large sprinkling of Republicans and shop day morning at the residence of her son,
and demanded to know the authority for
Morris township (township house) Thurs men.
W. P. Harrison, 1015 E Broad street Col
Mr. McIntire’s address glowed witli logic umbus. O-, tbe result of heart disease. She
making such a publicatior, and was in day evening, Oct. 15.
and bristling facts. That it took well with had been visiting her son and family for a
formed by the editor of the R-publictn that
C. 31. Rice.
his hearers, is substantiated by tbe vigof- wick- She was 70 years of age. The re
Mr. Koons was responsible for it.
Centerburg, Friday evening. Oct 9.
o is applause he received He took up mains were taken to Martinsburg and in
Therenp m Mr. Levering, accompanied
Jelloway, Saturday evening Oct 10.
the theme of the honest dollar, and by trac terred Wednesday, in Presbyterian ceme
by Mr. Columbus E valt, went to the office
Greeraville. Tuesdty evening, Oct. 13.
ing the origin of money showed that the tery.
of Mr Koons, and afier a weak attempt at
Hugh Neal.
an explanation which did not explain, by
Morris township (township houte)Thurs- silver dollar wa9 the correct beneficiary of
such a cognomen. He declared that if it
FREDERICK KEPPLER
Mr. Koons, Mr Levering cx ended him a day evening Oct. 8.
formal challenge for joint debate.
Milford township (township house) Mon were not for the partisan ties which b:nd Aged 88 years, died at bis home on N.Cliesmen to political parlies, Knox county ter street Sunday morning after a short Ill
Mr. Levering also at once prepired a day evening, Oct 12.
communication to the Republican in an
would declare fi r free silver by a vote of ness. Mr. Keppler was born in Germany,
A. R. McIntire.
swer to the artid r referral to, and asked
Brink Haven,Saturday afternoon,Oct. 10. three to olc- They were silver men at August 22,1S08, and removed to this coun
that it be published in the issue of last Sat
heart, but denied tbe fact that they might try fne years ago to make his home with
Gambier, Thurday* evening, Oct. 15.
not be called irregular on party lir.es. They his daughter who resides in tliis city. He
urday. The article did not appear in the
Judge Wellington Stilwell.
RepubHctn of Saturday, and when Mr.
Brink Haven. Saturday evening, Oct. 10 justified themselves with the plea that they is survived by a son, Frederick Keppler.
had been honored by their party in tbe and a daughter. Mrs Feldhcuse. The fu
Levering sought an exv’anation on Mon
William R. Pelter.
pxst. aud it would now appear ungrateful neral occurred at the the home Monday af
day. the editor of that paper stated that the
Amity, Thursday evening. Oct. 8.
matter would be referred to the Republican Jos. L. Myers and Eugene Lawrence. should they refuse io support tlie principles ternoon and interment waa made in Mound
enunciated by their party. He was View, Itev. J. H. Hamilton officiating
Execu ive Committee, which would hold a
Bladensburg, Tuesday evening, Oct. 13.
special meeting that afternoon. 'I tiesday Bryant Ransom, II. L. Swetland and sorry to see the word “honest’’ smirched in
the manner already done by the gold
morning Mr. Levering again called at the
MRS. ELIZARETU PARK
Thos R. Simmons
standard
people. Before the invention of
Republican office, and his communication
Titos Cole farir, Liberty township, on
Aged 73 years, relict of tbe late J. V. Paik,
was returned to him with the statement the Mt Liberty and Gieen Valley roads, money, commodities were used as a medium died at her home about one mile east of the
that it had been decided not to publish it.
T liursday, Oct. 8, beginning at 10 o’clock of exchange. Finally, when Jefferson at city shortly after two o’clock Mondayfiiorntempted to adjust our currency system, he ing. Her death was due to paralysis of the
In liia communication Mr. Levering is a- m.
found a diversity of coins. Af.er many
sues a challenge to M-. Koons, and also ex
Lee Miller.
heart. Mrs. Park was born in this city Aug.
presses a desire to meet liis op|X)«ing candi
Monroe township (township house) Tues computations and calculations he founded 15, 1823, being tbe daughter of Daniel and
the silver dollar as a basis. Nobody ever
date for tbe office of Probate Judge in a day t vening, Oct. 13.
Mary McFarland. She was married to J. V.
discussion of the money questio *. The
questioned the integrity of that dollar down Park iu 1853, five children beine born to
B. L. Swetland.
to
1873,
and
no
one
had
questioned
it
since.
communication is as follows:
Fredericktown. Friday evening, Oct. 9.
them, as follows: Daniel M., James H . Wil
Editor Mt. Vernon Republican:
We have no international money and never liam V., Bessie M., and Frank J , all of
Joseph F. Blubaugh.
Dear Su:—In your issue of S ptember 30.
will have any until the millenium cornea. whom are living. For several years past Mrs.
Millwood, Friday evening, Oct. 9.
1896. in an article entitled, “That Amity
Silver is the business regulator of the world. Park has been a helpless invalid. She join
Debate.” you say that the Republican Cen
Democracy, 'Ihuraday evening. Oct. 15.
tral Committee of Pitre townsbipehadenged A. J. Warner and M. V. B. Bennett, Silver could not be cornered, because it was ed the Baptist church when a yonng girl
me to debate the issues of the prese >t cam
in circulation. Prices have changed but and has ever since been a faithful communi
Mt. Vernon,Friday afternoon, Oct. 16.
paign with the Hon. Win. M. Koons at
slightly in silver countries.
cant. The funeral occurred at the residence
Amity, Saturday evening. Sept. 26 ISOG.and
In his talk to the shop people on tbe ef Tuesday afternoon and interment was made
that 1 had accepted tl c cballeuge.
Free Silver Meeting Change.
fect of the restoration of silver upon their
Permit me to ray that no person ever
The Free Silver meetiug announc d to wages, he completely dispelled any doubt iu Mound View, Rev. C. J. Rose officiating.
challeng<d me for a discussion at Amity,
n»r was a-<y atraugenient or aglet tnent take place at Danville, on Saturday after about the honesty of the silver dollar. Ha
made by myself, or my friends, for a joint
MRS MARTHA AGNEW,
dts>'.us»ton tfi-te.
noon of this week, has been cancelled by* warned the shop men that a great danger
Wife
of
David
Agnew, residing on West
Your article further intimates that my
lay in the Let that farmers' sons were
reason for not being pre&eut at this self- the committee. On that afternoon, Hon. crowding our shops for employment, be Chestnut street, died shortly after miduight
arranged dicc ibsiou of Mr. Koons’, was the E K. Buttolph, of Colorado, will speak at
cause the gold standard had made farming Wednesday morning, after an illness of
fear of meeting Mr. Koons in a joint disunprofitable. Whenever prosperity was re eight weeks of cancer of the stomach. Mrs
cu-sion of this question. Be not deceived. Martinsburg, instead of at Danville
If there is now, or ever was. a de»i*e upon
stored to the farm, this competition would Agnew, whose maiden name was Clark,was
the part of Mr. Koons to do-cuss this ques
born in Washington, Guernsey county, O.,
disappear.
tion with me, I hereby challenge him for
Oct.
31, 1831, and was therefore almost 65
At the close of Mr. McIntire’s speech
such a discussion. 1 would be pleased to
meet him in such a discussion in Mt. Ver WOMAN CAR ACCOUNTANT there were loud cries for Rev. Ball, who years cf age at the time of her death She
non, Ohio, the date and other necessary ar
was in the audience. This gentleman re was married to David Agnew Nov. 3. 1851.
rangements to be agreed upon by the Dem
aponded
with a few spirited remarks, which five children being born to them. She is
ocratic aud Republican Executive Commit She is Employed by the C., A. & C.
took with the aadiencc and he was loudly survived by the husband aud three children,
tees for Knox county.
Railway Company.
It is customary in political campaigns,
cheered. The meeting on the whole was Mrs- T. P. Kirk, Sadie and Ellis Agnew.
when tbe issues are to be jointly discussed,
one of the best and m>st enthusiastic yet The family has resided in this city about
that opposing candidates should engage in
thirty years Tbe funerahwill occur Sun
such discussions, and as my opponent has Has Held This Trying Position for held by the Club.
day afternoon at 2:30; after services at the
announced himself in favor of the single
Six Years—Will Remove to This
horns by Rev. Turner, interment will be
gold standivd, should it meet with his approbiti-tn, and the approval of your com
ENCOURAGING REPORTS
City from Columbus.
made in Mound View.
mittee, I would be pleased to meet him in
as many joint discussions as the commit
As to the Baltimore and Ohio's Condi
tees may arrange.
WILLIAM FULTON,
Aa to the debate with Hugh Green, if it
tion in Receivers' Hands.
The proposed removal of the transporta
resulted as you indie»te, why is it, thai after tion department of the C , A. <fc C. Railway
It is so seldom a railroad does better in Father of Dr. A. T. Fulton of this city,
goingdo the expense of employing a sten
died at his home in Burlington township,
ographer, and having her take the debate in company to Mt. Vernon, O., says tbe Col the hands of a receiver than under its own Licking county, Friday morning, after an
short hand, that yon have not published it. umbus Presr, calls to mind the Get that chosen officials that tbe case of the Balti
and tiius let yonr friends know how good ii there is in the employ of this company in more and Ohio is attracting widespread at illness of two years of cancer, aged 78 years.
was?
Mr. Fulton was an old and highly respect
Believing that honesty, in politics, as this city at p-esent a woman car account tention. From all points on the line reports ed citizen of the county where he had spent
well as in all affairs of life, is the beat poli ant. Her name has appered from tims to have come for the last two or three months
cy, and that you only desire fair treatment time in the prints of tbe list of names of of increased traffic and more business-like most of liia life. The funeral was held Sun
between man and man, I trust (bat you the employes of the C , A. <fc C.. who most methods. The equipment of the road has day at Homer, under the auspices of the
will consent to give this card space in your naturally w ill go with the transportation been increased by 5000 cars and it is Utica Maionic lodge He is survived by
valuable paper.
department to the north Ohio town next stated that the entire plant is being taxed to four sons and five daughters, as follows:
Truly yours.
T. B. Fulton of Newark, J. W. Fulton,who
Frank O- Levering.
Nov. mber Her title in these lists has been its utmost.
car accountant, still nobody in reading over
The following table, comparing receipts lives on the home farm; Dr. A. T. Fulton
the nanus and titles ever perhaps fancied it for three months of 1895. when the road waa of this city. W. D. Fulton of Newark, Mrs.
TaE CAVES MEETING.
an ur usual thing fora woman to be car ac not in the hands of a receiver, with thoae of John L. McKee of West Carlisle, Mrs. Wm
countant for a railroad. The present cen three months of 189(3 when it was under a Senftof Appleton, Mrs. William Robinson
An Immense Outpouring of the tury woman has got herself into nearly all receivership indica’es the point iu ques of Utica, Mrs. William Christman of
Homer and Mrs. J. B. Irish.
People to Hear the Silver Ques
the occupations in which a few years ago tion:
tion Discussed.
she would have been diunally out of piece.
1> *5.
1896.
Tiie Free Silver people of tbe Eastern part Among gome of the more exacting voca
T ns.
Tons.
Star Lecture Course.
3.090
of Knox county bad a great time at tbe tions in which it may have been thought, July freight receipts................ 622
August
freight
receipts
......
-.729
4.435
The Citizens’ Star Lecture Couree has
Caves last Saturday. It was by all odds tbe in the orthodox times, the skill, ingenuity September freight receipts. J,765
*6.000
become one of the permanent and popular
largest political demonstration that section and versatility of a broad shouldered man
•Estimated.
of the county has ever seen. The Caves were required, is that of car accountant.
Officials of other roads who have kept institutions of our city. Few cities this
was tbe Mecca for all Silverities. last Satur
Miss Teresa Biiggaman is thecarascounl- their eye on the strides of the Baltimore and size enjoy such enterprise. The Course
day. and early in the day they began to ant for the C., A. <fe C. railway, with main Ohio say that the freight and passenger men thia year has been selected to suit the up-tofl >ck to that point. While tbe immense offices in the Denig & Feison building. She are out after business and they are securing date idea of a Lecture Course. It is a hard
crowd was made up largely of residents of has been with the Akron road for about six it at any co9t. It is even said that owing to matter to select entertainments to suit all.
Knox county, yet Holmes, Coshocton and years Previous to this time she was in the the demand for ready money with which to However, the Course this year comes
Ashland counties contributed to tbe throng. employ of Mr. C. H. Church, of the Pan maintain the system, that rates are being through the Eastern Bureau, a change
In the grove had been erected a large handle road, as car clerk.
slashed right and left, and all that is neces which will be appreciated by the people, as
speaker's stand and this was handsomely
In order that the uninitiated may cora- sary to secure a shipment over that road is they obtain all the new novelties. The
decorated in the national colors Large prebend the magnitude of the duties that to offer ca»h aud it will be handled at any opening lecture on Oct. 21 will no doubt
fill the Opera House. Lieut. R. E Peary.
portraits of Bryan occupied prominent a car accountant is obliged to discharge, it price.
U. 8. N., being the lecturer. Subject, ‘ Ex
positions at the front of the platform.
may not be out of place here to dilate on
plorations in Northernmost Greenland.”
Two b tnda of music were on band. One the subject, lu one tense of the word the
BOLr BAD ROBBERS.
Lieut. Peary spent all the past summer in
was the Millwood drum orps augmented accountant’s woik is as trying as that of
that country and is expected in Few York
by Messrs. Cotton and Lugsd in, of this city, a comparative anatomist, or a comparative
and tbe other was the Howard Cornet philologist. The anatomist takes any por Got the Worst of a Call On Two Old next week. The lecture is illustrated by
Morrow County Bachelors.
one hundred magnificent lantern views.
Band. The music was frequent and added tion of the skeleton of an antediluvian
One night last week, about 9 o’clock, as The second’entertainment is an entirely
much to the occasion.
animal, and, by studying it, paints, either
Promptly at 1 o’clock the speaking began wiih word of brush, or max be constructs Andrew French, who resides just over the new novelty here, and is styled the Royal
under the direction of Chairman Mitchell, the exsc’ c nr.tcrpart of the prototype from Knox county line near Sparta, was prepar Entertainment Company, of New York
who introduce! Hon. John B Coffinberry, which his specimen ctme, and a compara ing for bed, some one rapped on tlie win City, that being their home. Their program
tbe Democratic candidate for Congress in tive philologist, on the other hand, com dow and told him that they had some mail is a distinct departure from anything at
this district. Mr. Coffinberry spoke for pares Egyptian li eroglyphics with the runes for him, but that he would have to op m present before the public- Mr. J Stewait
about an hour and a half and during of the Teutonic and Gothic races, and in the door and let them in, as they could not Blackton. the artist entertainer, presents a
hia
exposition
of the issues
of studying these, is able to wri*e a concite see to get it. Mr. French opened tlie door. program of brief monologue entertainment
the campaign was given the closest atten history of a race of men, and a word that At that moment two masked men entered of humor and pathos, each separate subject
and with drawn revolvers ordered him to illustrated by a series of side-3plitting car
tion.
we maj* have mistaken fur something new
The next speaker to be presented was Mr-A. under the sun. The car accountant, a throw up bis hand-*. This he refused to do, toons, executed in colored chalks, all drawn
R. McIntire, of this city. On this occasion strictly nineteenth century product, com but started f ir the bedroom.
on large sheets of paper in full view of the
Tlie robbers etartel to follow, but at this audience. Mr. Blackton is tlie comic car
Mr. McIntire directed liis remarks toward pares tbe r. p i ts of empty and loaded cars
the ‘ honest dollar,” speaking on about the handled one year with similar reports of juncture Stephen French appeared on the toonist of the New York World. Mies
same lines be did at Kirk Hall, last previous years, and fioni this comparison scene with an old mnskef, when the rob Pauline Ingre Johnson, better known as
Friday, and which is referred to elsewhere knows tbe amount of height, etc., carried bers beat a retreaL but not in time to escipe the Swedish Nightingale, late of the Swed
a load of shot, which Stephen sent after ish Ladies' Quartet, is the soprano of the
in this issue of the Banner.
over the lit e. Cars, too, some times ,o
The last speaker was Mr. John K. Haiden, astray, just as men often do The acco’ -it- them, and blood stains were found on the company. Albert E- Smith, the master
fantasist, in high class prestidigitation, new
of Cen'erburg. It is generally a disadvant ant is obliged to trace forlorn and way ard grass next mornirg.
Andrew and Stephen Frecch are two shadowgraphs, ventriloqnal and facial imi
age to be the last speaker, and be c impelled cars much after tl e fashion of a de'-ried
to say over what other speakers say, but this wife tracing a dissolute husband. Cars, bachelor!*, about 70 years old. Although tations. His program is an original con
no relation, they have lived together for ception of all forms of amusements which
was not the case with Mr. Haiden on this not unlike.
over forty years. They own a farm of over the hands, voice and features are capable of
occasion, as he found much of interest to “The be-*t iaid plans of mice and m:a
600 acres, which is one big field. They also producing. Miss Grace A. Green, likelier
talk about that had not been touched upon
Gang aft aglee.
by the other speakers. Talking from the
They stray into unusual and n’.-nost im have about $5,000 in money, but where it is father, ‘ Judge” GreeD, ia a reciter, and a
good one. Her style is not acquired but
standpointof apractical farmer,Mr. Haiden possible {dace?. An eastern car may get it no one but themselvos know.
born in her, and she is especially good in
had the wrapt attention of the vast crowd* self by hook or crock into Mexico, Winni
dialect work. The date of this entertain
which was made up almost entirely of peg, or Tampio. How did it get there?
RECEIVERS’ STATEMENT.
ment is Nov. 23.
farmers. He presented the money question How shall it begot back? Did :t get there
in a very clear and forceful maimer, and legitimately? The accountant know this.
Showing Net Earnings of the B & O.
demonstrated that the tree coinage of silver The car accountant kaows the intricate
For Past Six Months.
CONG REG ATION A L CON FERENCE.
would bring rising prices for farm produc's movements of every caron the line just the
The receivers of the Baltimore and Ohio
and farmers would prosper, and business all same as a general in tLe army knows tbe
To Be Held in This City Tuesday and
along the line would be benefited.
movement of every reginv at engaged. The railroad filed in the court at Baltimore. Sat
W ednesday, Oct. 20 and 21 •
car accountant, mcret vrr, kieps track urday. a statement for the six months, end
The annual Central Ohio Conference of
of the mileage perform!d by every car on ing June 30, showing net earning* from all
Sam Hamilton Convicted.
the line employing.as we were about to say. scourees $2,783,386; and after deducting all the Congregational churches will be held in
A jary in the criminal court at Colum him, but in this instance, employing her. charges, including payment to sinking fuad this city. Tuesday and Wednesday, October
bus, Monday, convicted Sam Hamilton, She knows how many miles cars from rentals, taxes, interest on loans, accrue! oar 20 and 21. The sessions will he held in the
colored, of burglary and larceny. Hamil other lines have traversed over the line for trust and other obligations, there remains a Congregational church. The fallowing pro
ton formerly resided in this city, and was a which she woiks, and she is kept informed total deficit cf $1,368,433. Ia their anawers gram has been arranged:
•‘plumb bad coon.” He was charged wiih by station agents of other lines both by denying the right under the law of the preTUESDAY EVENING.
burglarizing the "Snag” saloon, belonging mail and by teragiaph, ss to the number of f-rred stockholder! to the payment of divi7:00—Sermon by Dr. D. T. Harris, St. Clair
to N. A. Riggin, on Aug. 14. The State miles cars fioni her ro-d have traveled over d nda, the receivers say that the petitioner Avenue church, ColumbusLord's Supper.
showed that the crime was committed about other tracks- It is as commendable a9 it is and other holders of preferred stock are en
Collection tor ministerial relief.
midnight, shortly after the saloon was unusual tl a* a x oui g Isdy should hold so title! to payment only out of the profits of
WEDXESDAT MORNING
closed by the proprietor. Hamilton wa9 exacting a p sitiou.
the company, as declared from time to time
8:30—Business.
charged with stealing beer faucets and
by the president and directors, an I found
9:00—Devotional hour.
merchandise of tbe value of $26.50. A
by them distributable as a dividend without
‘ The Ministry of the Word.” Rev. John
number of witnesses attempted to show
— Two Per.-ysvil'e swains called on two prejud cf to the lawful rights of creditors; W. Dickson, Lock. 1 Cor- 14:36, 37. 2 Cor
that Hamilton was at a “Bad Lands’’re ladies who are employed at one of our ho that the president and directors of tlie com 2, 17: 4:1
9:30—Paper. “Ministerial standing,” Rev
sort on toe night in question, but tbe jury tels, on Hiursdvy night, and prolonged pany have not found such profi-s, or declar Alexander
Milue. Plymouth church. Colum
after a loEg siege convicted him of burglary their visit until a-i early hour in the morn ed iuch dividends, and that no such profits bus.
and larceDy.
10:30—Paper, Recent Religious Progress.'
ing. The pr- p ietor was up early aud accrued to the company during the half Rev.
Byron R. Long. Mayflower church Col
charged them the regular rate for a night's year/rom January 1st to June 30. 1896.
umbus.
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
lodging, much to their disgust.—Ashland
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Following is tbe list of unclaimed mail Press.
Women’* Auxiliary Convcmion.
1:00—Business meeting.
1:30—Address. Rev. R. S. Lindsay, Col
matter remaining in tbe Mt. Vernon Post
The annutl <* invention of the Woman’s
— $1.00 Cleveland and return via C., A.
Stbjecr, “A Larger Bible.”
office foi tbe week ending last Monday :
A C„ Sunday, Oct. II. Tickets good going Auxiliary Missionary Society of tire diocese umbus.
2:00—Devotional hour.
Charles Avery, Mies Sadie Baker, J. H. on train N«*. 27. also on special train leav of Oh o will be held this week with St.
2:30—Sunday-school work.
Brown, D A. Bucker. J. W. Clark, Miss
Short addresses as follows:
Sulla McCurdy. J. G. Dock, Bob McGinley, ing Mt. Yemen at 8:10 a. ni ; good return Paul's Parish On Thursday evening at
(a) “ Solomon as King.’’ Rev. W. 8. BugMiss Gusrie Graham, Mrs. Mary Hedge, B. ing on special train leaving Cleveland at 7:45 o’clock there wjll be service at tbe
E Hartman. Bonders Hen, Miss Mary E. 6 p. in. and on traiu^io 28, leaving at 8 p. church followed by addresses by Bishop bey. Marysville, Ohio.
(b) “Solomon in Literature,” Rev. Alex
Hunter. Mra. Mary* Hunt. Miss Alma Jack- ni., Sdine da’e.
Leonard and Arch- leacou Brown On Fri ander
Milne, Columbus. O.
son, William Kinney, Harry Loyd, Miss
(c) "Solomon a3 a Keligious Teacher."
— Clinton Clyde, a young man whose day morning at 9 o'clock the Holy Common
Sadie Atherton.
C. E Critchfield,
Postmaster. home is in Utica, but who has recen ly been ion will be celebrated by the Bishop. At 10 Rev. Wni. J. Turner. Mt. Vernon.
(d) “Solomon and Christ,” Rev. Byron
employed as brakeman by the B AO. was o’clock the budnen sstsioas will begin Long, Columbus. Oat
the
Parish
House,
to
be
continued
— The Co. M . silent eeven, consisting of knocked off the top of a box car near
WEDNESDAY EVENING
Messrs. Martinis. Black, Hughes, Lape, Buri csville Snuday and killed. lie was through the day. It is hoped that Bishop
6:00 —Supper for delegates and congrega
Vincent.of
Southc'n,
Ohio,
will
lie
present.
Starred. Bradford and Hairis. left for Brink standing on the c»r and was si ruck by a
tion in church parlors7.30—Foreign missionsHaven Monday on their annual camp projection from abridge. His remains were All persons are cordially invi'e<i to attend
Addresses by representatives of American
ing trip.—Mantfield 8hield.
brought to Utica, Sunday night,-for burial, i the services and sessions of the convention. , board.

$

CIRCUIT COURT
Convened Tuesdaj Horn
ing and Will Continue

Several Days—Yn in her of
C ases tor Trial.
Auditor Blocher Prepares His State
ment of Taxes Collected, Showing a
Decrease Over 1-SD5—Grand and
Petit Jurors Drawn for the Novem
ber Term—Epilepsy Case.
The October term cf the Circuit Court for
Knox county began Tuesday morning at,
nine o’clock, with Judges Ponterine, Adams
and Kibler on the bench. The session will
probably last until the latter part of the
week. The docket shows tbe following
cases assigned for hearing:
Arthur Shaffrr against State of Ohio,
error.
Daniel McGugin against Christopher Mat
tingly, appeal.
I. Jay Critchfield against Meshac Crilchfi Id et al . appeal.
Daniel McMullen against JaniesO’Rourke,
appeal.
Wm. Koons, assignee of Henry Cassil,
against James Alvei sou et al., appeal.
C. «fe G. Cooper A Co. against the Springfield Malleable Iron Co., error.
James Tivenan against the B A 0. R R.
Co., error.
Samuel Albert et al, against Ida Shaffer
et al., appeal.
George F. Popham against John D.
Ewing, error.
Druzilla Rice against Phillip Baker, ap
peal.
Joeiah Bonar, trustee, against Knox
County Agricultural society et al., appeal.
Clement S. Pei ry against State cf Ohio,
ex rel. Carrie E. Horton, error.
Harvey M. Mitchell against Sheridan G.
Dowds as treasurer, appeal.
Wm. M. Koons against Sheridan G.
Dowds as treOhrer, appeal.
James McGinley, guardian of Melissa J.
Hedges agains* .l^ne Shira and Rob Roy
Shira. appeal.
*
James McGinley, guardian of Melissa J.
Hedges against Jane Sbira, appeal.
Silas Workman against State of Ohio,
error.
Nancy P. McClelland against James Mc
Elroy, exr., et al., appeal.
John H. Hibbits, et al .against John L
Hammond, guardian, errer.
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co. against
John Robinson, etror.
Ed. O. Arnold against Wm. Balmer,etal ,
appeal.

eastern part of the city, to secure $360 with
8 per cent, interest from August 30, 1894.
Cooper «V Moore represent plaintiff.
John B. Wilson against Lucretia J. Bear,
forech sure, is the title of a suit wherein
plaint ff seeks recoverv of $600 with 6 per
cent interest fiom Sept. 16. 1895, secured
by mor»gage on 61 seres of land in liarrieon
township Cooper it Moore for plaintiff.
Ella W. Smith, agaiust Robert II. Fow
ler et al. Suik brought to recover $1000
with interest payable semi-annually from
July 14. 1895, ei cared by mortgage on lot 1
in Israel >t Devin’s ad*lition. Cooper and
Moore forjilaiotiff.
Suit is brought by Sanderson it McCreary
against Jo-eph EwaP, to receiver $34 33 by
foreclosure of mechanic's lien. H. J. San
derson represents plaintiff.
Sarah J. Bowland against Lewis G. Wel
ker et a! , to foreclose mortgage. Personal
{jndgrnert asked for $1500, with interest
thereon, | ayable anr unity from April 1.
1895. Ttie land in qiiexti-ni consists of 53i
acres In Howard. Cooper it Moore for
plairi'itT.
pROBiTE pickups.
’
Denias Bricicer, Ephraim Daily aud Wm.
Debolt, appraisers of the estate of St“phin
Gant’, d-csased, have file 1 their inventory,
showing a total of $2046.04
A certificate of citizenship was issued
October 1, to Thotuas Alwen. a native of
England. Lloyd Lepley and R. L. Viaeent
were witnesses*
Charles C. Waddell, administrator of
Catharine Waddell, has filed hia final ac
count.

MARS I AGE LICENSES

G. H. L. Beeman and Edith M. Warman.
George Christopher and Hattie M ilia.
Elwyn Patterson and Mayme M. 8tyera.
C. C. Kinney and M E. Cunningham.
J. B Burkholder and Jennie Laley.
John N. Hennan and Maggie C. Stillwell,
Simon Ammon and Rlioda Haugli.
John J. Nyhart aud Florence H. Work
man.
»
HIGHER WAGES IF BRYAN WINS.

Newark Stove Manufacturers Prom
ise an Increase of IO Per Cent.

NEWARK, 0., Oct. 5.—It has been many
days since a factory notice promising in
creased wages has been seen iu this vicinity,
but the employes of the Central City 8tove
Works here today were notified that in
cate of Bryan’s election an increase of 10
per c»nt in their wages would be given.
Tbe company’s President, C. W, Cucnigham.has been a life-long Republican,
while the heaviest stock holder, W. N. Ful
ton. although a banker, is an enthusiastic
siiverite. Nearly all the employes are Re
publicans, but all are Bryan supporters.
President Cunuingbam said today that
tiie reason the promise of better wages was
JURORS DRAWN.
made was that the ccmpanv felt confident
Sheriff Sapp and Clerk Culbertson on that free coinage would stimulate busincas,
Monday drew from the wheel the follow especially in the West, where the trade of
ing names for grand and petit jurore:
tbe concern largely lies. He cited the fact
GRAND JURY.
that moulders' wages before silver's de
Geo- Miser. Third ward.
monetization were higher than they are to
C. A. Ranson. Liberty.
day, and pointed out how all manufactur
Jas. L. Snyder, Butler.
ers of stoves voluntarily increased wages in
Wm. Headingion, Hilliar.
1879 after the passage of the Bland act.
Lou Burgess. Milford.
Hugh Hughes. Clay.
Henry Elliott. Berlin.
New Furnace Company
C. A Updike, Hilliar.
A company composed of Dr. L. W. ArTheodore Pitkine, Milford.
Jacob Moruings?ar, Bu’ler.
mentrout. Grant Porter. S R.Gotshall and
W. T Harr, College.
F. P. Fuller, has beeu organized in this city
C. L. V. Wolfe. Harrison.
for ths purpose of manufacturing furnaces,
Joseph Kime, Wayne.
doing business under the ns me of Tbe Ml.
Joseph T. Cox. Morris.
Eli A. Wolfe, II j ward.
Vernon Furnace Manufacturing Co.
PETIT JURY.
Tbe company exp ct to place their fur
Jamee E Colopy, Brown.
naces in the market within a few days and
Thompson Dowds, Monrue.
have elready placed a number of orders.
Rnlpb Fawcett, Pleasant.
The; claim their furnace possesses superior
Oscar Arnold, 5th ward.
J S. McConnell, 1st ward.
merit and expe ct soon to place one in the tin
John Davis. 5th
“
shop of O- C. Chase for public inspection.
A- Newton Lyon. Wayne.
Thomas Anderson, Jr., Cl’Uton.
A Word for Wolverton.
Noble Weir, Pleasant.
Uriah Huntsbery, 3d ward.
Sterl Wolverton caught for the Eclipse
Leander Caywnod, Middlebury.
team Sunday, in their genre against the
<5. W McKee. 1st ward.
Bryce Bros , tor the Capital City champion
Wilson Buflington, Union.
J. W. Johnson. 3d ward.
ship, and this is what the Journal says:
P. N Donaliey. Jackson.
“Wolverton lias cttight but four games
Both juries are ordered to report Novem this season and yesterday was the lirst time
he ever went behind the bat in Columbus,
ber 9.
although be caught eeveral games while on
one
of the Western trips with tlie ColTAX DCPDICATE.
umbns team. The Mt. Vernon hoy is a
Auditor Blocher has completed his sum backstop
of no mean ability and there is no
maries of the tax duplicate for 1696, which, necessity of his wearing out his arm pitch
in comparison wi.li the summaries of 1695. ing, should he decide to follow the baseball
business behind ths bat-*’
show the following:
Grand duplicate, 1895.................. $14,157 965
“
**
1896.................. 13.937 436
HOWARD ITEMS.
Decrease................................. $220,529
Personal of 1895............................ $4 505 242
1896 ......................... . 4 236,975

The speech was wsll attended Monday
night.
The parsonage is being fitted up for tbe
Decrease .................................... $268,267 new Free Methodist preacher.
Realty, 1895................................... $9,652,723
lire Bryan Club will go to Gambier Sat
“
1896 .............................................. 9,700,461
urday nightQuite a number of our people attended
Increase........................................ $47,738
the meeting at the Caves Satuiday.
Tax Assessments 1895, (exc- of
dog tax).................................... $255.327 92
Tax Assessments I89G, (exc. of
— At a meeting of the Brotherhood of St.
dog tax).................................... $247 724 41
Andrew. Tuesday evening, two delegates
Decrease.....................................$7 603 51 were chosen to represent ths order iu the
In 1895 there were 1.618 male and 47 national convention of the Brotherhood,
female dogs listed fur taxation. In 1896 which meets in Pittsburg next week.
Tbe two selected were John 3- Riugwalt,
there 1,529 males and 39 females listed.
The delinquent realty tax for 1896 is. Jr., and Lake Dettra. A committee of six
$8,386.05: the delinquent personal is $8,- was appointed to meet at the trains incom
ing members cf tbe Ladies' Auxiliary,
954 04.
on Thursday evening. Also a committee of
xriLxrsY.
five was chosen to act as ushsrs at the
Ada E. Rockwell was on Monday com church the same evening.
mitted to the State Hospital for Epileptics,
at Gallipolis, by Probate Judge Critcnfield.
LOCAL NOTICES.
Tbe medical certificate disclosed that she is
29 years of age and is liable to sudden
seizures, during which she falls and be
AUCTION.
comes unconscious She is described as not
being injurious to either herself or others. Fred A. Clough A Co. Commencing
October 1st,
Her attack is of ten years’ duration. The
medical examination was conduc ed by Dr. Will conduct an Auction Sale of Dia
monds, Watches aud Jewelry, to reduce
Armen trout.

'
The Home Building and Ixmn Company
have brought suit against Wm. Gregory et
al., to foreclose mortgsge and for sale of
property. The property consists of lot 162
in Norton's addition. D. E. Sapp for plain
tiff.
James W. Davis, guardian of Harriet
Davie, brings suit against John M. Frizzell
for money, claiming $131, with 8 per cei t.
interest, due on promissory note secured bv
mortgage on 160 acres of land in Brown
township. Wm. L. McElroy for plaintiff.
Dan Struble seeks to foreclose mortgage
given by J. H. Swindell et al., on land in
new cases

LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.

Corrected weekly by the North-West
ern Elevator & Mill Co.
Wheat ................................. ........... 60
20
Corn..................................................

SiK’cevdN in Working Two
Bogus C hecks,
On Two Hillinery Firiun
iu thin City.
Claim*<1 that He Lived in the Couutry,
Had Brought a Load of Corn to the
City After Banking Hours and Re
ceived the Checks in Payment—Both
Checks were for $11.25.
A check forger struck tbe town plat Sat
urday night with a duff, sickening thud,
a*:d before leaving succteiled in warming
the c< ckles of his marble heart by gather
ing a goodly sum of the coin that cheers.
He was a arnovth duck and the game that he
worked was so plausible that had be remain
ed long enough he would have been com.
pelled to bang out bis "8. R. Q.” feign.
Etily in he evening, a man about twenty
three years of age, well dressed and smooth
shaven, walked into the millinery store of
Mrs. V. Honpea, on S. Main street and pur
chased a lady's hat and other arlic.e
amounting to $4 45. He tendered in pay
ment a check on the Knox National Bank,
purporting to be drawn by the Wm. Bacniog Milling Co. in favor of W. E. Smith
for $11 25. Tbe fellow explained that he
had received tbe check in payment after the
close of bank hours. Mrs. Hoopes often
accommodated country |>eople in this man
ner and readily complied with the request,
lie endorsed the check "W. E Smith.”
After receiving $6 M) in change in return, be
toi k his packages and disappeared.
He immediately went over to the mil
linery establishment of Mrs. L. B.Wing and
succeeded in working practically the same
racket After making purchases amount
ing to $2 85 he rendered a check as before,
drawn by the Wm. Banning Co. in favor of
Wm E. Smith for $1125. Mra. Wing de
murred in accepting tbe check. He ex
plained that he belonged to the family of
Smiths near Gambler and had brought a
load of corn in after banking hours, re
ceived a check for the same end of course
could not get it cached at tbe bank. His story
held together so well that finally he waa
given the goods and $8.40 in change for the
check.
The forgeriea were not discovered nntil
Monday. Mrs. Hoopes waa fhe first to
learn of tbe rascality. As soon aa the Knox
National opened its doors for business Mon
day morning the check was presented end
the forgery discovered. It waa not until
late in the afternoon that Mrs. Wing dis
covered her loss.
There is no doubt but the forger chose
Saturday night and calculated well that tbe
forgeries would not be diacovered until
Monday, giving him ample time to get well
away. This game bae been worked ell
over tbe Slate,
NEW I. O. O. F. HOME

Dedicated With Great Eclat at Mar
tinsburg. Tuesday.

Tbe dedication of the new I. O. O. F.
home occurred at Martinsburg, Tuesday,
under the auspices of Martinsburg Lodge,
No. 778. Their former hall waa destroyed
oy fire abeut a year ago, leaving the lodge
in a destitute condition. By persistent and
energetic wo>k they tuccteded in raising
funds to construct their present handsome
borne. Odd Fellows from all over thi
section of the State attended the ceremonies
of dedication, which were elaborate and
impressive, under lire direction of Dr. Colei
of Utice, who acted aa master of ceremonies The following were the officers who
officiated at tbe dedication: Grand Marsh,
al, W. D. Hall; Herald of tbe North, C. V.
Cullison; Herald of the South. J. N. Colvilli; Herald of tbe East, Dr. S. O. Gantt;
Herald of the Wes*, W. O. Roberta: Grand
Warden, J N. Freest: Grand Chaplain, Rev.
S. E. ldleman.
A number «f promiLent Odd Fellows
were present, among th«m being J. C.
Whittaker, of Dayton, Grand Master of the
I. O- O F.t of Ohio; Hugh Neal. L. B.
llouck, Frank Levering, B. M. Critchfield
and several o there from this city.

— William Boltenberg, a scenic artist of
Chicago, who baa been engaged in painting
a new drop curtain for Woodward Opera
House, lias just closed a contract with tbe
management for painting entire new scenery
throughout. When completed tbe stage
will be one of tbe most handsomely eqnip
ped in the State.

Estray Cow.
Betrayed from the Curtis pasture,
Monday night, red cow, hind feet white
and half of tail white. Information re
garding her whereabouts will be re
warded.
Chas. Hutton,
No. 5 West Pleaaant St.
Buy vour Dishes and Glassware from
Frank L. Beam’s cheap counters.

The beat Tea and Coffee in the city
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
at 26c per pound and be convinced.

DiamondDyes

stock and dissolve partnership. Sale
will he held daily at 2 and 7 p. m., until
sufficient amount is realized. No. 1.3
South Main street. Sign big watch. J.
li. Hnvill, of Chicago, auctioneer.

Japanese mattings are one ot the
nicest thing<^)f the age. Not like the
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
beautiful and more durable. You can
see the finest line of these goods at
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at prices
from 10 cents to 60 cents per yard.
Stop and see them.
Fruit jars. Fruit jars. Stone, glass
and tin at
Warner W. Miller’s.

Make your home cheerful for winter
by covering up the walls with cheap Wall
Paper from Frank L. Beam’s remnant
sale.

Corena Yeast—Something New!
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con
Taylor’sDiadem Flour................. $1 2C vinced. Sold by
“
Best Flour....................... 1.10
Warner W. Miller.
Bran, per ton....................... .......... $10 00
Shorts, per ton..................... .......... 10.00
See the Cheap Counters at Frank L.
Cash paid for wheat.
Beam’s for Fair week. Bargains for
everybody.
Fresh Oysters
Received daily. Everything else in
Hammocks and Porch Shades at
season at Warner W. Miller's.
Frank L. Beam’s.
Steel Express Wagons for the boys at
Beam's.

SMOOTH FORGfR

Gold Aluminum Table Ware
Given for rebate coupon tickets at War
ner W. Miller’s.

Craft & Taugher,
East Side Public Square.

Telephone No. 36.
We are selling

KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR
For that Tired Feeling.
It braces you, gives you an appetite,
and is the heat Liver and Stomach
medicine on the market today.
Craft it Taugher

Money.
If you nave money to invest I can
The lowest price ever made on Wall
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
county real estate, not only as safe ss Paper, you will find at Frank L. Beam's
Government bonds, but at double their Remnant sale. Fine Wall Paper Cheap.
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.
New patterns in floor oilcloth at Frank
Awarded
L. Beam’s.
Highest Honors—World’s Fair

•DIV

Any Time
You arc fttffering from the
overindulgence of eating too
much summer fruit, or have that
“all gone" feeling of the stom
ach, relief io found if you try

Fruit jars at Frank L. Beam’s.

Buy your Wall Paper Now at the Rem
nant sale. B<st time of the year to buy
Wall Paper cheap.
Frank L. Beam's.

CREAM

Green’s Diarrhoea Cure,
It is not only the best article
for all round summer trouble?,
but the most pleasant medicine
on the market. It is composed
of the best known ingredients
for summer complaint, and has
been on the market for 30
vears. Beware of imitations.
Get the genuine at

MRS. C. H. REYNOLDS

Of

Crestline,
Ohio, Recommends
Wright’s Celery Capsules.
“Crestline, O., Apr. 23,1896.
To The Wright Medical Co.,
.
Columbus, O.
Gents—I have purchased a box of
Wright’s Celery Capsules from Albert
II. Kinsey, DruggTst. and used them for
MOST PERFECT HADE,
Sick Headache and Constipation. I can
pure Grape Cream of Tart tr Powder. Fre truly ?ay that one box of your Capsules
from Ammonia, Alum or am other adulterart. have done me more good than anything
else I have ever tried. Yours very truly,
40 YFLRS THE STANDARD.
Mrs. H. C. Reynolds.

BAKING
POWDER

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store
I

A

/

ewim

Mr. Rrjwu *n4 •Mgultjr-

SHERIFF’S

THE NERVES IN OCTOBER.

SLEEPLESSNESS AND
NERVE EXHAUSTION

We observe that Mr. Bryan’s “want
of dignity" is offending the sensibilities
of not a few gentlemen who have no in
tention of voting for hint. To show a
readiness to address “any Tom, Dick
and Harry crowd that calls for a j
speech;” to move among tl c peiq»le as
I one of themselves; to be willing anxious [
to expound the proposals of his party’s
Rational, Slate and County
platform and tell the voters why he
thinks they should give their ballots for
Election to Be Held
him and his cause; to go frankly forth
to the country and uphold the princi
ples of government for which his cand’Everything out ot Jx»rs,*frotn grass to whatever cause. It is the only remedy those dizzy spells, and that seuse of
dacy stands—all this is strictly Ameri
sky, urges tired men and women to prepared under the eyes.of the medical weight on top of the head mean failing
can beyond dispute, hut it appears that
profession and in strict accordance with vigor.
think of health.
it is not dignified. True dignity, per
'I17HEREA3, By the laws of Ohio, reguthe
directions
of
a
physician
of
acknowl

The
sure
way
to
get
back
to
perfect
The listless, worked-out system nat
V V luting elections, it is r»qoi»e<1 by the urally looks todays like these to undo edged ability.
health of body and brain is to regulate haps, has its home in Canton, where
Sheriff of his connty to give notice before
Paine
’
s
celery
compound
was
first
and nourish the nerves by means of Mr. Bryan’s competitor, declining a
the time of holding a general election by the mischief done to the nerves iwnl
proclamatios throughout the coun'y. of the brain by the long grind of the year used aud prescribed by no less eminent Paine’s celery compound.
It is a joint discussion of the issues of the cam
time at which such electiou shall be holdeti.
paign, is boxed up in an impressive se DO NOT USE A STIMULANT. USE A NERVE FOOD.
In pursuant e of such requisition, I, past. Thouaamla of tired eyes brighten a man than America’s greatest physi* searching cure for all diseases that indi
('HAS. 8. aAl’P, Sheriff of Knox county. at the thought of rest and recuperation ! cian, Prof. Edward E Phelps, M. D., cate vitiated blood. It builds up the clusion, broken only by the occasional
Ohio, do hereby proclaim and make known
exhibitions on the porch. But, then, in
But any thinking person must feel
D., of the Dartmouth Medical strength; replaces used-up parts by new, justice
that the
to the Democratic candidate, it
Prr,m the Courier-Herald, Saginaw, Mich.
vigorous tissue*; regulates the heart’s
how powerless a few days’ outing or a I School.
should be remembered that, unlike
First Tuesday
Recently, while a representative of the
action,
and
finally
arouses
the
exeretory
No
ordinary
help,
no
well-meaning
In
the
long
list
of
diseases
that human
paltry, short vacation is against the!
Major McKinley, he has to do his own flet-h is heir to, none perhaps are more pain Cowricr-Herald was at the thriving village
After the First Monday, being the
organs
—
the
kidneys,
especially,
upon
but
unprofessional
concoction,
sarsapa

steady drain on strength and vitality |
rilla or blood purifier, could do what whose vigilant activity depends the fighting. There is no Mark Hanna to ful than inflammatory rheumatism and its of Gladwin, Gladwin County, he heard of a
Third Day of November, 1806, that has been going on so long.
go to the front for Mr. Bryan, no mill attendant ills. The sufferer lies racked by case of this nature anti that it had yielded to
Paine’s celery compound is able to ac he ilth and purity of the system.
Only a positive, downright invigorator,
ionaires, unselfishly devoted to a pro pain* that seem unbearable and many times a short treatment with a celebrated remedy,
Is by the Constitution and Statutes of Ohio
Nothing so quickly build* up the tired tective tariff* aud the gold standard, to even death itself would he a relief. Tor- 1 the name of which has become a household
appointed the day on which the qualified and purifyer can arouse the body out of; complish: cure men and women of
such serious diseases as kidney troubles, system as this great invigorator and
electors of Knox county, Ohio, shall
tur tl by pains that seem Ireyond human word in every hamlet, village and city in the
meet in their respective Townships or its bail habit of poor health.
liver complaint, dyspepsi**, or perma nerve regulator. Public opinion in the contribute vast sums for orators, litera skill to drive away or even alleviate, th? land. The victim of this unusually severe
Wards, at their usual or proper place of
ture and the other legitimate and ille wretched sufferer tosses on
Paine’s celery compound will build nently drive away—and there’s the
bed of pain, ease of nervous trouble was Ransom Sinthi 1 ling elections to their respective Town
large cities throughout the country
sh ies or Wards, between the hours of 5:30 up the exhausted, nervous organization, poiut that no sufferer should lose sight shows the reliance that thoughtful men gitimate expenses of a campaign. Ma hoping that something may l»e found to re- mons, nn old and well-known resilient of the
o'clock a. m. and 5:30 o clock p. m , of said give tone to the entire digestive system,
lease him from the thralls of that dreaded village. Ilis nervous condition had grown
of—permanently drive out of the sys and women have come to place upon jor McKinley can afford to lie hack in a malady. A ease of this character recently worse and worse, until the slightest unusual
day, and proceed to ballot for:
state
of
quiescence
which
may
be
Twenty-three Electors for President and and assist it to fill the body with fresh tem, rheumatism, neuralgia, ana all Paine's celery compound when the
,tmr under the observation of a repr
representa- i noise, or etea the opening of a door would
Vice President of the Uni eil 8tates (equal life-blood, abundant and rich.
either dignified or shameful according to live of the Courier-Herald, while he
skin affections*.
laxly needs building up aud the strength the point of view. While he lies back chanced
to the number of Senators and Represents
to lie in the thriving, little town of almost drive hint frantic. Skihttl physi
tires thi« State is entitled to in tl e Congress
Paine’s celery compound confidently
Nerves and brain can be worked out. recruiting. Men in official positions in the bo xlle of his beloved land is battling Gladwin, the county seat of Gladwin cians had studied over his ease anil pre
of the United Sta'es. but no Senator or cures nervous diseases by overcoming
Mivliigati. While there he heard scribed the usual remetlics. but their efforts
This
is the condition of thousands of nearly every department of the public for him and the great cause of privileges county,
Repiesentative in Cong ess, or other person
of the eaxe of Mrs. William Flynn, who were unavailing, and the patient eotuinued
bolding an office of trust or profit under the faulty nutrition of these over-exert- exhausted nervous systems that have I service have gone out of their way to
had been a victim of tnHainmatory rheu- ,
f»r the few and spoilation for the inatisin in its severest form and had cndttretl 1° P*'t worse.
the United Stairs shall be eligible as an
untold sufferings from it. It had drawn her
Finally, one day in reading a ticw.«.piq>cr, be
Elector of President aud Vice President) ed parts, It attacks rheumatism, neu- been almost worked to death in schools,1 send letters of thanks and allowed their many.
hands out of shape until they resembled I cneountend an item in reirartl to a ea«-e someas follows:
ralgia, and blood impurities in the same counting rooms, factories and stores, names and letters to vouch tor this
It
would
make
food
for
enlightenment
bird's claws. She had fallen away in flesh what similar to his own. and rrud with vreat
Two E'ectors for the Stale of Ohio at profund manner, rouses the excretory-1 shaky nervoe, flabby muscles, muddy great remedy.
she was alin >st a living skeleton and 1 interest of the means by* which it had l»een
Large.
if the gentlemen who are distressed by until
her sufterings were so. great and constant cured, lie nt once decided to try the n-tnPaine’s celery compound accomplishOne Elector for the First Congressional organs to sweep out the annoying had complexions, and the general appearMr.
Bryan
’
s
lack
of
dignity
would
add
that she beeatne a victim of sleeplessness. | edy, and did so. As to the ri-i-ult- of its • **,
District of Ohio, composed of part of Ham luimors, and thoroughly rids the body ance of weariness and pain tell the es remarkable results because it works
can not do latter than quote Mr.
ilton county.
to their own by dropping the policy of All of these troubles contrived to make her | wc
condition
iiio.*t alarming a»<l she became the mons’ own words. When asked to narrate
of
the
last
trace
of
impurity.
;
atO
ry
o
f
exhaustion.
Persistent
head{
intelligently
with
a
definite
aim
always
One Elector for the Second Congressional
yelling and reply to his speeches. To victim <»f iinllu -illations, seeing terrible things his experience, lie spoke ns follows:
District of Ohio, composed of part of Ham
This extraordinary remedy is the one aches go with nervous debility. That i in sight cf purifying the blood, getting
“ As the result of a long, conlinmsl illnesa
shout for gold till you are red in the ind fancied dangers everywhere.
ilton county*.
Then, at a time when the most serious I became the victim ot nervous debility in
One Elector for tbs Third Congressional means accounted sufficiently effective terrible throbbing of the heart comes j the wasted system again nourished and face may be a healthful exercise, and to wnaeqnencts
were threatened, she was in- its ro<«t violent form alxmt four years ago.
District of Ohio, composed of the counties by physicians of wide practice to be re from a wretched condign of the nerv- (the vital orgins working with ease and
lne-xl to try a remarkable rem *dy that had It kept growing worse and worse until i had
hurl insulting epithets at a speaker may •ure
of Butler, Montgomery and Preble.
l
one
of
her friends and after a short Iteconte so nervous that the least noise around
Muscular rheumatism, I regularity.
One Elector for the Fourth Congressional lied on in cases of debility arising from ;ous system,
produce in the httrlers an agreeable dm * a happy termination of her terrible the house, or the enttanee of anyone into the
District of Ohio, composed of the counties
was a»sar«*d. A-ked in regar 1 to house, would throw me into a violent nerv
sense of moral elevation, yet these ac illness
of Allen, Auglaize, Darke, Mercer and
ter trouble and its tr‘itnimit Mrs. Flynn ous paroxysm. I tried medicines for the
The Case of Mexico.
bhelby
tivities do assuredly spread the convic re-mr.ilel an follows: “Two y ars ago I trouble, lint was not relieved. Finally, I
The Mexican Herald of Aug. 12,189G,
Liverpool is the most densely popula
One Elector for the Fifth Congressional
By a court decision the Seventh Day
h iu a terrible attack of inflammatory rheu- read in a Detroit, Michigan paper about a
District of Ohio, composed of the counties Adventists of Illinois may plow com on ted city in Great Britain, having a popu published in the City of Mexico, has tion that the speeches cannot he ans mati-in that prostrated me utterly
that I cure of n tronlde >" nn what similar to mine,
wered.
Iu
more
than
a
hundred
ad

was entirely helpless. The trouble w .s in effected by a tnedieine known as Dr. Wil
of Defiance. Henry, Paulding, Putnam, Sunday.
lation of 97.0 per cent, or 114 per acre, the following concerning the effect of
a
very
violent
form
an
1
drew
my
hands
out liams’ Pink Pills, and decided to give these
Van Wert and Williams.
dresses Mr. Bryan has challenged the
The highest temperature ever record- i’«'“>««« «>'« ><°<*’
*>*e q«*Zsh qe*. It ali. i affoeied niv lower pills a trial. After 1 had tak< n a box of the
One Elector for the Sixth Congressional
the silver standard on Mexican pros monometallists to a defense oftheir doc »f all which
hcenue
badly
swollen
and
pills, my nervousness began to be relieved.
limbs.
(lc* *
District of Ohio, composed of the counties edI nn
on the tnrv
top rtf
of P'lro
Pike’’as Peak WS8
perity and progress:
helpless. I ha l iiad attacks of rheumatism and afr» r taking ten boxes of Pink Pills I was
of Brown, Clermont, Clinton, G<eeoe, High grees Fahrenheit.
trine, and the principal response as yet several
before but none so violent us so well that I discontinued their use, and
land and Warren.
While ceitain writers and orators in has been the heaving of verbal brick this. I times
had constant pains in the joints and have not had to use them or anything for
One Elector for the Seventh Congressional
A salmon which tipped the beam at
the
United
States
are
brazenly
juggling
violent
head**
*he«.
There were also times nervous troubles for tw-o years past. Iu my
bats. Contrasted with his behavior, the when I had chills very
District of Ohio, composed of the counties 49 pounds, was taken a week or two ago
severe aud thieoe ease they acted quickly and effectually on
figures and distorting facts alxjut Mexico dignity of the gold standard campaign were
of Clark. Fayette, Madison, Miami and from the Tweed.
followed by periods of violent per- my nervous troubles, and they proved an
Pickawav.
as a silver standard country, and hold must impress itself on every impartial spiration that was exceedingly profuse and efficient and reliable remedy. Since using
One Elector for the Eighth Congressional
Camels enjoy thistles, and menagerie
weakened mv constitution. This condition them I lave reronitueuded them to others,
ing it up to the world ae “miserable spectator.
District of Ohio, composed of the counties camels when on tour will eat every one
kept on for about three months.
and they have used them with great benefit.”
of Champaign. Delaware. Hancock, Har they can pick by the road-side.
Mexico,” and classifying us who live
“One day a lady friend who had used Dr. : Mrs. Simmons corroborated her huslmml’s
Mr. Bryan has the dignity of his con Williams
din. Lorain and Union.
’
Pink
Fills
f
»r
Pale
People
with
w as earnest in her good words
here as “silver fanatics,” the following victions, his courage and his admirable great benefit, in t my little girl o:i toe street stateinents.and
One Elector for the Ninth Congressional
for the remarkable remedy that f.ad been the
Did You Ever
District of Ohio, composed of the counties
figures may be opportune and interest self-command amid a 6torm of ignoble and on learning of mv condition advised inc means of uflbrding her hiisbaml much needed
Look about you! Sec for
of Fulton, I.ucas, Ottawa and Wood.
Try Electric Bitters as a remefty tor your
get some Pink Pills and take the n. I rest, and had freed him front tire violent
ing for f»ir minded thinkers and readers: detraction. The nomination of a great to
yourself! Who suffer most
One Elector for ilie Tenth (’opgietsional troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get
got a box aud b«*gna to use them according nervous disability that had made his life
According to the data published party for the Presidency has neither to directions. After t .vj or three doses thev miserable. Many eases similar to this one
from sleeplessness, nervousness,
Dist’ict of Ohio, composed of the counties relief. This medicine baa been found to be
very clearly on my nervousm-ss. I of Mr. Simmons’ have been note«l, wherein
of Adams Gallia. Jackson, I^twrence, Pike peculiarly adapted to the relief ai d cu e of
nervous dyspepsia, neuralgia,
monthly by the bureau of statistics of overweighted nor inflated him. He has acted
had not been able to sleep for a long time Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills have been used
and Scioto
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonder
despondency, general weak
our treasury department, under the able climbed no pedestal, but remained a and this was beginning to till on me v-rv with eminently satisfactory and speedy reOne Elector for the Eleventh Congression ful direct influence in giving strength and
I hid falle i away in flesh uutil I i suits, and liability to frequent ami ex<*essive
al District of Ohio, composed of tlie conn tone to the organs. If you have Loss of
ness? Who are on the edge
direction of Mr. Javier Stavoli, we have simple citizen who meets men as equals severely.
was very thin and weak and my hands were nervous excitement has been readily relieved
ties of Athens, Hocking, Meigs, Perry, Rosa Appetite. Constipation, Headache. Fainting
of
nervous
prostration
all
the
__________________
the
following
very
notable
facts:
hardly
more
than skin and lump. As 1 said and the shatten d nerves built up and reSpells, or are Nervous, 81seplese. Excitable.
and Vinton.
who have a right to demand ot one who
two or three dose-t of Pink Pills they stored to n normal. heRltby condition,
time? Those who are thin,
One Elector for the Twelfth Congressional Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells
Our exports during the first six months asks to be a public servant on what after
began
to
quiet
my nervousness, and 1 could
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills contain in a eonDistrict ot Ohio, composed of the counties Electric Bitters is the medicine you need
Opium, chloral, bromides,
of the fiscal year 1894-1895 (July to De grounds he invites the trust and su ft ra sleep. I continued to gain so that in a few densed form, all the elements necessary to give
of Fairfield aud Franklin.
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its
months I was again able to lie up ami do my new life ami richness to the Mood and restor*
headache powders, only make
cember) amounted to >39,298, 64, and ges of his fellow citizens. There is dig own
One Elector for the Thirteenth Congres use. I-arge bottles only fifty cents at G- R
work. The rheumatism has nearly left shattered m rves. They arc an unfailing spematters worse. Iron and bit
sional District of Ohio, competed of the Baker ami Son Drugstore
3
consist of:
me. 1 am free from the pains in the head cific for sneli diseases jas locomotor ataxia,
nity
enough
in
that
attitude
to
satisfy
counties of Crawford, Erie, Mai ion, Sandus
ters are only stimulants. To
at night I can get healthful an<I refresh- partial paralysis, St. A iti:s’ dance, sciatica
Mining products................... >26,759,996 anybody who has an American head on and
ky. Seneca and Wyandot.
ing sleep. These pills have done a great neuralgia, rheumatism, nervous headache, th»
be cured, and cured for good,
Agricultural and manufactur
One Elector for the Fourteenth Congres
Messrs. Tennant’s chimney, at Glas
deal
of good for m»* ami I cannot speak too after effect of la grippe, {talpitation of the
you need a fat-making food.
sional District of Ohio, compos'd of the gow, is the tallest chimney in the world,
ed products......................... 12,538,648 his shoulders and American sentiments highly of them. There are also other cases heart, pale and sallow complexions, all formi
counties of Ashland, Huron, Knox, Lc- and stands 460 feet high.
around me where thev have been used and of weakness either in male or female. Pink
in his breast.
You want new blood, rich
rain. Morrow and Richland.
thev have acted beneficially as they did in Pills are sold by all dealers, or will be sen«
Total................................ >39,298,644
blood; and a strong nerveOne Elector for the Fifteenth Congres
my’own ease. I cannot say too much for jxet paid on receipt of price, 50 cents a box m
Astronomers say that there is every
Only 2 per cent of the Siberian run them and sav these few words of t»-«*i»nony six l«ox»*s fur ^2A0 (they are never sold in bulk
The exports during the correspond
sional District of Ohio, composed of the reason to believe that human life on
tonic.
hi order that others who sir.- suffering Ua I or by the 100), by addressing Dr. Williams
counties of Guernsey. Morgan. Muskingum Mars is much like it is on earth.
ing six months of the fiscal year 1895- aways escape with their lives.
SCOTT’S EMULSION of
Was, may try them aud get relief.”
Medicine Coir pany, Schenectady, N. Y.
Noble and Washington.
Tasmania
boasts
of
what
is
probably
1896
were
>49.1192,988,
and
consisted
of:
Cod-liver
Oil
with
Hypophos

One Elector for the Sixteenth Congres
The honey bee has three simple or sin
phites is all this. It feeds the
sional District of Ohio, composed of the gle eyes arranged in a triangle between
M ining products.................... >31,656,414 the first lodge for female Odd Fellows.
counties of Belmont, Carrol*. Harrison the two large or compound eyes.
Agricultural and manufactured
SANITARY SCFEYCE.
tissues,
makes
rich
blood,
and
Jefferson and Monroe.
products............................ 18,136,574 CAN CURE ASTHMA AND LAY
A large proportion of the marine crea strengthens the nerves.
One E'ecior for the Seventeenth Congres
8-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap contains
sional District of Ohio, composed of the tures found at a great depth in the cold
FEVER.
Book about it free for the asking.
Total................................ >49,692,988
0LICIT0R8 AND ATTORNEYS
counties of Coshocton. Holmes. Licking er parts of the ocean are of a red col
the latest ai. J most perfect disoovery
A
Noted
Physlcan
Offers
to
Prove
—yon—
Tuscarawas and Wayne.
We have an increase in the first six
in antiseptics, TAu andseptie u nonFor talc by all druggists at 50c. and
or.
this to All Sufferers In Mt. Vernon.
One Elector for the Eighteenth Co ng res
poisonous and possesses soothing and
$1.00.
months
of
the
fiscal
year
1895-1896,
ss
sional District of Ohio, composed of the
A female cod of 15 pounds weight re
The majority of sufferers from Asthma J. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS nealing properties in a wonderful de
SCOTT & BOWNE, Sew York.
counties of Columbiana, Mahoning and cently examined by the British fish war
as against the same months in 1894-1895,
gree. It is combined with pure vege
and
kindred complaints, after trying
Stark.
AND PATENT LAW CASES.
der, was found to have a roe containing
as follows:
table oils, the product being the abso
One Elector fjr the Nineteenth CongresDoctors
and
numberless
Remedies
ad

lutely pure medicinal and toilet 6oap
Mining products....................>8,796,418
aional Distiict of Ohio, composed of the 4,872,000 eggs.
nrituiiXsK
co.,
vertised as positive cures without avail,
comities of Ashtabula, Geauga, Portage,
known as S-A-N-A-D-O-R. This soap
Agricultural and manufactured
A game protective association has •products............................... 6,597,926 have ccnie to the conclusion that there
Summit and Trumbull.
is of unsurpassed excellence for the
127 Superior Street opposite American,
If your children are subject to croup been organized in Texas.
One Elector for the Twentieth Congres
complexion, hands, nursery, hair and
is no cure for this most distiessing dis
sional District of Ohio. comt>oaed of part watch for the first symptom of the dis
CLEVELAND. OHIO.
scalp. Its antiseptic properties keep
Increase in six months...>10,394 344 ease, and these same peisons will be the
Two-third* of all the teachers in the
of the county of Cuyahoga, ana the counties ease—hoarseness.
If Chamberlains United States at- women.
With Ass-vriafed offices tn Washingtor the skin tissues soft, pliable and in a
of Lake and Medina.
These figures certainly do not imply mote in doubt and skeptical when they
healthy condition. It is always sooth
Onr Elector for the Twenty-First Con Cough Remedy is given as scon as the
The word “cot. in” is Irish, and means a ‘'miserable Mexico,” or “silver fana Item through the columns of the press and Foreign Cop etna
ing and refreshing. Price 25c. per
gressional District of Ohio, composed of child becomes hoarse it will prevent the “the youth with the llowinghair.”
tics.”
cake.
Prepared by S-A-N-A-D-O-R
that Dr. Rudolph Schiflmann, the re
part of the county of Cuyahoga.
MEDICAL CO., 10 and 12 VandeOne person for Secretary of State for the attack. Even after the crottpy cough
In the first six months of the fiscal cognized authority w ho has treated more
The lobster factories along the Maine
has appeared the attack can always be coast have closed after an unsuccessful year 1894-1895 Mexico imported >16,8ta'e of Ohio
water St, New York City.
cases of these diseases than any living KNOX COUNTY
One person for Judge of the Supreme prevented by giving this remedy. It is season.
625,773.
Coart for the State of Ohio.
Doctor, has achieved success by perfect
One person for Dairy and Food Commis also invaluable for colds and whooping
While the militia were in camp at
In the same six months of 1895-189(5 ing a remedy which not only gives im
TEU11EKS’
sioner tor the State of Ohio.
cough. For sale by druggists.
Lake Sehasticook, in Maine, it is said >18,870,380; increase in in six months,
One person for Member of the Board cf
mediate
relief
in
the
worst
cases
but
has
that the perch stopped biting, especial
EVAMIMTUnS
Public Works for the State of Ohiopositively cured thousands of sufferers
ly on days when there was much li - >2,244,607.
One person for Member of Congress of
The number of smacks employed in
Many of the articles formerly largely who were considered incurable. These are
The great
1896-97.
the United States for the Fourteenth Con
ingremedy fot
gressional District of Ohio, composed of the deep sea fishing in the North sea is
imported are now manufactured in just as skeptical as some of our readers
over
5,000.
They
fish
in
fleets
of
150
nervous prosMeetings for the Examination of
counties of Ashland, Huron, Knox, Lo
Mexico, such as blankets, carpets, cloths now are. Dr. Schiffmann’s remedy no
vessels. Over 20,000 men are employed
tration and
rain, Morrow and Richland.
One person fot Judge of the Fifth Judic in this fishery alone, and they remain at
of all kinds for men’s wear, prints, cali doubt possesses the merit which is claim Teachers will be held at the
all nervous
ial Circuit of Ohio, composed of the coun pea never lees than two months at a
S
chool
R
oom
,
diseases of the
coes, underwear of all classes, hats, etc., ed for it or he would not authorize this
ties of Ashland Coshocton, Delaware. Fair- time.
_______
__
generative orand as they are of as good quality as the paper to announce that he is not only
field, Holme.-. Knox, Licking, Morgan,
bkpork and after csino. gans of eithei
For Infants and Children.
Morrow Muskingum. Party, Richland,
foreign made articles, and are much willing to give free to each person suffer Central Building, Mt. Vernon, sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or
Taken in time Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Stark, Tuscarawas and Wayne.
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emis
cheaper they naturt lly supply the de ing from Asthma, Hay Fever, or Bron
Two persons for Judges of the Commou prevents serious illness by keeping the Ti« fxa•* The Second Satnrday of Eurj Toiith,
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, ex
fiBilt
Pleas Court of the First Sub division of the
mand.
And
this
is
another
notable
chitis in this city one.liberal “free trial
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
Sixth Judicial District of Ohio, composed blood pure and all the organs in a (tfutnn
VTipftt. proof of Mexico’s prosperity.
a
EXCEPT JANUARY AND JULY
■ lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
box” of his Cure, but urgently requests
of the counties of Knox, Licking and Del healthy condition.
per box by mail: 6 boxes for $5.00.
aware.
But still, although Mexico is on a sil all sufferers to call at Harry M. Green’s
One person for Sheriff of the county of
MOTTS CHEMICAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio
ver
basis,
and
imported
goods
have
to
Drug Store 8 South Main Street, with
Knox, State of Ohio.
Pupils
’
Examinations
be
paid
for
in
gold,
with
exchange
One person for Judge of the Court of
S<>1<1 by Ed. Dever, West Side Public Square.
in the next three days and receive a
Probate for the county of Knox, State of
averaging 187 against our silver, we package absolutely free of charge,know The first Saturday of April and May. Kxamina
Ohi-.
will commence at 8:3} o’clock a m A
have increased our importations >2,- ing that in making the claim he does tioaft
One per-in lor Commissioner for the
dress all communications to the Cle k of th
county of Knox, 8tale of Ohio
244,607 in six months. And a wonder lor his Cure, a strong doubt may arise Board of Examiners.
One person for Clerk of the Courts of the
ful enigma is that the retail prices of in the minds of many, and that a per
L. D. Boncbrake, Prest.,
county of Knox, State of Ohio.
Revised Statutes, Sec. 1129, as amended.—O. L., MH-431.
One person for Infirmary Director for the
these imported articles, after incurring sonal test, as he offeis 4o all, will be
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
connty of Knox, 8tateof Ohio
the high exchange against our silver, more convincing, and prove its merits,
One person for Coroner for the county of
L. B. Honck, Clerk,
have not increased; and this enigma than the publishing of thousands of tes
Knox. State of Ohio
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
•
Said election to he conducted according to
must be a staggering puzzler for the timonials from persons who have beer,
the Statutes and Regulations of the S ate of
To the Honorable Probate Judge:
campaign writers and orators on the permanently cured by the use of his
Ohio.
CHARLESS. SAPP, Sheriff.
LINKER ASD COAL.
SitKBtrr's Crncx.
I
other side of the Rio Grande.
M
ount Vkrnon. Ksox Countv. Ohio.
Asthma
Cure.
“
Dr.
Schiffmann
’
s
Asth

Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Sept 30, lftftfi. J
Sih:—By authority derived from you. bearing date the 7th day <»f September, tstkt. and
Now, let us see how our “miserable ma Cure,” as it is called, has been sold
after being duly sworn according to law. we. THOMAS ODBERT and DENNIS QVAID, as
examiners, forthwith without previous notice or intimation to the County Treasurer, or Mexico” stands as to the balance of by Druggists of this city ever since it was
any other person, of such Intention, entered the County Treasury, presented our authority
DOORS,
aforesaid, to the County Treasurer, who. upon demand*, opened the vaults and safes, and trade;whether “miserable Mexico,’’when first introduced, although many persons
we proceeded immediately to count the money therein and inspect and examine the B<x>ks, liquidating her commericial transactions
SAVE YOUR STOCK
Records and Vouchers thereof, and after having counted the monev. Inspected and exam
may never have heard of it, and it is
BY USING THE
EALED proposals will be received by ined the Books. Records and Vouchers found therein, made due entry of the same. We then based on a silver standard, has to hustle
with a view to reaching these that he
CELEBRATED
the Deputy 8late Supervisors of Elec proceeded forthwith to the office of the County Auditor, and there ascertained how much
money
the
County
Treasurer
stood
charged
w'lth
on
the
Auditor's
Books:
also
the
exact
tions for Knox connty. at the office of saidamount of money*, property.^onds, securities, assets and effects; also how much belonged to around to pay exacting gold standard makes this offer. This is certainly a
’ English Stable Powder
Supervisors in Mt Vernon. O, until 12 each particular fund and should be in said Treasury. We also made an examination of creditors, or whether Bhe is the com most generous and fair offer, and a 1 Morris
For Lon or Appetite, Constipation. Bongh Ilalr,
MOULDINGS.
o’clock, noon, October ltt.~lS96, for printing said Auditor's office, including all Records. Books and Vouchers therein. In compliance
Hide
Bound, and all Oiseases of the Blood.
Price. 23c. per |»«<-U»4,-e.
and fuu.hhitig 16 0O0 official ballots. tbr with the law requiring certificates of such examination, we hereby certify that Forty-five placent creditor who politely collects who are suffering from any of the above
One Hundred and One and 51-ioo Dollars, was the exact amount of monev in the
the election of national, S ate, congrevsion Thousand.
and that the statement annexed presents the amount belonging toeach particular from the foreign gold standard countries. complaints should remember the date Morris’ English Stable Liniment
ai, judicial and county officials, to conform Treasury,
fund: also all property, bonds, securities, vouchers, assets and effects as aforesaid. Also at
Curse Lameness, .'ut«. Bruise*, Scratches,
Mexico’s exports and imports in the and place where the distribution will be
to the reqiiiiemenis of the existing election the same time and in the same manner, we counted the money and inspected the Books.
Galle, Sweeney, Spacins, Splint. Curb, etc.
Price. 3«e. per bottle.
lu ws, together with the fac simile signatures Records and Vouchers belonging to the City Treasury of ML Vernon, Ohio, and in the office first six months of the fiscal vear 1894- made, and avail themselves of the
HGHEST GRADES,
of
the
City
Clerk
or
Auditor
we
ascertained
how
much
money
the
City
Treasurer
stood
of the members of this board, to be used
Morris
’
English
Worm
Powder
1895
were:
*
with on the County Auditor's Books; also the exact amount of money, property,
same. Persons living out of this city
in the printing of >be same. Said ballots charged
Warranted to cure aay case of Worm* in Horse*
bonds, securities, assets and effects: also how much belonged toeach particular fund and Exports.................................. >39,298 644
Cattle, Sheep or Doze, &l>*o I*in Worm* in Colta
to be bound in tablets or books and num should be In the City Treasury: and we further certifv that
who desire to test the efficacy of this
Price, 3Oe. p-.-r box.
LOWST PIG ES.
bered as follows, to-wil:
Dollars was the exact amount of money belonging to said City Treasury, and that the state Imports................................... 16,625,773 most wonderful remedy will receive a
1 book or (ablet of 300 numbered from 1 ment below presents the exact amount belonging to each particular fund of said city: also
Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
all
property,
bonds,
securities,
vouchers,
asscLs
and
effects
of
said
city.
package
free
by
mail
by
writing
to
Dr.
to 300.
A Specific for Dietemper, Cougha. c«ld», Hearea,
Balance of trade in favor
Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS ODBERT,
Pink Eye. and all Catarrhal diueaeee of home.
1*2 books or tablets of 400 numbered from
Mt. Vbrmon. Ohio. Sept 12. 1HA
DENNIS QUAID,
of Mexico................. >22,672,871 R. Schiflman, 330 Rosabel street, St.
Price. SOe. $1.00 per bottle.
1 to -too
Examiners.
309-311 West (■iitnhicr Street,
And during the same six months of Paul, Minn., providing their fetter is re Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
12 hooks or tablets of 500 numbered front
Knox Connty Funds.
Makes Hens Lay, cures Cholera, Gapes and
1 to 500.
the
fiscal
year
1895-1896
they
were:
ceived
before
Oct.
16th,
as
no
free
sam

Mt. Vet unit, ttliio.
Boup, and kee-w roaltry healthy.
Balances.
Over-Drafts.
FUNDS.
3 hooks or tablets of COO numbered from
Pi ice, 23e. per package.
♦ I.W6 25
County...........................
4 ........ Exports.................................. >49,692,988 ples can be obtained after that date.
1 to COO.
2.174
33
Infirmary
.......................
Every rent*ly gnirantied satisfactory or money
Inqiorts.................................. 18,870,380
3. books or tablets of 300 numbered from Bridge.............................
22,646 »'*»
refunded. Our new hook. "The Horse: Bis Disesaea
400 to 700
” mailed r*ee.
School............................
2,068 70
All animals when taken for a sea and Treatment,
Wells XSedleli ,e Co.. Lafayette, Xnik
77 91
1 hook or tablet of 400numbered from 400 Road........................... .
Balance of trade in favor
voyage Itecome tamer. Monkeys suffer
130
90
Redemption
....................
to S00.
e
Mexico........................ $>0,822,608 greatly from mal de mer. Fowls and For sale by, E D. Tayltr & Co, Eagle
331 19
........................
1 book or tablet of 400 numbered from 500 Township
Pharmses.
218 75
Corporation....................
Mexico,
therefore, with her silver dol geese soon become thin, and cocks gen
to S»JO.
518 58
Soldier Relief................
1,706 56
2 books or tablets of 400 unnumbered.
Dog Tax.........................
lar ominously stamped with the legeud erally cease to crow. Birds, too, are af
It pays to secure the best education. Everybody
115 47
Teachers’ Institute.......
2 books or tablets of300 unnumbered.
by the sea, and never sing during
knows the old reliable Spencerian Business and
of the wily old eagle sucking the blood afected
Said ballots to be printed on the beat qual
voyage.
Shorthand College as a well established, popular,
City Treasury, Mt. Verpon, Ohio.
ity of No. 2 book paper, in black ink, as per
out of the wriggling serpent, and quoted
leading school. Founded 1848. Incorporated 1X05.
Wright
’
s
Celery
Tea
regulates
th:
fund.................................................. :................ S
1 55
Xl.TOO former students, 4<B calls yearly for gradu
form required by law, and to be completed General
'.Iver
and
kidneys,
cures
constipation
in the markets of gold basis countries
Fire.................................................................................... I.«l l«
ates to lake positions. Catalog and Journal free.
and delivered at said office on Thursday, Light
ind
sick
headache.
25c
at
ali
druggists..........................................................................................................
1 295 34
SPENCERIAN COLLEGE. - CLEVELAND, OHIO.
at 53 cents, collected in 1895 the neat
October 29, 1800.
Street.................................................................................
H7 95
096 47
All bids io be indorsed ‘ Election Printing" Police.................................................................................
little
sum
of
>22,672,871,
and
in
1896
.............................................................................
2 20
and banded to the clerk of the board in per Sanitary
Bridge................................................................................
58 25
the still neater little sum of >30,822,608 cured. Mrs. N. E. Whitney, of Hills
son or sent to him by mail.
Natural Gas......................................................................
99 08
The board will require a bond to accom Water-Works.................................................
from the citizens of gold standard boro Bridge, N. H., was told by her
828 87
pany each bid, executed in due form by the City School........................................................................ 9,«« 40
WE WIST TO IMPRESS IPOS TOUR JI1SDS
countries.
Ah! “miserable Mexico!” physicians that she was in the last
5C
28
Plum
Alley
Paving
bidder, with at least two good and sufficient
142 27
Paving........................
Ah!
“
eiver
fanatics!
”
surities in a sum double the amount of the Street
stages of Bright’s disease. Receiving no
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
172 74
Square........................
bid. for the faithful performance of sneb Public
377 «t
Deficiency fund.....................
Here we have the edifying spectacle benefit from them
A COMPLETE LINE OF
printing as may be awarded the bidder
956 of.
North Main Street Paving......
50 00 of gold paying tribute to silver. And
The contract for said printing to be let to South Main Street Paving ....
DR.
DAVID
KENREDV'S
1.227
70
Main
Sewer
............................
lowest responsible bidder in the county, the Ixtcal Sewer...........................
4iM 30 Mexico hopes the United States and
hoard reserving the right to reject any or all City Water-Works.................
‘3JHfi’5e
Europe will hold fast to their gold stand
bids.
A T. FULTON.
Chief Deputy.
Totals........................................................................ 449,1M 21
44.061 70 ard. just as Mexico will hold on to her
Balince In Treasury................................................ 445.101 51
W»r. I..CARY. Jb..
silver standard.
was then used and she gained da>ly, and
COLUMBUS KWALT,
Remarks.
SAM’L H. PETERMAN.
was soon after doing her household
Amount of money, checks, and orders redeemed from SepL 1 to Sept 7, 1896,
Deputy Supervisors of Elections lor Knox Forty-Five
Thousand.'One Hundred and One and 51-100 Dollars.
A
message
from
Skibbereen
states
that
County.
Currency........................................................................................................................ *:t9.9al uu herring and mackerel are s'! plentiful work. She declares Favorite Remedy
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
Attest: II. H Csssil. clerk.
Gold............................................................................................................................... 900 oo
restored her to health and strength. All
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
Silver............................................................................................................................
020 00 on that part of the Irish coast that a ileet
Pennies...........................................
3 00 of fishing smacks has arrived from Corn kidney, urinary troubles, rheumatism
It
’
s
a
settled
fact that we have more than double the variety of
8 «5
lien Jones, a negro who went through Mutilated Coins.............................................................................................................
and dyspepsia, are cijred by Favorite
Checks........................................................................................................................... 49s 16 wall.
all
other
tailoring
establishments combined can show, conseuqent(he wars of 1812 and 1846 as a body ser Orders
............................................. .*............................................................................ 3.172 30
Remedy.
vant, died a few days ago at San Antonio,
ty we c&nnot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
445.101
51
Condens ed Testimony.
Tex , aged 99 years.
AND DESIRABLE.
A Greenock young man. just returned
Chas. B. Hood, Boker and Manufacturer's
Wright’s Celery Tea cures constipa
Agent, Columbus, Ohio, certifies that Dr. from song-immortalized Killarney, sav.« L
tion. sick headaches. 25o at druggist*.
< » Jt fr. A DERMODY
Kina's New Discovery has no equal as a there is just as pretty scenery in his own
Certificate of Copy.
It is proposed to substitute bamboo for
Cough remedy. J- D. Brown, Prop. 8t. Bonnie Scotland.
ashwood for the lances of English caval
James Hotel, Ft. Wavne, Ind., testifies that
STATE
OF , OHIO.
It P
robate Court
be was cured of a Cough of two rears s'ariry regiments, as the ash used is said to THE
Knox
County
ss.
probate court.
lie brittle and not to be trusted in actual
I. B. M. CRITCHFIELD. Judge and Ex Officio Clerk of the Probate Court, within and ing.caused by la Grppe, by Dr. King's New
for the County of Knox and State of Ohio, do hereby certify that the foregoing Is a true Discovery. B. F. Merrill, Baldwinsville,
warfare.
Lightning Hot Drops—
“A FAIR FACE MAY PROVE A FOUL BAR
copy of the report made by the Inspectors appointed by me to examine the County Treas- Mu*«- .ears that lie has used and recommend
ury as the same appears u|ton the records of said Court, and I further certify that I have ed it and never knew it to fail and would
What a Funnv Name.'
carefully coniparea the foregoing copy with the original record, and that the same Is a rather lieve it than any doctor, became it
GAIN.” MARRY A PLAIN GIRL IF SHE USES
full and correct transcript thereof.
Vorw True, but It Kills All Pain.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF. 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said always cures. Mrs Hemming, 222 E. 25 li
Street
Chicago,
always
keeps
it
at
band
ai.d
,
, Probate Court, at Mt. Vernon. Ohio, this 25th day of September. A D. bwi.
So.d Everywhere. Every Day—
I Best Cough Syrup. Tastes Good. Vs
'■
B- M. CRITCHFIELD.
and has no fear of Croup, became it inIn time. Sold by druggists.
Without Relief, There is No Par*
f
’
Probate Judge.
stautlv relieves. Free Trial Bottles at

Tired Men and Women Are Made Well Again
By Paine’s Celery Compound.

PBtDlCID fit imtlMMlTORl RHiUMllISM.

Two Cases in Gladwin County, Mich., Cited to Prove
the fact that Nerve Debility can be Treated
with a Nerve Food Successfully.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3,1896.

Are You
Thin?

44 How happy could I be with either
Were the other dear charmer away/’

plug
The ripest and sweetest leaf and
the purest ingredients are used in the
manufacture of “Battle Ax,” and no $
matter how much you pay for a
much smaller piece of any other highgrade brand, you cannot buy a better
chew than “Battle Ax.”
For 5 cents you get a piece of
“Battle Ax” almost as large as the
other fellow’s 10-cent piece.

FALL AND WINTER GOODS
In Latest Shades atd Patterns.

Quality all That Could he Desired.
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,

At Live and Let Live Prices,
A. R. SIRE,
—Merchant

Tailor and

Gents'

Furnisher—

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

PATENTS.

s

Mott’s Nerverine Pills

EXAMINERS’ REPORT.

JAMES PiTTERSO

TO READ BOTH SIDES
OF THE QUESTION?

O.BAMN
DRUGGISTS
OHIO.

MT. VERNON,
Sell all the

Patent

Ylediclnes

Advertised In thin Paper.

won’t last as long as
a twenty-five cent
package of

Paragon Tea.
s. R. Feil & Co., Chemittt, Cleveland, O.

and it daily publishes articles by
the leading financiers of the country
on both sides of the question,

“Silver versus Gold.”
It is progressive, liberal and always
espouses the cause of the masses.
Every broad minded man should
read it, whether Republican or
democrat.

Dally ----- l Cent everywher
Subscription for One Month,
including Sunday - - - -4Oceni
Two Months and a Half » $1.0

Send subscription to

The New York Journal,
Circulation Department,

NEW YORI

c'old at H. M Green's Drug Store

When in doubt what to use i
Nervous Debility, Loss of Pow«
Impotency.Atrophy,Varicocele ai
other weaknesses, from any caus
use Scxine Pi.ls. Drains check
and
i
nd lull vigor quickly
restored.

SASH and

S

Bryan and Sewall

Constipation

HORSEMEN

Sealei Proposals for Printing.

The New York Journal is the only
Metropolitan paper indorsing

Ir n<«leeted. neb troobfcs Mult

Mailed for 91.00;Cboxes >5.00. Wi
(5.00 orders we give a guarantee
cure or refund the money. Addre

S<»ld hi H. M. GREEN’S Drug 8mre

PEAL MEDICINE CO.. Cleveland, <
lOocIly

The Ceietatri Specialist, tf the Fraiicr Medical tatiUte, will be at the I I KTIS HOISE, JIT.
WIDNlSIlAl, OCT. 7, from 9 a. ut. to •’> p. m. One hay Only.

A SUCCESSFUL SPECIALIST FOR 20 YEARS.
’jret?
ka5fall
lc.3k
il1
success for the past
twenty n
yearsan OJ&Tl
Ohio, entitles him
toar,the
confidence
of the r.fflictcd.
F
DR, FRANGE Itai7i"o»,u:7'ri'’,r ‘
and
diseases .and deforDiseases ofrihe Eve Fir
r,,cd,tal
*’ &Lungs,
* ur» DysnrtMtia.
1 diseases. Eriirlit
Acute and
viseases oirine t,e. fcar, Nose, Throat
and
’s Chronic Catarrh,

Kidney, Liver, Bladder, Chronic Female and Sexual Uisea^-n sueedilv cured hv’«mat
tel
../a
'2> c.’“Td.
»***»•»»««<
no more to employ an expert, than to risk your life vi:h an inexperienced physician.
no
^,,1C
'Cr ?
‘kd lin
" thousands
thatmh
has
never
faih-d

BRIGHT’SDISEASE

FAVORITE REMEDY

I

r-«o. R Baker A Son's Drug store-

3

French, English, Scotchand German
nn »m TnnuPrni.inn,

SAPOLIO

W. A. FRANCE, t,. D., President

L. F. VOKE, M. 3., Phyriccn ia Chirae

FRANCE A1EDICAL AND SURGICAL 1XSTITU
38 & 40 W. Gay St.. Columbus, 0. One block N. ot State House. Incorporated ’86. Capital. $31
DR. FRANCE, of New York, the well Loo-vn and successful Specialist in Chronic Di:
fSamFhEDICIL INs/lTilTF
”r eu
practice in Ohio, has establish
»i
au *mc>l Scie.
•’
^n.r;rs ILChronic,
*na Private
cessfulh
R?at.«.iole&.
-i.ivNervous
, ’uir^JSToTe
. Diseases
, . c wilt
Tn t1
ceistulij
treated onSurgeons,
the most Scier hfic
litis Brb.dptM.
Ife "iTibty
a-Ts’,'d by ‘a
Physicians
clans and
and Surgeons, each
each one
one I. lug a wet' known specialist in bis profrssioa.
IMPORTANT TO uADIES.-Dx. Fka^cu, .
cry. Weak Back, Melancholy, W
▼ears of experience, has discovered the
Energy, Premature Decline of the
greatestcure known fnralldferascs p> cuilar
I-oweis- tho.jc terrible disorders a
to the sex. Female diseases positively cored
from ruinous practices of youth, bli<
by a new method. The cure is eff?cted by
the
most radiant hopes, rendering ma
home treatment. Entirely harmless aud
unhappy, an .malty sweeping toan un
easily applied. Consultation and Corretp^bdgrav«’? thoa^ands of exalted talent ar
ence Free and Strict!) Confidential.
bant intellect. A Perfect Restoration t
He has attained the meet wo dcrfnl
Itru. Bring sample of urine for mtc
success-in the treatment of Catarrh,« Tc aaeh,
teal examinet-c.n. lie eases and ,
Kidney, Bladder, Nervous. Chror.ic end Sr* rial
|K.ndt-ncC CObtidentlal. Treatment i
diseases of men and women. A?' rca rs
ft. I>. to any pan of U. R. Book and
of experience,-lie< has perfected •I. UK st
infallible method of cnriug V; !
in i r
Urine, Nocturnal I,os.a-s, In.] rt <t Mdra-

W°22,»"st’<,rr*ifr T’ 4<Jd«ss OR- FRAI
. ’
money
rea
responsible
pfcrites to commence
tr«2tra<
----- twvwtBinciive
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CONSULTATION FI?F<= ANO STRICTLY CONFIDEN

Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, Cctob

WHSIDl WilFS

SOCIETY SCINTILLATIONS.

Visitors Here and Elsewhere—Sun
dry Items or Gossip.

NOW, MR. KOONS,

Free Silver Meetings.
The following Free 8ilver Meetings, to 1 e
addressed by the speakers indicated, are an

The following handsomely engraved invi
Gathered Together While tations
If You Really Want a nounced:
were issued Tuesday afternoon:
Hon. E. K. Huttolph.
Mr
Mini
Mis.
Joseph
McCormick
PnMNing Along,
Joint Rebate,
The silver-tongued orator, of Colorado:
invite you to t>e prreent
at the in irriagu of their daughter
Lula

And Which Include Choice
Local lluppenliigN,

to

Dr. Eugene Unite Carpenter
ou Wcdntsdny evening. October the twenty-first
eighteen hundred and ninety six
at half past eight o'clock,
201 Mulberry street North,
Mt. Vernon. Ohio

dlr. Levering i» Knger to
Meet You,

A (Jlee Club Organized in This City—
An accompanying card announces that Aud Not Only You, But Also His Oppo
Day Clerk at Curtis House Loses Koi I Mr. and Mrs. Carpeuter will be at home al
nent Tor the Probate Judgeship—
of Bills—Bondage Hajs Company ter December 15. 43 Euclid Place, Cleveland.
Mr. Levering Writes a Hot CouiinitStranded—Burglars Make a Haul On
nieatiou Which the Republican Re
Mr. Harlan Ensminger is in Cincinnati.
South M aiu Street.
fuses to Publish.
Mr E O Arnold ia in the Easton busi
— Retail price: Butter, 15; eggs, 15.
—The Women's Chri»tian Association will
in«et at the Men's Christian league room*
on Friday at ^p. m.
— Mr. John Lott, of Newark, father of
Mrs. George Ingram, of this city, died 8atruday morning and was buried Monday.
— The Board of Elucation held a short
meeting Monday evening and passed on a
few bills. Nothing of importance came up
for c maideration.
— A missionary society of the young
girls in St. Paul's cbuicb, has been formed
and named the “Round Robin” society.
The society bolds weekly meetings.
— The Bondage Days company, organ
ize! in this city, with C. L. Stewart as
manager, stranded in Detroit 8ep». 12, after
a wrek's engagement at the Capital Square
theatre.
— The Fisk Jubilee Singers entertained a
fair-sizrd audience in Woodward Opera
House Monday evening. They succeeded
i i maintaining their reputation as a hand
of excellent colored singers
% — Invitations have been issued for the
marriage of Mias Emma Dell Caldwell, the
charming daughter of Mr. and Mrs J. ACaldwell, to Mr. Clias. Bench Scbnehly, on
Wednesday evening, Oct. 14.
— Prof. John K. Baxter, of this city, is
down on the program of the Licking Coun
ty Teachers’ Association to be held at Jer
sey, 0 , Oat. 10. He is announced to s|>eak
on “ The Conduct of the Recitation ”
— Thieves gained entrance to Spangler’s
store on 9. Main street one night last week
and appropriated a number of revolvers aud
a quantity of ammunition. They forced an
entrance by breaking through a rear win*
dow.
—George Shelller. a C A AC. brakeman.
had his left hand bsd'.y maahed while mak
ing a coupling at Killbuck Monday. He is
now at his home in this city, and although
his injury is not serious be will be off duty
for some time.
— William A. Silcott received a telegram
from New York Saturday, stating that a
summons had been issued for him to ap
pear before the U. S. grand jury, to testify
agaiust Mrs. Anna Glostner. He left for
that city Sunday.
— On October 13 and 14 the Baltimore A
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets to
Dayton, Ohio, at ra'e of one fare for the
round trip, account Grand Commandery,
Kniehta Templar of Ohio. Tickets will be
-g >od for return until October 17, 1896.
— Rev. Smythe will give a aeries of intereiting and inatructive lectures during the
winter, every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock,
in the Parish House. There will be singing
by the choir at each of tlieie meetings. A
cordial invitation is extended to all to at*
tend.
— On October 11, 12, and l.1.the Balti
more A Ohio rairoad will sell excunion
tickets to Washington. D. C., at rate of one
fare for the round trip, account Uni >n
Veteran Legion, Annual Eucampraen’.
Tickets will be good for return until Oc
tober 26 1896
— The Millersburg fair did not open ita
gates last week on account of the continu
ous rains. It was to have commenced on
Tuesday, bat has been declared off until
week after next. A number of horses
were on the ground for the races, but the
rain stopped everything.
— We are in receipt of a phampblet en
titled theScienceof Money, written by ProfL e Francis Lybarger. of the Neff College of
Oratory. The work is a clear and lucid dis
sertation on thia important subject and will
be a valuable aid to any one seeking infor
mation on this question*
— The Coroner of Wayne county has
rendered his verdict on the tragedy at Dal
ton lest week, holding that Thomas Kidd,
aged 14 years, was deliberately a ordered by
Carl McElhinney, aged 7 years. McElhinney's age will exempt him from the charge
of murder in the first degree.
— Mr. Richard West, the genial merchant
tailor, received by express from Franks.
Kelly, of Seattle. Wash., Friday, a box con
taining a halibut and two Columbia river
salmon. The halibut when dressed weighed
28 ponnde, and the salmon dressed weighed
respectively 9 and 12 pounds each.
— Leander H. Lewis, an employe of W.
W Miller, the grocer, was severely injuied
by falling plastering, in the Miller grocery
on S Main street. Tuesday forenoon, fie
was standing beneath the sky light when a
large piece of the plastering became loosed
and fell, striking him on the Lead and
shoulders.
— A J. Ball, who lives on the B.AO.
railroad, half way between Mt. Vernon and
Fredericktown, has concluded to quit farm
ing, and will hold a public sale on Thurs
day, Oct. 22. when he will effer a larie
quantity of implements and machinery,
wagon’, horses, cattle, hog». hay, corn, etc.
The sale will begin at 10 o’clock a. m.
— A gun club has been organized in this
city with ten charter members, and arrange
ments aiebeing made to hold weekly shoots.
The following gen tie n en are members-: Ed.
DeVoe, Ben Westlake, Will Purbaugh. Sher
man Zeialoft, A J. Myers, John France,
Douglass Ankeny, Irving Forhirg, Frank
Falk, Guy Forbing, Charles Brent.
— Look out for these fellows, for they
may oome this way. The North Baltimore
Beacon say: “Farmers in thia vicinity are
being gulled again by some traveling gro
cery concern, whose smooth tongued agents
make tlieir victims hel eve they are‘getting
goods for half what our groceryraen charge,
when they really pay mors for inferior
goods.
— Harlan Ensminger, day clerk at the
Curtis House. 1 ist a roll of bills amounting
to over forty dollar*, in the lobby of the ho
tel Thursday evening. He carried the money
in a small memorandum book in a vest
pocket, and it is supposed that when he
drew the book from his pocket and replaced
it, the money dropped out and was picked
up by some parly abjut the hotel at that
——iTuie.
— Mi. William Gibsqp, division superin
tendent of the Big Four, who has just ac
cepted a position with the Baltimore A
Obi made the change in a hurry. He had
no idea, it is said, of going with the B. A O
nn hour before he accepted the p->silion. He
was summoned to Baltimore, had a short
consultation with Mr. Green, took the next
train West and resigned his position on the
Big Four.
— Carey Eggleston, of ibis city, was ar
rested nt the home of his sista r on Russell
street, in Colurubus. last week on a letter
and a warrant from Peter Fink, ot this city,
charging him with beating a board bill for
$58. A sitter communicated with Mr. Fink
by telephone and arrangements were made
by which Ezgleston was allowed to go. as
his father is iu a precarious condition from
sickntss.
— George O. Daniels, residing two miles
north of Martinsburg, oil the Gambier road,
will hold a public sale on Thursday, Octo
ber 15, at which time lie will offer to the
highest bidder the following property:
Three head of young cattle, forty-five head
of breeding ewe3, forty head of grade lambs,
sixteen hevd of spring shoaf, one Poland
China boar, eight tons of clover hay in
mow, eight tons of timothy hay in stack,
twenty acres of corn io shock.
— The long-drawn-vutcase of the 8tate
against Dentist J. R. Price came to a close
in Justice Cameron's Court SaturJay with
the dismissal of Dr. Price. The churge.
whieh was obtaining money under false
pretenses, was filed by Charlrs G. Walker,
who alleged that the Doctor obtained $700
fioni him by false representations. There
is still anollu r charge of the same character
against Dr. Price in the same Court, but
he amount is only $200 — Ditpilcb.

ness.
Mrs. M E Ptnn and son have gone to
Chicago to reside.
Mr lay Crilcbfl-ld, ofCoutnhus, is vi»itI <g reiativiaiu this coumy.
Mis Ben Am»s and Mi»a Elinor Ki<k
are v siting friends in Cincinnati.
M* ar.d Mie. Garfield Snow and fan ily
are visiting friends in Columbus
M’.and Mrs. Otto Pat'eraon have re
turn'd from their wedding tour.
Mrs E D. Taylor and sou are the guests
of Mrs Taylor's parents in Barnesville.
Mis B F. l.eavil'e, of Salt Lake City, is
the goeat of Judge and Mr#. J. B. Weight.
M rs. Harry Walters and two sons will
leave the latter part of the week for New
Yoik.
Mr and Mrs. L D. Wolfe.ofCrown Point,
Ind-, are the guests of Mr. W. A. Harris and
family.
Miss Maud Hubbell left for Bloomington.
II 1 . Monday, for an extended visit with
friends.
Mis-* Dora Ensminger has gone to Nash
ville. Tenn , where she will enter the Ward
Seminary.
Mr llarrv W. Brown has returned from
England where he has been standing the
past few month’.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Browning went to
Tohdo, Tuesday, to he gooe until the latter
part of the week.
Mr. Sierl Wolverton came home from Co
lumbus Monday and is the guest of his par
ents. ea»t < f the city.
M *. Samuel Bishop who has spent sever
al jears tiavelmg through ti e West,is visit
ing relaiivea n this city.
Mr. Will S 8perry after a mdnth apant
in Dakota, whtie he has extensive farming
iniertsis, Las retained home.
Miss Loma Owen returned to her home in
Delaware Saturday, after a pleasant visit
with lion, aud Mrs. F. V. Owen.
Mrs Sarah Huxford has goue to Ft.
Wayte, Ind, where she will make her
home with her daughter, Mrs Baldwin.
Mis Phoebe llrmpson re urned borne
8 inday aftir a pleasant visit with h«r
daugh'er, Mrs C. E Miles, of Columbus
Mr. John G. Whittaker, of Daytou,G.-atd
Master 1. O O. F. of Ohio, was iu the city
Monday and left for Martinsburg that eve
ning
Mn. J* C. Armstrong, of E. High stieet,
entertained Wednesday afternoon for her
sister. Miss Louise Peterman, of Brooklyn,
N. YMrs. H.C. Parker pleasantly entertaired
the members of the Monday Night Club at
her b«.ine on East Vine street Monday eve
n:ng.
Mrs. MikeNixon has returned from Cleve
land after a plea.-ant visit of ten days, while
Miss Belle will remain and attend a Medical
College.
Mrs. C. R Grimm returned to her home
in Trenton. N. J , Monday evening after a
p’eisant visit with her mother. Mrs. Belle
McComb.
Mr. George Christopher and Miss Hattie
Mills were married at the M. E church
Sunday evening immediately after service,
by Rev. Endley.
Miss Ella Grant entertained a few friends
at tea Faturday evening in houor of the en
gagement of Miss Lula McCormick and Dr.
E 0. Carpenter.
Judge John Adams has moved in to tl a
city from his pleasant country place and
is nicking his home with his daughter,Mrs.
S. II Peterman.
The bans of mairiage of Mr. Thomas
Kelly and Miss Mary Boyle were called for
the first time in St. Vincent de Paul’s
church Sunday.
Mre. D Stark and her mother, Mrs. Au
gust Honing, and Mrs. M. B. Carey, left
Tuesday for Monte Vista. Colo., to remain
during the winter.
A pleasant and informal dance was given
at the Park Tuesday evening by a number
of young folks from this city. Music was
furnished by Hill's orchestra.
Mrs. Mary Mawyer was the hostess of a
five o'clock tea Thursday evening, for Mrs.
E. Dorner and her daughter, Mrs. Fannie
Mobeily.of Bloomington, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Forbing left for
fixing ton. Ky , Sunday night. Mr. For
bing will return home the last of this week.
Mrs. Forbing will remain in Lexington
several weeks and will then go to Kenton,
Ohio, for a month's visit.
Mrs. Frank Har|er was tlis hostess of a
delightful progressive euchre party Thurs
day afternoon, for her guest, Mrs. Walter
Story, of Chillicothe. Prizes were awarded
to Mrs- John E. Russell and Miss Midge
Cooper. Dainty refreshments were served
— Word has been receved in this city to
the effect that Judge Charles II. Scribner is
seriously ill in Toledo.
— O i October 13 aud 14 the Baltimore A
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets to
Findlay, Ohio, at rate of one fare for the
round trip, account Union Veteran Union,
Department of Ohio, Encampment. Tick
ets will be good for return until October 16,
1896.
— Dr. F . C. Larimore will deliver an ad
dress at the Men's Christian League rooms,
Bunday afternoon, on “Secret Sins,” to men
and boys only. Music by Mahaffey’s or
chestra. The doctor should have a full
house, and the league the encouragement
of every citizen, in the good work they are
doing io our city. The Monday, Wednes
day and Saturday night mission services
are well attended. Four conversions,
adults, since die Mission opened a few days
ago, have been reported.
— 8uit has been instituted by beneficiar
ies and members of the Bal-imore A Ohio
Relief Association asking that the relief de
partment fund, amounting to $390,000,
should be specially set apart by the railway
company for the benefit of the relief de
partment. This sum has never been spe
cially invested by the railroad. The rail
road claims that the relief department mon
ey was deposited with the railroad com
pany under an agreement which prohibits
the petitioner from recovering.
— The Mt. Vernon football team will
try conclusions with the High achoo'
eleven at Hiawathk Park, Tuesday after
noon, Oct. 13. A good game is promised
and a large crowd is exacted to be present
to c-lirer their respective teams to victory.
The Mt. Vernons line up as follows: Weir,
left end: Hall, left tackle: George, left guard;
Feiris, center rush; Sharpneck. right guard;
Hookaway. right tackle: Lewis, right end;
Church, quarter-back; Singer, right half
back; Ralston, left halfback; Keefer, full
back. Their colors are pink and white— Wilson Wildman, the well known B. A
O. engineer, unexpectedly died at hia borne
on Sjuth Third street. Newark, Ohio, Satur
day evening. During the afternoon, Mrs
Wildman went to his room where he had
been taking a nap and found him lying in
a stupor. Pre. Hatch and Smith were call
ed, but Mr. Wildman died at 4 45 o'clock.
Mr. Wildman was one of the oldest and
best known of the B. A O. engineers. He
was in good standing in Division 36 B. of L
E. and waa one of its charter members in
Zanesville. The funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon.
— The list of theatrical invalids is in
creased by Paul Kester, the young play
wright, and Virginia Aragon, wire per
former. Kester is ill with congestion of
the brain, at his residence, One Huodreth
street and the Boulevard. He is the author
of'Zamar,” produced by Salvini; "The
Last of the Moore,” “Nell Gwynne,” in
which Mme. Rhea appeared, and several
other well known dramas. His first play,
written when be was eighteen years old,
waa produced by Modjeska. Its title is
“The Countess Roudine.” Mr. Kester's
condition is not serious.—New York Jour
nal.

If Mr. William M. K*xms really waits to
meet Mr Frank 0. levering i * j »int debate
he has ili>* oppor'Unity. Mr. Ix-veru g In a
thrown down the g&untle*; we sli ill see
whether Mr. Korns will pick it up.
In the Republican of Wednesd.y <*f last
week it a as stated that II’. L-veri-g had
accepted a clial'euge to meet Mr K<*ons in
j'»int debate in Amity, and that Mr Lever
ing did not appear at the nie»tt"g.
Mr. Levering was justly iuceused that
such a publication should he made, as he
had not keeu challenged for filch a *1. bite
He nt once wept to the Republican office
and demanded to know the authority for
making such a publication, and was in
formed by the editor of the Republic in that
Mr. Koons was responsible for it.
Therenp in Mr. Levering, accompanied
by Mr. Columbus E valt, went to the office
of Mr Koons, and after a weak attempt at
an explanation which did not explain, by
Mr. Koons, Mr Levering cx ended him a
formal challenge for joint debate.
Mr. Levering also at once prepared a
communication to the Republican in an
swer to the article referre 1 to, ami asked
that it he published in the issue of last Sat
urday. The article did not ap;>ear in the
Republic in of Saturday, and when Mr
Levering sought an exp'anation on Mon
day. the editor of that paper stated that the
matter would be referred to the Republican
Execu ive Committee, which would hold a
special meeting that afternoon. J need ay
morning Mr. Levering again called at the
Republican office, and his communication
was returned to him with the statement
that it had been decided not to publish it.
In his communication Mr. Levering is
sues a challenge to M-. Koon#, and also ex
presses a desire to meet his op|xning candi
date for the office ot Probate Judge in a
discussion of the money questio -. The
communication is as follows:
Editor Mt. Vernon Repuolican:
Dear Su: - Io your issue of S ptemher 30,
1896, in an article en tilled, “That Amity
Debate.” you say that the Republican Ceutral Committee of Pike towushipeha lenged
me to debate ilie issues of the prese it cam
paign with the Hon. Wiu. M. Koons at
Amity, Saturday evening. Sept. 26 1896,aud
that I had accepted tl e challenge.
I’e niit me to ray that no perro i ever
challengid me for a discussion at Amity,
u«<r was a >y arrangement or agre< meat
made by myself, or my friend’, fora joint
discus»:on th-re.
Your article further intimates that my
reason for not being present at this selfarranged ditc ibsion of Mr. Koons', was the
fear of meeting Mr. Koons in a joint diacu-sion of this question. Be not deceived.
If there is now, or ever was. a de»i*e upon
the part of Mr. Koons to dm-uss this (piestion with me, I hereby challenge him for
such a discussion. I would be pleased to
meet him in such a discussion in Mt. Ver
non, Ohio, the date and other necessary ar
rangements Io be agreed upon by the Democradc and Republican Executive Commit
tees for Knox county.
It it customary in political campaigns,
when the issues are to be jointly discussed,
that opposing candidates should engage in
such discussions, and as my opponent has
announced himself in favor of the single
gold slandivd, should it meet with bis apprubati->n, and the approval of your com
mittee, I would be pleased to meet him in
as many joint discussions as the commit
tees may arran^ e.
As to the debate with Hugh Green, if it
resulted as you indicite, why is it, that after
going to the ex(>ense of employing a sten
ographer, aud having her take thedebate in
short-band, that yon have not published it.
and thus let your friends know how good it
was?
Believing 'that honesty, in politics, as
well as in all affaire of life, is the best poli
cy, and that you only deaire fair treatment
between man and man, 1 trust that you
will consent to give this card space in your
valuable paper.
Truly yours.
Fbabk O- Levering.
THE CAVES MEETING.
An Immense Outpouring of the
People to Hear the Silver Ques
tion Discussed.

The Free Silver people of the Eastern part
of Knox county had a great time at the
Caves last Saturday. It was by all odds the
largest political demonstration that section
of the county has ever seen. The Caves
was the Mecca for all Severities, last Satur
day. and early in the day they began to
fi >ck to that point. While the immeuse
crowd was made up largely of residents of
Knox county, yet Holmes, Coshocton ai d
Ashland counties contributed to the throng.
In the grove had been erected a large
’peaker'sstand and this was handsomely
decorated in the national colors. Large
portraits of Bryan occupied prominent
positions at the front of the platform.
Two b inds of music were on hand. One
was the Millwood drum cirps augmented
by Messrs. Cotton and Ligsdon, of this city,
and the other was the Howard Cornet
Band. The music was frequent and added
much to the occasion.
Promptly at 1 o’clock the speaking began
under the direction of Chairman Mitchell,
who introduce! Hon. John B Coffinberry,
the Democratic candidate for Congress in
this district. Mr. Coffinbarry spoke far
about an hour and a half and during
bis
exposition
of the issues
of
the campaign was given the closest atten
tion.
The next speaker lobe presented was Mr. A.
R. McIntire, of this city. On this occasion
Mr. McIntire directed his remarks toward
the ‘ honest dollar,” speaking on about the
same lines he did at Kirk Hall, last
Friday, and which is referred to elsewhere
in this iisue of the Banner
The last speaker was Mr. John K. Haiden,
of Cen’erburg. It is generally a disadvant
age Io be the last speaker, and be c impelled
io say over what other speakers say, but this
was not the case with Mr. Haiden on this
occasion, as he found much of interest to
ialk about that had not been touched upon
by the other speakers. Talking from the
standpointof apractical farmer,Mr. Haiden
had the wrapt attention of the vast crowd’
which was made up almost entirely of
farmers. He presented the money question
in a very clear and forceful manner, and
demonstrated that the free coinage of silver j
would bring rising prices for farm produc's
and farmers would presper, and business all
along the line would be benefited.
Sam Hamilton Convicted

A jury in the criminal court at Colum
bus, Monday, convicted Sam Hamilton,
colored, of burglary and larceny. Hamil
ton formerly resided in thia city, and was a
•‘plumb bad coon." He was charged with
burglarizing the “Snug” saloon, belonging
to N. A. Riggin, on Aug. 14. The S.ate
showed that the crime was committed about
midnight, shortly after the saloon was
closed by the proprietor. Hamilton was
charged with stealing beer faucets aud
merchandise of the value of $26.50. A
number of witnesses attempted to show
that Hamilton was at a “Bad Lands" re
sort on toe night in question, but the jury
after a long siege convicted him of burglary
and larceny.
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
Following is the list of unclaimed mail
matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Post
office foi the week ending last Monday :
Charles Avery, Mies Sadie Baker, J. H.
Brown, D A. Bucker. J. W. Clark, Alisa
Stella McCurdy, J. G. Dack, Bob McGinley,
Miss Gusrie Graham, Mrs. Mary Hedge, B.
E Hartman, Bonders Hen. Miss Mary E.
Hunter. Mre. Mary Hunt. Mies Alma Jackson, William Kinney, Harry Loyd, Miss
Sadie Atherton.
C. E Critchfielu,
Postmaater.

— The Co. M. silent ’even, consisting of
Messrs. Marquis, Black, Hughes, Lape,
Slarrett, Bradford and Hatrii*. left for Brink
Haven Monday on their annual camp
ing trip.—Mantfield Shield.

Mt. Vernon, Friday evening Oct. 9, al
Woodward Opera house.
Martinsburg. Saturday .Oct. 10.at 2 o'clock
p. m.
Gambier, Saturday evening, Oct. 10.
Centerburg. Monday evening, Oct. 12.
Frank O. Levering.
Liberty township (township house) Mon
day evening, Oc(. 12.
Ankueytown. Tuesday evening, Oct. 13.
Mariinsburg, Wednesday evening.Oct. 14.
Thomas H. Simmons.
Buckeye City, Thursday evening, Octobei 8.
Morgan tow* ship (township house) Sat
urday iventug. Oct. lit.
Butler towD’hip (township house) Tues
day evening. Oct. 13.
Walter S. Barker.
Ilarrieou township (township house)
Mouday evening, Oct. 12.
Chas. Davidson.
Brandon, Friday evening, Oct. 9.
Howard, Monday eveniug, Oct. 12.
John K. Haiden.

Gambier, Thursday evening, Oct. 8.
Brink Haven, SatU'day after noon,Oct. 10.
Morris township (township house) Thurs
day evening, Oct. 15.
C. M. Rice.

Centerburg, Friday evening.Oct 9.
Jelloway, Saturday evening Oct 10.
Greeraville, Tuesday evening, Oct- 13.
Hugh Neal.
Morris township (township houie)Thursday evening Oct. 8.
Milford township (township house) Mon
day evening, Oct 12.
A. R. McIntire.
Brink Haven, Saturday afternoon,Oct. 10.
Gambier, Thurday evening, Oct. 15.
Judge Wellington Stilwell.
Brink Haven. Saturday evening, Oct. 10
William R. Pelter.
Amity, Thursday evening. Oct. 8.
Jos. L. Myers and Eugene Lawrence.
Bladensburg, Tuesday evening. Oct 13.
Bryant Ransom, H. L. Swet land and
Thos R. Simmons
llioa Cole farir. Liberty township, on
the Mt Liberty and Gieen Valley roads,
1 hur«day, Oct. 8, beginning at 10 o’clock
a. ni.
Lee Miller.
Monroe township (township house) Tues
day ivening, Oct. 13.
R. L. Swetlaml.
Fredi ricktown. Friday evening, Oct. 9.
Joseph F. Bluliaugh.
Millwood, Friday evening. Oct. 9.
Democracy, Thuradaj* evening. Oct. 15.
A. J. Warner and M. V. B. Bennett.
Mt. Vernon, Friday afternoon, Oct. 16.
Free Silver Meeting Change.
The Free Silver meeting announc d to
take place at Tanville, ou Saturday after
noon of this week, has been cancelled by
the committee. On that afternoon, Hon.
E K. Huttolph, of Colorado, will speak at
Martinsburg, instead of at Danville

WOMAN CAR ACCOUNTANT
She is Employed by the C., A. &
Railway Company.

C.

Has Held This Trying Position for
Six A'ears—Will Remove to This
City from Columbus.
The proposed removal of the transporta
tion department of the C , A. A C. Railway
company to Mt. Vernon, O., says the Col
umbus Pres?, calls to mind the fact that
there is in the employ of this company in
this city at p'esent a woman car account
ant. Her name has appered from tima to
time iu the prints of the list of names of
the employes of the C , A. «fc C.. who mofct
naturally w ift go with the transportation
department to the north Ohio town next
November Her title in these lists has been
car accountant, still nobody in reading over
the names ar.il titles ever perhaps fancied it
an ur usual thing for a woman to be car ac
countant fora railroad. The present cen
tury woman has got hereelf into nearly all
the occupations in which a few years ago
she would have been diunally out of piece.
Among some of the more exacting voca
tions in which it may have been thought,
in the orthodox times, the skill, ingenuity
and versatility of a broad shouldered man
were required, is that of car accountant.
Miss Teresa Biiggaman is the car account
ant for the C.. A. <fc C. railway, with main
offices in the Dtnig A Ferson building. She
has been with the Akron road for about six
years Previous to this time she was in the
employ of Mr. C. H. Church, of the Pan
handle road, as car clerk.
In order that the uninitiated may com
prehend the magnitude of the duties that
a car accountant is obliged to discharge, it
may not be out of place here to dilate on
the subject. Iu one tense of the word the
accountant’s woik is as trying as that of
a comparative anatomist, or a comparative
philologist. The anatomist takes any por
tion of the skeleton of an antediluvian
animal, at d, by studying it, paints, either
with word of b«-ush, or max be constructs
the exec’ c ’unterpart of the prototype from
which his s|>ecinien cinie, and a compara
tive philologist, on the other hand, com
pares Egyptian h emglyphics with the runes
of the Teutonic and Gothic races, and in
studying these, is able to wire a conciae
history of a race of men, and a word that
we may have mistaken fur something new
under the sun. The car accountant, a
strictly nineteenth century product, com
pares the r*p rts of empty and loaded cars
handled one year with similar reports of
previous years, and ftom this comparison
knows the amount of ft eight, etc., carried
over the lire. Care, too, some times ,o
astray, jnst as men often do The acco* itant is obliged to trace forlorn and way ard
cars much after tl e fashion of a de'-rted
wife tracing a dissolute husband. Care,
not unlike.
•‘The best i»i<l plans of mice and mro
Gang aft aglee.
They aUay into nnusual end a'most im
possible places. An eastern car may get it
self by book or crock into Mexico, Winni
peg, or Tampici. How did it get there?
How shall it be got back? Did it get there
legitimately? The accountant knows this.
The car accountant knows the intricate
movements of every caron the line just the
same as a general in tLe army knows the
movement of every regime ut engaged. The
car accountant, merer ver, kreps track
of the mileage perform!d by every car on
the line employing.as we were about to say.
him, but in this instance, employing her.
She knows how many miles cars from
other lines have traversed over the liae for
which she works, and she is kept informed
by station ngeots of other lines both by
mail and by teiegiapli. as to the number of
miles cars from her ro-d have traveled over
other tracks- It is as commendable as it is
unusual tl u* ayourg lady should hold so
exacting a p sition.

— Two Perrysvil’e swains called on two
ladies who are employed at one of our ho
tels, on Thursday night, and prolonged
their visit until an early hour in the morn
ing. The pr= p ietor was up early aud
charged them the regular rate for a night's
lodging, much to their disgust.—Ashland
Press.
— $1.00 Cievtlind and return via C., A.
A C., Euuday. Oct. 11. Tickets good going
on train N<*. 27, also on eprciai train ieav
ing Mt. Vernen at 8:10 a. m ; good return
ing on special train leaving Cleveland at
6 p. m. and on traiu^No 29, leaving st 8 p.
m-. same da'e.
— Clinton Clyde, a youug man whose
home is in Utica, but who has recen ly been
employed as brakeman by the B AO , was
knocked off the top of a box car near
Bun esville Sunday and kille<L He was
standing on the c.ir and was struck by a
projection from a bridge. His temaitis were
brought to Ulice, Sunday night,-for burial,

HON. 1. K. BUTTOLPH

SILENT MAJORITY.
VERNA MAY MARTIN,

CIRCUIT COURT

Aged eleven years,daughter of Mr. nnd Mr*.
J. K. Marlin,died at her home on 8. Mulbeiry
Will A<l<lrr»« Bryan Club street Mouday morning after a prolonged (‘omened Tuesday Horn
ing and Will C ontinue
Friday Yiglil
illness of typhoid fever. The funeral seivices w« re held at the home Tuesday after
noon and interment was made in Mound
Ret era I Day*—Yum her of
In
Woodward
Opera Vi9W, Rev. George F. Smythe officiating.

C’asen Tor Trial.

House,TIiLn City.
JAME8 SCABBROUGH

Hon. A. R. McIntire Scores a Great
Hit In His Talk to the Shop Men and I
Artisans Friday Night—Rev. Hall J
Was Present and Turned the Gold
Hug Argunients a Somersault.
The next meeting of Ihe Bryan Silver
Club will he held in Woodward Opera
House. Friday evening. O~t. 9, and will be
addressed by Hon. E. K. Buttolph, of Colo
rado. Mr. Buttolph is credited with being
one of the finest orators now stumping the
state for free silver.

Aged 88 years, one of the oldest inhabitants
of Liberty townahipfdied at his home in
Mt. Liberty, Saturday evening, of the ills incident to old age. He has resided for over
fifty years in Liberty township. The funeral
occurred at the home Monday and interment
was made at Heading Chapel, Rev Joshua
Crawford officiating.
MRS

ALICE MARTIN,

Andiinr Blochtr PrqtarfK Iiis State*
meet of Tuxes Collected, Showing a
Decrease Oter 1895—Grand and
Petit Jurors Drawn for the November Term—Epilepsy Case.
The October terra of the Circuit Court for
Knox comity began Tuerday morning
nine o clock, with Judges Pomenne, Adams
and Kibler on the bench. The session will
probably last until the latter part of the
week. The docket shows the following
cases assigned for hearing:
Arthur Shaffvr against State of Ohio,
error.
Daniel McGugin against Christopher Mat
tingly, appeal.
I. Jay Critchfield against Meshuc Critchfi Id el al . appeal.
Daniel McMullen against JamesO'Rourke,
appeal.
Wm. Koons, assignee of Henry Cassil,
against James Alversou et al., appeal.
C. A G. Cooper A Co against the Springfield Malleable Iron Co., error.
James Tivenan against the B A 0- R. R.
Co., error.
Samuel Albert et al, against Ida Shaffer
et al., appeal.
George F. Popham against Joliu D.
Ewing, error.
Druziila Rice against Phillip Baker, ap
peal.
Josiah Bonar, trustee, against Knox
County Agricultural society et al., appeal.
Clement S. Perry against State of Ohio,
ex rel. Carrie E. Horton, error.
Harvey M. Mitchell against Sheridan G.
Dowds ss treasurer, appeal.
Wm. M. Koons against Sheridan G.
Dowds as tre®k.rer, appeal.
James McGinley, guardian of Melissa J.
Hedges agains* J*ne Shim and Rob Roy
Shira. appeal.
*
James McGinley, guardian of Melissa J.
Hedges against Jane Shira, appeal.
Silas Wvrkman against 8tate of Ohio,
error.
Nancy P. McClelland sgainst James Mc
Elroy, exr., et al., appeal.
John II. Uibhits, et al .against John L
Hammond, guardian, errer.
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co. against
John Robinson,error.
Ed. O. Arnold against Wm. Balmer,etal ,
appeal.

Wifeof Milton Martin, residing about two
miles sou‘h of town, died very suddenly at
her home Sep'ember 30. after a short illness
At the time of her death she was 38 years of
age, and is survived by a busbaud and child.
Funeral services were held at the home Fri
One of the largest crowds that has yet as day afternoon by Rev. Turner, and inter
sembled to hear the doctrines of free silver ment was made iu Mound View.
expounded, assembled in Kirk hall Friday
night and listened to the address of Hon.
MRS. JAMES HARRISON,
A. R. Mclntiie. Among the crowd was a Of Martinsburg was found dead in bed Mon
large sprinkling of Republicans and shop day morning at the residence of her son,
men.
W. P. Harrison, 1015 E Broad street ColMr. McIntire's address glowrd with logic umhns. O-, the result of heart disease. She
and bristliDg facts. That it took well with had been visiting her son and family for a
his hearers, is substantiated by the vigof- wick- She was 70 years of age. The re
ois applause he reciived He took up mains were taken to Martinsburg and in
the theme of ihe honest dollar, and by trac terred Wednesday, in Presbyterian ceme
ing the origin of money showed that the tery.
silver dollar was the correct beneficiary of
such a cognomen. He declared that if it
FREDERICK KEPFLER
were not for the partisan ties which b:nd Aged 88 year#, died at his home on N.Ches
men to political parlies. Knox county ter street Sunday morning after a short ill
would declare ft r free silver by a vote of ness. Mr. Keppler was born in Germany,
three to orc- They were silver men at August 22,1808, and removed to thia coun
heart, but denied the fact that they might try’ five years ago to make his home with
not be called irregular on party lines. They hia daughter who resides in this city. He
justified themselves with the plea that they is survived by a son, Frederick Keppler.
had been honored by their party in the and a daughter. Mre Feldhouse. The fu
post, aud it would now appear ungrateful neral occurred at the the home Monday af
should they refuse to support the principles ternoon and interment was made in Mound
enunciated by their party. He was View, Rev. J. H. Hamilton officiating
sorry to see the word “honest” smirched in
the manner already done by the gold
MRS. ELIZAKBTU PARK
standard people. Before the invention of
Aged 73 years, relict of the late J. V. I’aik,
money, commodities were used as a medium
died at her home about one mile cast of the
of exchange. Finally, when Jefferson at city shortly after two o'clock Mondayyuorntempted to adjust our currency system, he ing. Her death was due to paralysis of the
found a diversity of coins. After many
heart. Mrs. Park was born in this city Aug.
computations and calculations he founded
15, 1823, being the daughter of Daniel and
the silver dollar as a basis. Nobody ever
Mary McFarland. She was married to J. V.
questioned the integrity of that dollar down
Park iu 1853. five children being born Io
to 1873, and no one had questioned it since.
them, as follows: Daniel M. James H., Wil
We have no international money and never
liam V., Bessie M., and Frank J , all of
will have any until the milleDium comes.
whom are living. For several years past Mrs.
Silver is the business regulator of the world.
Park has been a helpless invalid. She join
Silver could not be cornered, because it was
ed the Baptist church when a young girl
in circalation. Prices have changed but and has ever since been a faithful communi
slightly in silver countries.
JURORS DRAWN.
cant. The funeral occurred at the residence
In his talk to the shop people on the ef Tuesday afternoon and interment was made
Sheriff Sapp and Clerk Culbertson on
fect of the restoration of silver upon their
iu Mound View. Rev. C. J. Rose officiating. Monday drew from the wheel the follow
wages, he completely dispelled any doubt
ing names for grand and petit jurore:
about the honesty of the silver dollar. He
GRAND JURY.
MRS MARTHA AGNEW,
warned the shop men that a great danger
Geo- Miser. Third ward.
C. A. Ranson. Liberty.
lay* in the fact that farmers' sons were Wifeof David Agnew, residing on West
Jas. L. Snyder, Butler.
crowding our shops for employment, be Chestnut street, died shortly after midnight
Wm. Headington, Hdllar.
cause the gold standard had made farmiog Wednesday morning, after an illness of
Lou Burgess. Milford.
Hugh Hughes. Clay.
unprofitable. Whenever prosperity was re eight weeks ot cancer of the stomach. Mrs
Henry Elliott, Berlin.
stored to the farm, this competition would Agnew, whose maiden name was Clark,was
C. A Updike, Hilliar.
born in Washington, Guernsey county, O.,
disappear.
Theodore Pitkins, Milford.
At the close of Mr. McIntire’s speech Oct. 31, 1831. and wa9 therefore almost 65
Jacob Morningstar, Bn'ler.
Vfars
cf
age
at
the
time
of
tier
death.
She
W. T Hart, College.
there were loud cries for Rev. Ball, who
C. L. V. Wolfe, Harrison.
was in the audience. Thia gentleman re was married to David Agnew Nov. 3. 1851,
Joseph Kime, Wayne.
sponded with a few spirited remarks, which five children being horn to them. She is
Joseph T. Cox. Morris.
Eli A. Wolfe, Hjward.
took with the aadiencc and he was loudly survivulby the husband and three children,
cheered. The meeting on the whole was Mre. T. P. Kirk, Sadie and Ellis Agnew.
PETIT JURY.
James E Colopy, Brown.
one of the best and most enthusiastic yet The family has resided in thia city about
thirty years The funershwill occur Sun
Thompson Dowds, Monroe.
held by the Club.
Ralph Fawcett, Pleasant.
day afternoon at 2:30; after services at the
Oscar Arnold, 5th ward.
homo by Rev. Turner, interment will be
J S. McConnell. 1st ward.
ENCOURAGING REPORTS
made in Mound ViewJohn Davis. 5th
“
A. Newton Lyon. Wayn*.
Thomas Anderson, Jr., Clinton.
As to the Baltimore and Ohio's Condi
WILLIAM FCLTOX,
Noble Weir, Pleasant.
tion in Receivers’Hands.
Uriah Hunttbery, 3d ward.
Father
of
Dr.
A.
T.
Fulton
of
this
city,
Iiis so seldom a railroad does better in
Leander Caywnod, Middlebury.
C. W McKee, 1st ward.
the hands of a receiver than under ita own died at bis home in Burlington township,
Wilson Buffington, Union.
chosen officials that the < ase of the Balti Licking county, Friday morning, after an
J. W. Johnson, 3d ward.
more and Ohio is attracting widespread at illness of two years of cancer, aged 78 years.
P. N Donahey, Jackson.
tention. From all pointa on the line reports Mr. Fulton was an old and highly respect
Both juries are ordered to report Novem
have come for the last two or three months ed citizen of the county where he had spent ber 9.
most
of
liis
life.
The
funeral
was
held
Sun

of increased traffic and more business-like
TAX DUPLICATE.
methods. The equipment of the road has day at Homer, under the auspices of the
Auditor Blocher has completed his sum
been increased by 5000 cars and it is Utica Matonic lodge He ia survived by
stated that the entire plant is being taxed to four sons and five daughters, as follows: maries of the tax duplicate for ls96. which,
T. B. Fulton of Newark, J. W. Fulton,who in comparison wi.h the summaries of 1895,
its utmost.
The following table, comparing receipts lives on the home farm; Dr- A. T. Fulton show the following:
for three months of 1895. when the road was of this city. W. D. Fulton of Newark, Mrs. Grand duplicate, 1895.................. $14,157 965
"
“
1896.................. 13.937 436
not in the hands of a receiver, with those of John L. McKee of West Carlisle, Mrs. Wm
three months of 1896 when it was under a Sen ft of Appleton, Mrs. W'iliiam Robinson
Decrease................................. $220 529
receivership indica'es the point iu ques of Utica, Mrs. William Chriatman of Personal of 1895............................ $4 505 242
Homer and Mrs. J. B. Irish,
1896 ......................... .. 4 236.975
tion:
1> *5.
1896.
Decrease..................................... $268,267
T is.
Tons.
Star Lecture Course.
Realty, 1895................................... $9,652,723
July freight receipts................. 622
3,090
“
1«96.................................. 9,700.461
August freight receipts..... .,729
4.435
The Citizens' Star Lecture Course has
September Ireight receipts. 2,765
*6.000
become
one
of
the
permanent
and
popular
Increase........................................ .$47,738
•Estimated.
Officials of other roads who have k#pt institntioDs of our city. Few cities this Tax Assessments 1895, (exc. of
dog tax).................................... $255.327 92
their eye on the stride* of the Baltimore and size enjoy such enterprise. The Course Tax
Assessments 1896, (exc. of
Ohio say that the freight and passenger men this year has been selected to suit the up-todog tax).................................... $247 724 41
are out after business and they are securing date idea of a Lecture Course. It is a hard
Decrease.................................... $7 603 51
it at any cost. It is even said that owing to matter to select entertainments to suit all. (
In 1895 there were 1.618 male and 47
the demand for ready money with which to However, the Course this year comes
maintain the system, that rates are being through the Eastern Bureau, a change female dogs listed for taxation. In 1896
slashed right and left, and all that is neerg- which will be appreciated by the people, as there 1,529 males aod 39 females listed.
The delinquent realty tex for 1896 ie,
sary to secure a shipment over that road is they obtain all the new novelties. The
to offer carii and it will be handled at any opening lecture on Oct. 21 will uo doubt $8,386.05: the delinquent personal is $8,fill the Opera House, Lieut. R. E Peary, 954 04.
price.
U. S. N., being the lecturer. Subject. “Ex
xrtLxrsv.
plorations in Northernmost Greenland.”
Ada E. Rockwell was on Monday com
BOLr BAD ROBBERS
Lieut. Peary spent all the past summer in
that country and is expected in New York mitted to the State Hospital for Epileptics,
Got the Worst of a Call On Two Old next week. The lecture is illustrated by at Gallipolis, by Probate Judge Critcnfield.
Morrow County Bachelors.
one hundred magnificent lantern views. The medical certificate disclosed that she ia
One night last week, about 9 o’clock, as The second entertainment is an entirely 29 years of age and is liable to sudden
Andrew French, who resides juat over the new novelty here, and is styled the Royal seizures, during which she falls and be
Knox county line near Sparta, was prepar Entertainment Company, of New York comes unconscious Sb« is described as not
ing for bed, soma one rapped on the w:n- City, that being their home. Their program being injurious to either herselfor other#.
dov and told him that they had some mail is a distinct departure from anything at Her attack is of ten years' duration. The
for him, but that he would have to op*n present before the public- Mr. J Stewart medical examination was conduc ed by I)r.
the door and let them in, as they could not Blackton, the artist entertainer, presents a Armen trout.
see to get it. Mr. French opened the door. program of brief monologue entertainment
NEW cases '
*
At that moment two masked men entered of huncor and pathos, each separate subject
The Home Building and Ixran Company
and with drawn revolvers ordered him to illustrated by a series of side-splitting car have brought suit against Wm. Gregory et
throw up his hands. This be refused to do. toons, executed in colored chalks, all drawn al., to foreclose mortgage and for sale of
but started for th« bedr<>oni.
on large sheets of paper in full view of the property. The property consists of lot 162
The robbers starts 1 to follow, but at this audience- Mr. Blackton is the comic car
in Norton's addition. D. E. Sapp for plain
juncture Stephen F.eucli ap| eared on the toonist of the New York World. Miss tiff.
sceue with an old musket, when the rob Pauline Ingre Johnson, better known a#
James W. Davis, guardian of Harriet
bers beat a retreaL but not in time to escape the Swedish Nightingale, late of the Swed Davis, brings suit agsinst John M. Frizzell
a load of shot, which Stephen sent after ish Ladies' Quartet, is the eoprano of the for money, claiming $131, with 8 per cert,
them, and blood stains were found on the company. Albert E- 8raitli. the master interest, due on promissory note secured bv
grass next mornirg.
fantasist, in high class prestidigitation, new mortgage on 160 acres of land in Brown
Andrew and Stephen French are two shadowguphs. ventriloqual and facial imi township. Wm. L. McElroy for plaintiff.
bachelor#, about 70 years old. Although tations. His program ia an original con
Dan Struble seeks to foreclose mortgage
no relation, they have lived together for ception of all forms of amusements which given by J. H. Swindell et al., on land in
over forty year#. They own a farm of over the hands, voice and features are capable of
600 scree, which is one big field. They also producing. Miss Grace A. Green, likelier
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
have about $5,000 in money, but where it is father, ’ Judge” GreeD. is a reciter, and a
no one hut themselves know.
good one. Her style is not acquired but
Corrected weekly by the North-West
bom in her, and she is especially’ good in ern Elevator A Mill Co.
dialect work. The date of this entertain
Wheat ..................................... .......
60
RECEIVERS' STATEMENT.
ment is Nov. 23.
Corn.......................................... ........ 20
Showing Net Earnings of the B & O.
For Past Six Months.

The receivers of the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad filed in the court at Baltimore. Sat
urday. a statement for the six months, end
ing June 30, showing net earnings from all
acourcea $2,783,396; and after deducting all
charges, including payment to sinking fund
rentals, taxes, interest on loans, accrued oar
trust and other obligation* there remains a
total deficit fcf $1,368,433. In their answers
denying the right under the law of the pre
ferred stockholders to the payment of divid nds, the receivers say that the t>etilioner
and other holders of preferred stock are en
titled to payment only out of the profits of
the company, as declared from time to time
by the president and directors, an 1 found
by them distributable as a dividend without
prejud cf to the lawful rights of creditors;
that ihe president and directors of the com
pany have not found such profi-s, or declar
ed meh dividends, and that uo such profits
accrued to the cmup .ny during Die half
year/rom January 1st to June 30. 1896.
Women’* Auxiliary Con vein ion.

eastern part of the city, to secure $36© with
8 per cent, interest from August 30, 1894.
Cooper A Moore represent plaintiff
John B. Wilson against Lucretia J. Bear,
forech sure, is the title of a suit wherein
plaiiif tl seeks recovery of $ti00 with 6 per
cent ii>Jerest ftom Sept. 16, 1895, secureil
by mor'gage on 61 acres of land in Harrison
township Cooper A Moore for plaintiff.
Ella W. Smith, against Robert II. Fow
ler etal. Sail* brought to recover $1000
with inteiest payable sera:-annually from
July 14. 1395, m cured by mortgage on lot 1
in Israi 1 A Devin's addition. Cooper and
Moore for plalotiff.
Suit is brought by Sanderson A McCreaiy
against Jo-eph Ewalr, to recover $34 33 by
foreclosure of mechanic’s lien. H. J. San
derson rep resen i a plaintiff.
Sarah J. Bowland against I^wis G. Wel
ker et a! , to f ireclose mortgege. Personal
^judgment asked for $1500, with interest
thereon, | uvahle anrually from April I,
1895- The land in question consists of 531
acres In Howard. Coiq>rr A Moore for
plain'itf.

PBOBVTE pickups.
*
Demas Brictcer, Ephraim Daily aud Wm.
Debolt, appraisers of the estate of 8t-ph« n
Gant*, d-ceased, have file 1 their inventory,
showing a total of$$046.04
A cerriticate of citizenship was issued
October 1, to Thomas AI wen. a native of
England. Lloyd Lepley and R. L. Vlacent
were witnessesCharles C. Waddell, administrator of
Catharine Waddell, has filed bis final ac
count.
MAR# I AGE LICENSES

G. 11. L. Beeman and Edith M. Warman.
George Christopher and Hattie Mills.
Elwyn Patterson and Mayme M. Styere.
C. C. Kinney and M E. Cuuningbam.
J. B Burkholder and Jennie Laley.
John N. Hetman and Maggie C. Stillwell,
Simon Ammon and Rhode Haugh.
John J. Nvliart and Florence II. Wirkman*
»
HIGHER WAGES IF BRYAN WINS.

Newark Stove M aim fact urerw Prom
ise an Increase of IO Per Cent.

NEWARK. 0., Oct. 5. —It has been manydays since a factory notice promising in
creased wages lias been seen iu this vicinity,
but the employes of the Central City Stove
Works here today were notified that in
care of Bryan's election an increase of 10
per rent in their wages would be given.
The company's President, C. W. Cucnigham. has been a life-long Republican,
while the beavie’t stock-holder. W. N. Ful
ton. although a hanker, ia an enthusiastic
silverite. Nearly all the employes are Re
publicans, but all are Bryan supporters.
President Cunningham said today that
the reason the promise of better wages was
made was that tLe company felt confident
that free coinage would stimulate businear,
e’petially in the West, where the trade of
the concern largely lies. He cited the fact
that moulders' wages before silver's de
monetization were higher than they are to
day, and pointed out how all manufactur
ers of stoves voluntarily increased wages ia
1879 after the passage of the Bland act.
New Furnace Company
A company composed of Dr. L. W. Armenlrout. Grant Porter, 8 R, Gotshall and
F. P. Fuller, has beeu organized in this city
for the purpose of manufacturing furnaces,
doing business under the name of The Mt.
Vernon Furnace Manufacturing Co.
The company exp ct to place their fur
naces in the market within a few days aud
have elready placed a number of orders.
They claim their furnace possesses superior
merit and expect soon to place one in the tin
shop of 0- C. Chase for public inspection.

A Word for Wolverton.
Sterl Wolverton caught for the Eclipse
team Sunday, in their game against the
Bryce Bros , lor the Capital City champion*
ship, and this is what the Journal says:
“Wolverton has caught but four games
this season and yesterday waa the first time
he ever went behind the bat in Columbus,
although be caught veveral games while on
one of the Wes'ern tripe with the Col
umbus team. The Mt. Vernon hoy is a
backstop of no mean ability and there is no
neces’iiy of his wearing out his arm pitch
ing. should lie decide to follow the baseball
business behind the bat-*'
HOWARD ITEMS.

TUESDAY EVENING.

Steel Express Wagons for the boys at
Beam’s.

7:00—Sermon by Dr. D. T. Harris, St. Clair
Money.
Avenue church, ColumbusIf you nave money to invest I can
Lord's Supper.
Collection tor ministerial relief.
secure you first mortgage loans ou Knox

Siirceedft in Working Two
llogutt Cheek*,
On Two Millinery Finn*
in till* City.
Claiund that lie Lived in the Country,
Had Brought a Load of Corn to the
City After Itanking Hours and Re*
ceited the Checks in Payment—Roth
Checks were for $11.25.
A check forger (truck the town plat Sat
urday night with a duff, sickening thud,
and beftne leauna succeeded in warming
the c< ckles of hia marble heart by gather
ing a goodly turn of tlie coin that cheers.
He wa» a aruoith duck and the game that be
worked was so plausible that tia.l he remain
ed long enough he would have been com.
pelted to hang out hia *8. R. O.” sign.
Euly in he evening, a man about twenty
three years of age, well dressed and smooth
shaven, walked into the millinery store of
Mrs. V. Hoopes, on S. Main street and pur
chased a lady's hat and other artic>e
amounting to $4 <5. He tendered in pay
ment a check on the Knox National Bank,
purporting to be drawn by the Wm. Bat
tling Milting Co. in favor of W. E. Smith
for$11 25. The fellow explained that he
had received the check in payment after Ihe
close of bank hours Mrs. Hoopes often
accommodated country ,»eople in this man
ner and readily complied with the request.
He endorsed the check “W. E Smith.”
After receiving $6 M) in change in return, he
ttx k his packages and disappeared.
He immediately went over to the mil
linery establishment of Mrs. L. B. Wing and
succeeded in working practically the same
racket After matting pnrcbaeee amount
ing to $2 85 he tendered a check as before,
drawn by the Wm. Banning Co. in favor of
Wm E. Smith for $11-25. Mrs. Wing de
murred in accepting the check. He ex
plained that he belonged to the family of
Smiths near Gambler and had brought a
load of corn in after banking hours, re7
ceived a check for the tame and of course
could not get it cashed at the bank. Hisstory
held together so well that finally be waa
given the goods and $8.40 in change for the
check.
The forgeries were not discovered until
Monday. Mrs. Hoopes was fhe first to
learn of the rascality. As soon at the Knox
National opened its doors for business Mon
day morning the check was presented and
the forgery discovered. It was not until
late in il^e afternoon that Mrs. Wing dis
covered her loss.
There ia no doubt but the forger chose
Saturday night and calculated well that the
forgeries would not be diecovered until
Monday, giving him ample time to gat well
away. Thia game lias been worked all
over the State.
NEW I. O. O. F. HOME

Dedicated With Great Eclat at Mar
tinsburg. Tuesday.

The dedication of the new I. O. G. F.
home occurred at Martinsburg, Tuesday,
under the auspices of Martinsburg Ix?dge,
No. 778. Their former hall waa destroyed
oy fire abeut a year ago, leaving the lodge
in a destitute condition. By persistent and
energetic woik they tucreeded in raising
funds to construct their present handsome
home. Odd Fellows ftom all over thi
section of the State attended the ceremonies
of dedication, which were elaborate and
impressive, under the direction of Dr. Colei
of Utica, who acted as maater of ceremon
ies The following were the officers who
officiated at the dedication: Grand Marsh,
al, W. D. Hall. Herald of the North, C. V.
Cullison; Herald of the South. J. N. Col
ville; Herald of the East, Dr. 8. O. Gantt;
Herald of the Wee*. W. O. Huberts: Grand
Warden, J N. Fteeae: Grand Chaplain, Rev.
S. E. Idleman.
A number « f promitent Odd Fellows
were present, among thini being J. C.
Whittaker,of Dayton. Grand Maater of the
I. O. O F., of Ohio; Hugh Neel, L. B.
Houck, Frank Levering, B. M.Critchfield
and several o there from thia city.

The speech was wall attended Monday
night.
The parsonage is being fitted up for the
new Free Methodist preacher.
The Bryan Club will go to Gambier Sat
urday night.
Quite a number of onr }>eople attended
the meeting at the Caves Satuiday.

— William Boltenberg, a scenic artiat of
Chicago, who has been engaged in painting
a new drop curtain for Woodward Opera
House, lias just cl jsed a contract with the
management for (>ainting entire new scenery
throughout. When completed the stage
will be one of the most handsomely eqndp*
ped in the State.

— At a meeting of the Brotherhood of St.
Andrew. Tuesday evening, two delegates
were chosen to represent the order iu the
national conventio.i of the Brotherhood,
wiiich meets in Pittsburg next week.
The two selected were John S. Riugwalt,
Jr., and iAtke Dettra. A committee of six
was appointed to meet at the trains incom
ing members cf the Ladies' Auxiliary,
on Thursday evening. Also a committee of
five was chosen to act as ushers at the
church the same evening.

Estray Cow.
Eetraved from the Curtis pasture,
Monday night, r«*d cow, hind feet white
and half of tail white. Information re
garding her whereabouts will be re
warded.
Chas. Hutton,
No. 5 West Pleasant St.

LOCAL NOTICES.

Buy vour Dishes and Glaesware from
Frank L. Beam's cheap count* rs.
The beat Tea and Coflee in the city
for the money, at Warner W. Miller's
Aak for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
at 25c per pound and be convinced.

AUCTION.
Fred A. Clough A Co. Commencing
October 1st,
Will conduct an Auction Sale of Dia
monds, Watches aud Jewelry, to reduce
stock and dissolve partnendiip. Sale
will be held daily at 2 and 7 p. m., until
sufficient amount is realized. No. 13
South Main street. Sign big watch. J.
H. Havill, of Chicago, auctioneer.

Japanese mattings are one ot the
nicest thingtgof the age. Not like the
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
beautiful and more durable. You can
see the finest line of these goods at
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at prices
from 10 cents to 60 cents per yard.
.Stop and see them.
Fruit jars. Fruit jars. Stone, glass
and tin at
Warner W. Miller’s.
Make your home cheerful for winter
by covering up the walls with cheap Wall
Paper from Frank L. Beam’s remnant
sale.

Co re n a Yeast—Something New!
Oats........................................... ....... l-’i
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con
Tavlor’sDiadeir Flour........... .... $12C vinced. Sold by
CONGREGATIONAL CONFERENCE.
“
Best Flour................ ..... 1.10
Warner W. Miller.
Bran, per ton........................... ...... $1000
To Be Held in This City Tuesday and Shorts, per ton......................... ...... 10.00
See the Cheap Counters at Frank L.
Cash paid for wheat.
W ednesday, Oct. 20 and 21 •
Beam’s for Fair week. Bargains fi*r
everybody.
The annual Central Ohio Conference of
Fresh Oysters
the Congregational churches will be held in
Everything else in
this city, Tuesday and Wednesday, October Receiver! daily.
Hammocks and Porch Shades at
20 and 21. The sessions will be held in the season at Warner W. Miller's.
Frank L. Beam’s.
Congregational church. The following pro
gram has been arranged:

SMOOTH FORGER

Gold Aluminum Table Ware
Given for rebate coupon tickets at War
ner W. Miller’s.

The lowest price ever made on Wall
county real estate, not only as safe as Paper, you will find at Frank L. Beam's
Government bonds, but at double their Remnant sale. Fine Wall Paper Cheap.
8:30—Business.
9:00—Devotional hoar.
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.
“The Ministry of the Word.” Rev. John
New patterns in floor oilcloth at Frank
W. Dickson, Lock. 1 Cor- 14:36, 37. 2 Cor
Awarded
L. Beam’s.
2, 17: 4:1
Highest Honors—World’s Fair

DiamondDyes

It’s Easy

to Dye
with

Diamond
Dyes

Craft & Taugher,
East Side Public Square.

Telephone No. 36.
We are selling

KERR'S SYSTEM RENOVATOR
For that Tired Feeling.
It braces you, Rives you an appetite,
and is the liest I.tver and Stomach
medicine on the market today.
Cbaet »fc Tavgher

Any Time

WEDNESDAY MORNING

9.30— Paper. “Ministerial standing,” Rev
Alexander Milne. Plymouth church. Colum
bus.
10:30— Paper. 'Recent Religious Progress.'
Rev. Byron R. Long. Mayflower church Col
umbus.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
1:00—Business meeting.
1:30—Address, Rev. R. 8. Lindsay, Col
umbus. Sibjsct, “A Larger Bible."
2:00—Devotional hour.
2.30— Sunday- school work.
Short addresses as follows:
(a) “ Solomon as King.” Rev. W. 8. Bugbey. Marysville, Ohio.
(b) “Solomon in Literature.'' Rev. Alex
ander Milne, Columbus. O
(c) “Solomon as a Keligions Teacher.”
IteY. Wm. J. Turner. Mt. Vernon.
(d) “Solomon and Chris*,” Rev. Byron
Long, Columbus. O.

Fruit jars at Frank L. Beam’s.

Buy your Wall Pajier Now at the Rem
nant sale. Best time of the year to buy
Wall Paper cheap.
Frank L. Beam’s.

The annuil c >nvention of the Woman's
Auxiliary Missionary Society of the diocese
of Olfo will he held this week with St.
Paul's Parish On Thursday evening at
7:45 o’clock there will be service at the
church followed by addresses by Bishop
Leonard and Arch- leacou Brown On Fri
day morningat 9o'clock the Holy Gunmnn
ion will be celebrated by the Bishop. At 10
o’clock the bin!i»en ssisions will begin
at the Parish House, to be continued
WEDNESDAY EVENING
through the day. It is hoped that Bishop
MOST PERFECT HADE.
6:00-Supper for delegates and congrega
Vincent,of S-authe'n, Ohio, will l>e present. tion in church parlorsA pure Crape Cream of Tart tr Powder. Fre
7.30— Foreign missionsHorn Ammonia, Alum or any othur adulterar t.
; All persons are cardially invi'eil to attend
Addresses by representatives of American
i the services and sessions of the convention. hoard.
40 YFLRS THE SlAF^ARB.

BAKING
POWDER

MRS. C. H. REYNOLDS

Crestline,
Ohio, Rre-om mends
Wright’s Celery Capsules.
“Crestline, O., Apr. 23,1S9G.
To The Wright Medical Co.,
•
Colvmbvs, O.
Gents—I have purchased a box of
Wright’s Celery Capsules from Allied
H. Kinsey, DruggTst. and used them for
Sick Headache and Constipation. I can
truly say that one box of your Capsules
have done me more good*than anything
else I have ever tried. Yours very truly
Mrs. H. C. Reynolds.*
Of

You arc fullering from the
overindulgence of eating too
much summer fruit, or have that
“all gone” feeling of the stom
ach, relief io found if you try

Green’s Diarrhoea Cure,
It is not only the best article
for all round summer troubles,
hut the most pleasant medicine
on the market. It is composed
of the best known ingredients
for summer complaint, and has
been on the market for 30
vears. Beware of imitations.
Get the. genuine at

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store

I.

amending the laws relative to mints,
I a.' , ay office and coinage of the United
.tes." It was introduc d by Ifr. Kel
THE GREAT CONSPIRACY LAiD bare ly. of Pennsylvania. chairman cf the
. c I’mmittee on-coinage.,and reported by
BWGEO. C. GORMAN.
hint favorably from that committee cn
kt ,e 9th of January, 1872. II? informed
The Dark Methods I'ted by Sen itov Rhsr- ; the house that it had been prepared
snao wild Others to Ai?tir.< the pfinon- i in jtlie treasury department for the

THE CRIME OF ’73!

etixwtion of MJtrcr-—Statement« of Senw->

•

tors and Members ou the Subject.

Colonel George C. Goman, for many
years resided In Californio, and was
r member of the nations! E.publican
committee from that state from 13CS
to 1£SO. He was secretary of the Uni
ted States senate from 1SC8 to 1879,
and was in the national poBttkal coun
cils of the Grant and Conkling element.
He edited The National Republican at
Washington for four years. For more
than twenty years he has favored the
restoration of the free coinage of sil
ver, and left the Republican party in
June last, when it adopted the gold
standard, and is now an earnest sup
porter of Bryan and Sewall. He has
written the following letter:
The Hon. Charles P. Johnson, St.
Louis, Mo.—Dear Sir: In compliance
with your request I present the fol
lowing narrative of the steps which
led to the demonetization of silver in
the United States in 1S72. and the
methods adopted to accomplish that re
sult:
The national debt at the close of the
dvil war was about $2,500,000,000. the
principal being payable by law in any
legal tender money, and the Interest
in coin. Certain great banking houses
at Europe—following the example set
by their predecessor^in England Im
mediately ater the fall of Napoleon,
and setting an example which was fol
lowed by their class In Germany after
the Franco-Prussian war—inaugurated
a scheme to greatly enhance the value
of this vast obligation by making it
payable in gold and then increasing
the value of gold.

BRAZEN AND DEFIANT
_________

THE GOLD CURE.
_________

DESPERATE CONSPIRACY AGAINST mark HANNA ADVERTISES FOR FARMTHE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
ER VOTERS.

V

1 purpose of codifying and riminifying
the mint laws, the only ttnporkict

\ ehafnge being the creation of a mint bu
reau In the treasury department.
It Was recommitted Jan. 10 and
■kgnic reported with amendments Feb.
9, 1872, this time by the Hon. Samue.
Hooper of Massachusetts. He stated
I that the bill reduced the weight of the
silver dollar from 412J(. grains to 334,
but he did not state that it proposed,
as it did, to demonetize silver by mak
ing the silver dollar a legal tender
only In sums not to exceed $3.
The bill then passed the house in
the substitute form under a suspension
of the rules.
Ignorant of It« Contents.

Mr. Kqlly of Pennsylvania, who in
troduced the bill, declared on the floor
of the house in 1878 that, though he
was chairman of the committee on
coinage, he was “ignorant of the fact
that it would demonetize the silver
dollar.” (Congessional Record, vol. 7,
part 2. page 1605.) Mr. Blaine, who was
speaker of the house when the bill i
passed, declared on the floor of the ! ®
ACT OF 1873 WAS TOO BRIT/.IN TO COLLECT DEBTS
AT
senate In 1878 that he “did not know {
PRECIPITATE,
MOUTH OF THE CANNON.
I
anything that was in the bill at all,”
and that
cared «_,
a “little
nine was known
Known or carea
~
.
,
anil That the Gt rinan Government Mint Ricnifleiint Thn-.r.
i * i .
„ .
<ziKnmcani rnreati Ittered Against the
on the subject.” (Same, page 1063.)
w™"
l*
I o»ith>:»
The i
United states by Gold Hug English Ra
Garfield declared that he knew nothing
World Must It.turn to Uinietallisiu — I
about It. (Congressional record, vol. 7,
P^rs—The Cowardly Attitude of Amer
Farmer Mast Not He Estranged.
part 1, page 989.) Mr. Holman of In
ican Tories.
diana, declared that the passage of
New York. Sept. 23.—A dispatch to [ Chicago, Ills., Oct. 3.—War with Engthe bill through the house was a “col! land is threatened by the American
lossal swindle,” and “never had the The World from London says:
“Moreton Frewen cams back today representatives of the English bondsanction of the house.” (Congressional
record, vol. 4, part 6. appendix 193.) from the international agricultural Holders and Shylocks. In the event that
Mr. Cannon, of Illinois, said: “Neither congress at Buda-Pesth. One delegate, ■ ®rjan ls electe^- 11 18 not an Idle
members of congress nor the people Herr von Kordoff. leader of the Free , oJT31,,,The mone> I“,"er is desperate
understood the scope of the legislation.”
_
» and w111 not surrender its clutch on the
Conservative party in the German i
(Same, page 197.)
, thmats of the American people without
In the senate the bill was taken up reichstag and a neighbor of Prince a fight Here are two recent editorial
for consideration on the 17th of Janu
The Methods Adopted.
ary, 1873, and debated and passed on Bismarck at Friedriehsruhe, reported expressslons from well-known London
This involved two legislative meas that day. All the debate that was ever
conversation he had ^recently with . newspapers:
ures:
had upon it in that txaly took place on I the prince on the American political j London. Sept. 12.—[Copyright, 1896. by
First. Such changes in the laws of that date.
*
I situation, as follows:
the -Ass
Associated
news-,
I tne
(at : Pr<-ss.]T~London
Pi ss.]--London news-J
the United States as would nrovide for
The bill, as It passed the senate, con
the payment of the principal of the tradicts in plain terms some positive
“’Frankly, Mr. Kordoff. I am too > papers arc 1
. x w'h, se •
bonds in coin only, and would forbid I assertions made by Mr. Sherman dur- oldd to go to school over the currency '
**'’
-,or.
tastlon, but I recognize that, al- |
^.rftlttnent *of the stock
the payment of any portion of it prior |np the debate
u ftg tQ Ue
g_ question
depart n i ento the resumption of specie Payment In lons ,t contained concerning the stand.? S**2*^nringe is a veritable sick room, belegal tender treasury notes, in which It ard Sllver do„ar R demonet!zcd sil. though I acted in 1S73
■
1 cause “English capitalists will never
was expressly made payable by the ver whJch he decIared lo the SPrvite ,t
I take their interest from the United
law authorizing the issue of the bonds. dld ncL Mr Hoo
had
. lhe
and In exchange for which
when house by omissions. evas>
Railway (
States in depreciated currency.” and It
‘f®
<6 estrange is the farming class.
greatly depreciated, (hey had all been I djrgtrfioBs; Air.
goes on to say that “the adoption of bi
! If they are convinced, and they assure
issued.
j senate
in
metallism, or as it would become later,
Second. The demonetization of
the silver standard, in America, would
in the United Star
practically mean the repudiation of
would m.'sn
their debts, and It is this sort of thing
that on*
which leads to the withdrawal of en
cMef promoter I will quote some passages: Congres
voys and declarations of war.”
in, -urelgn scheme.
sional Globe, parts 1 and 2, third ses
BRYAN’S SAYINGS.
The following is from the London
On tb»- 18th ot May. 1S67. heTng then sion, Forty-second congress, pages 668Extracts from the Philadelphia Speech of Times and Echo, a paper of enormous
im a visit to Paris and having just vis 674.
the Democratic Candhlate.
circulation, owned by Passmore Ed
ited London, he addressed a letter to
There was no reference in the debate
the United States commissioner to the to the faot that the bill would abolish
“The agitation of free coinage will . wards, an Englishman of enormous
International conference on coinage, the legal tender quality of silver. The never cease in this country until the v/ealth:
weights and measures, then in session house bill changed the weight of the gold standard Is driven back to Eng
The election of W. J. Bryan—a
in the former city. In that letter, which silver dollar from 412% grains to 384 land.” .
young man frem Nebraska, an impas
• ® •
was published, he strongly urged the grains, and made it, like the smaller
sioned orator, but hitherto an unknown
adoption of the gold standard, and said coins, a legal tender for $5 only. Mr.
“Every enemy of good government
of his own country: “As coin Is not Sherman had reported an amendment is against free silver. You can know politician—as the Democratic candidate
now In general circulation we can eas to strike this out. and insert instead a a cause as you can know an individ for the presidency seals the adherents
of the Democrats to the silverites. The
ily fix by law the size, weight and “trade’’ dollar, to weigh 420 grains, ual, by the company that it keeps.”
measure of future Issues.” The con with the same limitation as to the legal
• • •
gravity of the situation can hardly be
ference adopted the gold standard, and tender quality. The bill prohibited the
“Our record is clear. The Democrat exaggerated. It is by no means so
otrr commissioner reported that this re issuance from the mints of any coins ic party never declared for a gold certain that Mr. Bryan may not be
sult was largely due to the letter of Mr. not named therein. This was to make standard and no man in office ever agi
elected, and if he should be, and con
Sherman
sure that the 412% grain dollar would tated a gold standard after he was gress decree that silver, which Is today
Senator Sherman next attempted to not survive by any implication.
elected until he betrayed the people worth half-a-crown a pound, shall be
“easily fix by law” in this ccutntry the
The question may be asked how who elected him.”
worth 5 shillings, and that all national
new monetary system so essential to could Mr. Sherman thus deceive the
a • •
the success of the scheme above de senate. The reply is that the bill was
gold bonds shall be paid in silver, there
“When I find that my conscience will ,
po
an<J
scribed. To that end. on the 8th of being hurried through by him on his
,
____
February. 1868. he introduced in the statement, at the outset, that its con not permit me to carry out the plat- the United______
States
before
this
time
next
senate a hill (No. 217) to demonetize sideration “would not probably con form on which I was elected I will re year. The great capitalists who forced
silver by discontinuing the coinage of sume any more time than the time sign and let some other man have the
Gladstone to occupy Egypt will compel
the sliver dollar. He reported this bill consumed in reading it.” That meant office.”
• a a
any government in office heretodeclare
favorably from the finance committee, that its seventy-one sections con
“I deny the right of any public serv war against America, sooner than that
but Senator E. D. Morgan, cf New tained nothing of sufficient importance
York, vigorously antagonized it In a to even require explanation by him. ant to secure office upon a partisan their holdings of American bonds shall
minority report, in which, after show much less to call for debate. It was platform and then abandon the plat- i shr!nk to haJf values.
Threats of this kind will not deter
ing the advantages to the United States represented by him to be merely a bill form. My friends. I was reared in a
j the Arnerican people from rejecting, by
of continuing the double standard, he to enact into law some changes In the different school of Democracy.
said:
; an enormous majority. English domimintage laws which the mint officers
“I do not use the word gold bug In
,
v. •*».». a__ _
“We have a distinctive American deemed necessary. He evidently sat
en offensive sense. I use the word in nation and a British financial system,
policy to work out—one sufficiently free isfied senators that it was not Worth
that
same
kindly
spirit
in
which
the
This
is
the
same
England which the
from the traditions of Europe to be their serious attention. Those who have
suited to our peculiar situation, and any acquaintance with senate pro gold bugs use the word lunatic when I United States has on two memorable
occasions defeated in war, and there
the genius of our enterprising coun ceedings understand very well that they speak of me.”
* • *
I i9 yet enough manhood in America to
trymen.”
such mere routine legislation as this
“I would rather have it said that I 1 defend our homes against English
From this stalwart blow by the great was represented to be attracts no at
merchant senator from New York the tention in the senate chamber.
The lacked dignity than to have it said gveed and aggression. It is the same
bill never recovered.
Mr. Sherman senator In charge is trusted to truth that 1 lacked backbone to meet the ol(J fight over agajn.
The American
never again called If up.
fully state its objects, and no one enemies of this government who con ' Tory, who hung upon our rear and
The movement for a gold standard thinks of doubting his word.
spire against this nation’s welfare in 1
made secret and open war against
was not renewed in any quarter until
Wall street.”
The Testimony of Senators.
American liberty, yet exists im New
• • •
nearly two years afterwards, and more
That no suspicion was being enter
“My friends, our opponents tell you York, Chicago and other great money
than a year after the expiration of tained at the time that silver was be
that
I am very radical. I am a con- ! centers. He yet longs for an Amer
Senator Morgan’s term of office.
ing demonetized by the blU is evi
These gold bugs who j ican monarchy. He yet believes that
Strengthening the landholders.
denced from the declarations subse- servative man.
Meanwhile, in obedience to the con quentely made in the senate In 1878. think I am radical, so the paper says. ; the republic Is a failure. He does not
certed newspaper clamor inspired by On Feb. 15 of that year Senator Thur have joined with the Populists of Tex disguise his hatred of the common peo
as who„ think that I am not radical ple. He is now plotting for the disinthe operators in bonds, congress passed man said:
“I cannot say what took place in the j enough,
the act of March. 1869. “To strengthen
f: r< liisement of those who cannot
the public credit," by which, without house, but know, when the bill was
o“a!':v on a property basis. His purse
“
I
believe
that
the
time
has
come
any consideration whatever, the prin pending In the senate, we thought it
la ->r -i
Mark Hanna. His daughter
cipal of the bonds of the government, was simply a bill to reform the mint, when the people should refuse to be
then payable In any lawful money, was regulate coinage and fix up one thing held up and sand-bagged by a few men is either married to or scheming for a
made partible In coin only. The ad and another, and there is not a single who assume that money is more pre marriage with an English lord.
”
If the election of William Jennings
vantage this gave to the bondholders man in the senate, I think, unless a cious than humanity.
• • •
Bryan means war with England, we
will be apparent when we consider that member of the committee from which
"They say that the craze is dying must prepare for war. Bryan will he
the major portion of the bonds were by the bill came, who had the slightest
the^ sllln
war whfch wU| M
law redeemable In any lawful money Idea that It was even a squint towards out. ^^re^no, what
atthe pleasure of the United States. The demonetization.”
epithets as you will, but I know that sue, the English aristocracy and their
On the same day Senator Allison said:
act of 1669. to strengthen the purses of
the silver cause will not die because i American allies, the hereditary Tories
“But when the secret history of this
the bondholders, surer.dered this priv
of New' York and elsew'here. will be
ilege and bound the government to re hill comes to he told It will disclose the truth never dies.”
wiped out of existance.
They never
deem in coin, then at an enormous pre fact that the house of representatives
“I am willing to submit any question won a fight against American freemen
Intended to coin both silver and gold,
mium.
to
the
American
people
but
I
am
not
This was followed. July 14. 1S70, by and intended to place both metals upon
and they never wilL
the refunding act, under which exist the French relation instead of our own. willing to submit the destinies of the
American
people
to
foreign
nations
beI
ing bonds were authorized to be con which was the true scientific position of
I have been called an anarchist because
yond the reach of our ballot to whom
verted Into bonds payable, principal this subject In 1873.”
I have opposed the trusts and syndicates
we
must
go
on
bended
knees,
beg|
On the 30th of January, 1873, Senator
and interest, ’in the coin of the United
which would manage this country. I am
glng.”
x
States of the present standard value.” Beck said:
• • •
glad to have the opposition of these men.
“It (the bill demonetizing sliver) nev
That Is to say. the value of July 14.
“Did the Republican party tell you I am glad that if I am elected there is
1870, Silver dollars were at that time er was understood by either house of
how you was going to get foreign na not a trust or syndicate that cun come to
equally with gold a full legal tender.
congress. I say this with full knowl
tions to help us? No. Did It tell you
A
second
unsuccessful
attempt edge of the facts. No newspaper re why after twenty years they have ine and say, “ We put you there, now pay
at
the
demonetization
of
silvet porter. and they are the most vigilant failed to help us when we asked it of us back."—William Jennings Bryan.
was
Inaugurated
on
the
25th men I ever saw in obtaining informa them?
No. But they simply left It
Mr. George's opinion that the Repub
of
April.
1870.
by
the
intro tion, discovered that It had been done.” until—until—until.”
licans are losing ground in the agricul
duction In the senate by Senator Sher
From the record, which I have faith
• • •
tural districts ought to be well found
man of “a bill (No. S59) revising the fully reproduced, it is impossible to
“There is not an Influence that tried
laws relating to the mint, assay offices reach any other conclusion than that to defeat Jackson that i9 not today ed. The farmer who can keep on vot
and coinage of the United States.” Il the confidence of the house was abused arrayed against the Democratic ticket, ing himself more mortgages at high
contained seventy-one sections, the fif by Mr. Hooper, that the confidence ol and there is not a thing that the gold rates of interest is indeed a hopeless
____________ _____
teenth of which gave a list of all sllvei the senate was abused by Mr. Sherman standard Democrats have permitted dunce.
coins to be thereafter issued, and the and that by their Joint efforts the most this nation to have but what Jaxkson
Secretary
Carlisle is receiving his
eighteenth of which prohibited the is important piece of legislation of the would have spit upon if it had beep
suance of any not named therein. The century was carried through congress presented before him. And then they wages for betraying his party. His
son, who has no particular standing at
silver dollar was omitted from the list by stealth and the double standard, call themselves Democrats.”
the bar. has been appointed attorney
The bill passed the senate Jan. 10.1871 which had existed by the will of the
• AM
for the Northern Pacific railroad, a po
"but was never acted upon by the house people for more than eighty years, was
“I think that most people are apt sition which means a fortune.
was taken away from them without to pick a real well feathered goose
The Third and Successful Attempt.
The third and finally successful move their consent or knowledge. In the In when they get an opportunity, but I
The city voter who is too stupid to
it for the demonetization of silvei terests of a ens, by the manipulations am opposed to the people of the Unit understand that the prosperity of the
herein
described.
I
am.
very
truly
the Introduction In thehouseof rep
ed States offering themselves up as a farmer is necessary to the prosperity
GEORGE C. GORHAM.
itatives on the 9th of March. 1871. yours.
well-feathered goose for anybody to of the people of cities is scarcely worthy
Washington,
D.
C..
Sept.
5,
1896.
__
_
of “A bill (No. 1.127) revising anr
of his privileges as an elector.
pick.”
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PRINCE BISMARCK. I WAR WITH ENGLAND.

The Confederated Trusts und Syndk-ntes Resorts to tlm I’aU iit Medicine podge to
Opedljr Deolare War Against the Pro-|
A'olkt 3.eKiiilcyiaai Vpou the Awericaa.
dneera of th® Country—Can They De
Pcc;»i«-—Hants the Farmers to Take His
feat Win. J. Hryauf
CSmHI C’!Ft*o

Chicago, Oct 2. 1S9S. — [Special ] —
AVhat are the forces arrayed against
William J Bryan and the pecj ’ in
this most remarkable campaign? What
influences must be encountered and
defeated If a victory be won on Nov. 3?
It is now possible to answer these
questions. The lines “are drawn and
they are drawn sharply. There Is no
middle ground. It Is organized greed
against the people. It Is unscrupulous
and defiant wealth against American
workman and producers. It Is the con
centrated power of moi?ey. trusts and
syndicates versus the unorganized
patriotism of the United States. If Will
iam J. Bryan Is elected it will be In
spite of the desperate efforts of the
following classes and individuals:

1. The presidents and stockholders of
every robbing trust In the United
States. There is not a trust but that
has willingly paid an assessment to
Mark Hanna’s corruption fund.
2. The sr lid membership of that
gilded coterie known as New York’s
Four Hundred. Every simpering snob
and English-aping dude is for McKin
ley’ and the gold standard. Every title
hunting Anglo-raanu c, with more
money than brains, is opposed to WillI n Bryan or any other man bom ..eat
of New York city.

3. Every money lend r. ”
.Luoes
ndi-’ate »»-• ' SI
"^patriots
as
August
ajr*‘i
Heidelbach. Ickelhelmer A'
Freres. Kuhn. Loeb & Co.,
U .z :r ’ Fr.
ai,d many other!
others with unpronounceable
n .m.es are new calling the farmers and
workingmen of the United States “an
archists and thieves,” and asking that
the gold standard be made permanent
4. Ninety-nine per cent, of the bank
ers and stock brokers of the United
States. They have Joined hands with
the great life insurance companies and
have Inaugurated a reign of financial
terrorism against those business men
who dare question their right to dictate
votes or control legislation.
The
“bankers' boycott” against those who
dare express an opinion favorable to
silver is a feature of this campaign.
5. Every man who ever denied the
right of workingmen to organize for
mutual protection, is for McKinley.
Every' hater of labor organizations;
every man who has grown rich by op
pressing workmen ; who has fattened juat
in proportion as he has reduced wages,
is against NV. J. Bryan and in favor of
the gold standard. Name an excep
tion if you can.
6. Every
unprincipled corporation
which finds it necessary to employ men
to bribe legislators ar-* secure special
legislation, is contributing money to
swell the corruption fund for “McKin
ley and honest money.” Every man
w hose money has been used to debauch
congressmen, members of state legis
latures and of city councils '•an tbe
fzund arrayed against William Bryan
and denouncing the common people as
thieves.

Chit^go, CcL 1. — [Special.] — Mam
Ejaar.a antj iAt corps of assistants io*
the management of McKinley's cam-'

Hama has a large force of campaign •
editors writing gold matter In the form
of editorials and special articles which
he has sought to have published in
the press of the coutNry supposed to
circulate among the farmers.
Failing In his efforts to bribe and
subsidize the great agricultural news
papers and periodicals, this man of
money, Hanna, has sought and paid
for pages In several weeklies, into
v. hlch he inserts regular advertise
ments. detailing the alleged virtues of
the gold standard as though it were
Paine’s Celery Compound or Carter’s
Little Liver £ills.
In the last issues of the We.wern
Rural appears a full page advertise
ment labeled—"A Few Common Sense
Facts for Agriculturists and Home
Owners.’’
Beneath this heading apBears In big black type five reasons
"hy the producer should take the
Hanna gold cure.
Though the Western Rural prints the
advertisement, labeled such. It is true
lo lHe masses, of the people It repoet*npi
'*nts, and speaks thus
would at
of.it
Git
“We in’”*

„

__ ’ '

. at is M*tsert«*d
»
^waaure for a iramber cf g<wd
rea.v as, tw’c1’»®’Th'ree of which we will
mention: 1. Because we have confi
dence in the ’common sense* of our
readers, and believe they will apply
the test of common sense to this use
of money by* the millionaire syndicate
which Is seeking to dominate Americas
voters.
“2. Because we are convinced that those
who have read our paper. In its dis
cussions on the money question for
four years past, or for four months,
or even for four weeks, know the dif
ference between ‘facts’ and bare as
sertions, and between facts that are
pertinent and mere platitudes. • • •
“A vote for McKinley Is a vote to
perpetuate the gold standard, and our
readers, be they agriculturists or
’home owners’ of any kind, recognize
this as one of the pertinent ’facts’ in
this campaign.’'
The Western Rural at length at
tacks and destroys in its editorial the
paid-for-statements In Its advertis
ing columns.
Men advertise quack medicines to
float them, but this Is the first instance
on record where the advertising col
umns of a newspaper have been re
sorted to to float a candidate for the
great office of president of the United
States.
Since the leading nations. Including th«
United States, demonetised silver, there
hn» been a steady fall in the level of prices
within their borders. Hitter experience
lias taught all who are familiar with the
facts that the abandonment of bimetallism
and the adoption of the single gold stand

ard was n mistake that has cursed by its
dire consequences the most civilized por
tion of mankind.
It has been demon
strated that the gold standard means dear
money and eheap goods, cheap labor and
hard times. A return to bimetallism is
inevitable. Industry is throttled by mon
ometallism. Hryan stands for the old and
better financial system, which gave ui a
stable and, therefore, an honest dollar.

7. Every wealthy tax dodger, who
makes it a practice to bribe assessors,
is for William McKinley and a
gold standard. Name an exception
If
you
can.
Pick
out
the
Financial Independence.
richest, meanest and most stingy
“I come lo proclaim financial inde
man in your community and see how
pendence in a city which saw the dec
he stands in this campaign. Select laration of independence signed more
those men who have grown rich by than a hundred yeara ago. (Applause.)
grinding the poor, by taking advantage You say that this city, in which the
of the unfortunate, and who, having forefathers gathered when they were
willing to dej^* the foreign powers and
thus acquired a fortune, perjure their declared them independence, you say
souls, and evade the payment of a fair this city* Is afraid to have financial in
share of taxes, and see how they are dependence. I shall not declare that
the descendants of our forefathers of
going to vote.
a hundred years ago have sunk so
8. Every mortgagesh^rk. every pawn low unless you write it so at the bal
lot in November. (Great applause.)
broker, every man who thrives on the The Issue which is raised now was
enforced poverty* of the people. Is op raised before. There were people then
posed to the election of William J. who said that we could not obtain In
Bryan, and is heartily in favor of per dependence unless some foreign nations
would help us. There are those who
petuating the gold standard.
say it today, and those who say it to
day stand In the same position as
9. Every newspaper owned by a those who said it then.
(Applause.)
banker or controlled by a syndicate, The people who a hundred years ago
and every newspaper mortgaged to a declared In favor of foreign supremacy
bank has been compelled to declare were the people who had business deal
for the gold standard and ln many in ings and acted as the agents of the
people who employ them over there.
stances stultify an honorable record
You have no banks In this city today
and prostitute Its columns at the dicta which are not controlled by the influ
tion of Mark Hanna and Wall street.
ence of London, and I have no more re
____
spect for the American who takes his
How do these forces expect to win? patriotism f-om Lombard street than
There is no secret about this. They are 1 have for the Tory who took his pa
fightjpg (n the open. They are not US- triotism a hundred years ago from Eng
ing concealed weapons. They expect land.’’ (Great applause.)—Mr. Bryan at
to win by the use of a corruption fund, Philadelphia.'
by the general circulation of lying
In 1895 we lost over $48,000,000 on our
literature, and by the wholesale intimi foreign trade as the result of the fall
dation of merchants. workmen and | of prices during that single year. And
mortgaged fanners. They rely upon the the fall of the prices of our products
cupidity of Impoverished voters; the was due to he rise of the purchasing
timidity of workmen who have been power of the English gold sovereign—a
robbed of everything but their under sovereign which Wall street is trying
to make an absolute despot over all
paid positions, and upon a money ter
America.
rorism engineered by the banks and
the insurance companies. They have
The fathers did not wait for any In
already mapped out a plan of whole ternational agreement In 1776, and why
sale purchase of election judges on should we not feel the same independ
election day; the debauchery' of re ence In 1896?
turning boards and as a last resort
If we cannot regulate our finances
the purchase of electors in the event without consulting England, how is It
the election is close.
that we can construct tariffs to which
Can they win?
ehe objects?
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MENACE OF THE
MONEY POWER.

PLUTOCRACY LAUDS IT.

While monopolists are aided by injunc
tions and federal troop?.
Today Shakespeare has been revised
and Shylock is the hero of , the play.
Portia's .plea for mercy is called revoluj tiounry and Bassanio is branded as a |
I repudiator.

Vale

College Students Commended For
Insulting ltry»n.

fHODBCM OF
MONEY METALS.

Here are the remarkable editorial
viqws of the New Ycrk Sun upon the
jopduct of the Yale students in tr?ak_______
There is hardly a trust or a syniug up tho Bryan meeting at New Hagen. Beyond calling attention to the.
IR
TnftK
Arc
Threats
3nd
<lleote that has Inaugurated this
lid luUld Alt lllltdld d campaign of threats and ridicule and
simple fact (hat The Sun is the leading
objeet lessons that dares open up its
U
organ of the New York plutocracy com
own business career to the public.
ment is unnecessary:
Oue of these defenders of law and na“They ought to have done it, and the
w
i ticnal honor, the Standard Oil compasentiment to which they gave utterance Why There Is No Fear of
Its Object Is Plutocratic ny, has illegally increased freight rates,
I.
was honorable to them. The boys made j
closed rivers and canals, destroyed in
Inflation.
ve
ventions, bought np inspectors and put
Rule
a great noise, cheering for McKinley j
its stamp upou explosive oil, attacked
r«
and yelling and jeering at repudiation, ;
! the property of competitors and blown
cil
so
that Mr. Bryan could not be heard Unscrupulous Attempt to
up rival refineries. These trusts are re
is)
And Death to Organized ligious
for several minutes. If they had ap- ,
at one end and murderous at the
Destroy Silver...
plauded him incessantly for even a full j
other.
Labor.
till
This law breaking, aggressive spirit
er.
half hour, would there have been any
of monopoly has found a perfect embodi
e1
complaint of their preventing him from
in the person of Mark Hanna.
Real Enemies of the Public
111!
The Poor Man’s Ballot In ment
starting out in his speech? Has not a
He today towers above McKinley
ren
Welfare. /
crowd in the open air as much right to
Jeopardy.
and above the Republican party, the
iaj
hiss as to cheer? At what period in our
American Bluebeard, who slays his
«K
history was that privilege taken from ; The enemies of bimetallism have
workers insteud of his wives.
Su
The largest congregation ever seen at
rh«
Give Hanna four years of power,
much to say of the increased, prod ac
Americans?
a Sunday service in any place of wor and he will paint the White House
ail;
“The Yale students did right. They tion of silver, taking the mint statistics
ship in Lynn, Mass., assembled to hear black.
lie
may have been boisterous beyond the i of given years as evidences of the fact..
They say nothing of the increased pro
the Rev. Herbert N. Casson preach on
» 1
He will utterly destroy every vestige
measure of necessity, after the fashion ; duction of gold, but the fact is that the
Capitalist (between sobs of emotion): “We’re the best of friends, ain t
the subject, “Who Is the Anarchist, of trades unionism, for he will have
J. 1
of college boys, but the spirit animating gold production during tho last ten
’hit
Bryan or Hanna?”
the army, the navy and the treasury at
The auditorium was crowded with his command. He will discover that it
ot
them was wholly honorable, wholly years exceeds that of silver. But neither
of
every
four
years.
The
Worker: “Yes—for about three months out
people of all shades of political opinion, is cheaper to abolish manhood suffrage
foi
commendable. Their fathers have good i fact is of any consequence rn the discus
sion. The supply of the precious metals
including leading Republicans, Dem than to buy votes, and next November rest of the time you are putting on the screw. ’’
—National Bimetallist.
reason to be proud of such sons. When differs from 0ho supply of farm prod
ocrats and
Populists, several city offiocrats
anti ropuiww,
the laet chance that moneyless
StK
General Webb calls their conduct ‘das- I ucts and manufactured goods. Wheat
cials, local labor leaders and adelega- men evpr may have tQ record their vote
ln#t
tion from the Bryan-Sewall-Williams for president. Many Republican work
tardly and outrageous,’ he proves him- i and corn are consumed, cottou and
se 1
club of Boston. The preacher’s fame as ingmen are thoughtlessly going to the
self to be a man disqualified to be a woolen goods are made into clothing
and worn out. Every commodity is per
a pulpit orator is not confined to New ballot box just as an ox goes to a barbe
ker
college
president and an exemplar foi ishable but the precious metals. These
England alone. He spoke for two hours cue—gayly decorated in honor of its
the Monda/’’
youth. He aud not they deserve the re have been accumulating during all the
»nd roused his hearers to a high pitch own death.
ist Vine street Muiiifty
when he said that ‘Neages of the world’s history, and they
proach of his unjustifiable letter.”
Mayor Pingree gave us a national
‘♦“r loved sot; tnan
are not consumed or destroyed. The in
Stlu..„
, i. . |
motto when he said, “Give the people
Measured in the leading commodi crease or decrease of the production of
omit. the rr»,i...b
.
what they want.” I nin not one of And a “Repudiator” and a Fixed by Coinage, Not by Bul
ties of the American market, Includ either has therefore no such effect upon
son, and by way of preface re» .
»
regard the people as daugerlion
Value.
“
Degenerate.
”
ing real estate and labor, the national the supply as does a short crop or an
of several editorial articles bearing on
, ■ » =
who mnst be
debt Is greater than It was in March, overproduction of the things which we
his subject from the New York Jour PTO7
<u“’
r“' -’“o-i merit
entirely free they are ttmL
1SGC. Professor .John Clark Kldpath | consume from year to year, The world’s
nal. Mr. Casson said in part:
_
OF FREE SILVER THE RECORD OF 400 YEARS. proves this by facts and figures in his total supply of the two metals ia not in
The laws of prosperity are to be dis ative. French revolutions never
j A1
Always;
creasing as rapidly as the demand for
covered, not constructed. The real leg except when some King Louis has
work, “The Bond and the Dollar.”
I it, based upon the increase of popula
islator for whom this nation waits is pressed the people and goaded them to
I
n
A
Letter/
KtRatio Maintained For
tion and business of the civilized na
he who shall find and dare to proclaim resistance. “I am the stiw, ” said the
OPPOSED TO TRUSTS.
tions.
the perfect social order foreordained by boastful kiDg, and the people replied
.
. ’ ’ tx> 1873.
The money power is always strogjustice from the beginning of the world. with the guillotine.
’iryan, as Chief Executive, Would
Every man has a right to change his
Auditor
E.
P.
xmuu ." ’ ®
I trust in the common heart of all mind, but when he makes it turn a
; gliug to make money dear by decreas
’’’hem Out of Existence.
The real anarchist is he who seeks to
89
’
ury has just completed a eoaapi*^^.
violate the laws of nature for the exclu more than in the private scheming of complete somersault and at the behest of statistics relating to the production ' > hg
Thomiv/AntffRepublicans ing the quantity. In the fifties it want] ed to demonetize gold because of the
EY"
.r- ■'" " f ‘■r' 1
sive benefit of a small fraction of the any financial syndicate. I don’t excuse of the money power, even for the sake
the ignorance of the masses, I don’t of the nomination for president, it is a of gold and silver since the discovery of | der I Want
.3 >«war I
wa-d production in California and
community.
•
L
Eugland, not givio. •
During the present campaign the epi celebrate their poverty, I don’t ignore serious reflection upon his integrity and America, together with the ratio of val fear is not that as an execuu.. .
tin s' • ti 8°ld.^6y’
thet anarchist has been hurled at the their frailties, but I say that they are honesty. Or is he, in the language of ue for the period. His results, he thinks, be lax in the enforcement of law. Their
”
heads of some of the noblest and most far nearer the truth regarding all social our frenzied political opponents, a “de are convincing enough to satisfy the fear is that as an executive I would not not bi1 permanei-K.j »
ly 80 years this same powe*. 1
capable men that this generation has and political problems than those hood generate” and a “mattoid.” Here is a most rabid gold standard advocate that j respect persons.
Who is it that is so afraid that law gled to abolish the use of silver an Mon
produced. The fierce searchlight of lum students of Yale whose only argu- j letter that has risen like Banqno’s the value of silver during that time was
fixed
by
the
coinage
value
of
the
metal
will
not be enforced? Those who are ey and uses the same arguments time
publicity has blazed upon these men for meut is an insane college yell.
ghost to worry the Canton candidate. It
It is time to co-operate and enjoy the i was written by Major McKinley to E. and not by the bullion or commercial most fearful that there will be a lax en were formerly used for the demonetiza
years, and not a single corrupt official
creation of our hands; otherwise all the |I S. Perkins of Weymouth, Medina coun value. Mr. Baldwin considers the pro forcement of the law are the very per tion of gold.
act has ever been discovered.
All the great authorities on the sci
duction of the two metals by periods, sons who would suffer most if the laws
Bryan is caricatured, just as Linooln energy and daring and inventiveness of ty, in the fall of 1890.
ence of money have maintained that the
was, as a highwayman, as a pirate, our fathers have come to naught. I do
Mr. Perkins was at that time a rep the first dealing with the years between were enforced.
Those persons who are afraid that two metals together give a more stable
ar.d I
even as the devil, and in many similar not believe that Columbus discovered resentative in the Ohio legislature. He 1498 and 1850, the second between 1850
law will be violated with impunity are measure of value than either one of
d AV
ways. Whether Bryan’s political views America for Hanna or that the monopo , had written to Major McKinley regard and 1872, the last from 1878 to 1895.
The value of this table is derived the ones who have violated law with them alone. When one falls short, the
lie T
are entirely correct or not, who can de list is the last and highest product of ing his position on the silver question.
other usually increases. The world’s
r.
ny that he is a citizen of whom any na human evolution.
! The major’s letter in reply was as fol from the carefully compiled statement impunity.
If Mr. Harrison wants to raise the experience is that when any single great
of the ratio between the two metals
tion in the world might boast?
1 ini
lows:
The day before his assassination Lin
during these periods. During the first question of the survival of our institu nation keeps its mints open to the free
Committee on Ways and Means, i
Whether we consider the sustained coln said, “Now that the rebellion is
day
House of Representatives. L
period
the ratio of production of gold to tions, I will tell him that the great and unlimited coinage of both metals
ability
of
his
addresses,
his
gentleman

om
Washington. Sept. 27, 1800.1
ly endurance of slunder and misrepre over, and we know pretty nearly the : Hon. E. S. Perkins, Weymouth, O.: silver was 1 to 81.52. During the second trusts of this country that are support on equal terms at a given ratio neither
l'a o
period it was 1 to 5.89 and during the ing the Republican ticket are the great the action of other nations nor the vari
sentation, his unsullied public career or ainountof our national debt, the more
ryer
Dear Sir—I have been so busy third period 1 to 17.63. The ratio of est menace to our government.
ations between the relative productions
the magnetism of his unaffected cor gold and silver we can mine makes
bun
The Coal trust sends its representative of the two metals will seriously affect
value, however, was never materially
j
for
the
past
three
weeks
that
it
has
the
payment
of
that
debt
so
much
diality
to
the
sweat
stained
masses
that
sr di
greet him at every depot, we cannot easier.”
j been impossible for me to give any disturbed during the years from 1493 to to sit by every fireside and exacts trib that ratio. France maintained the pari
nin|
1873. During the first period the ratio ute from those who need wannth. The ty between silver and gold at a ratio of
avoid
admiring
him
as
a
sturdy
speci
i attention to the matter in the dis- of value between the two metals was trust sends its representative to collect 15^ to 1 for 70 years—from 1803 until
Irv
men
of
our
American
manhood.
LOGAN
’
S
PROPHECY.
Suu.
' trict, which fact, I believe, my comprised between 14.14 aud 16.25, the a tribute from those who use light.
1878. This was not affected by the
Compare him with the gagged indi
bom
The trusts of this country, with their adoption of the silver standard in all
vidual who trembles in his mortgaged He Foresaw the Evils Which Have Now I friends will appreciate. I have been latter being the greatest divergence in
ill f
Heroine Realities.
waiting for a moment's time that I value, although the ratio of production representatives, are collecting tribute the German states and in Austria in
house lest Hauna may foreclose. Com
1 wi
from the people, aud when we protest 1857, nor by the adhesion by Great
The following is an extract from a might answer two or three letters of gold to silver was 1 to 31 i£.
pare him with that unfortunate Napo
b’s i
During the second period the ratio of against it they call us disturbers of the Britain to the gold standard, adopted
leon who has already met his Welling speech delivered by John A. Logan in heretofore received from gentlemen
by her in 1816. The silver coinage in
.rjei
value was even more stable, the highest peace and anarchists.
ton and surrendered his convictions, the United States senate on the with
in Medina county in relation to my being 15.70 and the lowest 15.27, al
I am opposed to trusts. As an execu the United States during all that period
isiv«
and it is plain to see which best repre drawal of treasury notes:
1, for one, can see benefit only to the position on the silver and other though the ratio of production of gold tive I shall use what power I have to was very limited, because of the incon
r hi
sents the principles of the Declaration
to silver had dropped to 1 to 6 practi drive every trust out of existence.
siderable production of silver, and
money holder and those who receive in questions.
the.
of Independence.
cally. During the third period, howev
If present laws are not sufficient to therefore bad but little effect upon the
Ru
Bryan is the spokesman of the half terest and have fixed incomes. I can
I have always been in favor of er, which comprises the time since the meet this evil, I, if elected, will recom question.
awakened producers, who form nine- see, as a result of this legislation, onr
refri
the
free and unlimited coinage of passage of the act demonetizing silver, mend such laws as will.
Gold and silver have alwaye been
business
operations
crippled
and
wages
tenths of the population. He and his
If the constitution of the United preferred over all other materials for
associates have revived the apostolic for labor reduced to a mere pittance. I the silver product of the United the ratio of production of gold to silver
?en i
power of “casting out devils” in the can see the beautiful prairies of my own States and have so voted on at least has been 1 to 17.63. During that time States is so construed as to prevent any money, becaase the amount of them is
dge
Democratic party and of raising the state and of the great west, which are two occasions during the time I the lowest ratio of value was 1 to 15.92, j interference with the operations of the limited to nature’s yield. Neither of
liedi
dead to life among the Republican rank blooming as gardens, with cheerful have been in public life. I was not while the highest ratio, about two years trust, I shall recommend such amend these metals can be manufactured. They
13
ago, was 1 to 32.56. Mr. Baldwin says ment to the constitution as will permit are produced in varying quantities, and
homes rising like white towers along
and file.
the variance is unimportant relatively
1 eel
They have given us at last a real is the pathway of improvement, again willing to extend this coinage to the that this demonstrates clearly and in the punishment of these men.
My friends, there is a great contest to the accumulations of the ages. There
ra
sue instead of a sham one, and though sinking back to idleness. I can see silver of the world and open our the most positive manner that the value
□t I
their remedy may seem inadequate to mortgage fiends at their hellish work. mints to foreign countries without of the two metals is fixed by coinage in this country which must be settled, is no more danger of inflation from the
bio,
progressive thinkers it is in the right 1 can see the hopes of the industrious charge, as proposed by gentlemen and not by the bullion or commercial and that is whether a few men banded overproduction of gold aud silver
value.
together are more powerful than all the there is of the overflow of Lake Paperijr re
direction and in accordance with the farmers blasted as they burn corn for
or from heavy falls of rain.
fuel because its price will not pay the on the floor of the house. My pur-i He points out that the small amount people.
people's will.
It requires a vast umount of both
And while I do not want to array
During the last few years we have cost of transportation and dividends on pose was to secure immediately leg of silver used in the arts ^during such
rum
time as silver was coined free with gold class against class, I am willing to ar metals to supply the demand for the
millions
of
dollars
of
fictitious
railway
been
rapidly
developing
a
slave
element
islation
that
would
credit
and
dig

s Cii
could not affect the value of the metal ray all the people who suffer from the arts aud manufactures. It was the ex
in our population—a propertyless class, stocks and bonds.
nify our silver coin.
i, oc
at all, and that when rhe coinage value operations of these trusts against the pressed opinion a few years ago of Mr.
I can see our people of the west
entirely
dependent
upon
the
sale
of
their
Mm
I believe the law which we enact was less than the bullion value the few people who operate the trusts.
Giffen, the statistician of the British
labor. No longer does Jack hobnob with groaning and burdened under taxation
ctor
board of trade—himself an uncompro
his master. The rich and poor do not to pay debts of states, counties aud ed this session will accomplish that coinage supplied the arts with such
The
real
issue
of
this
campaign
is
eagi
live in the same quarter of the city. A cities incurred when money was more result.
It utilizes every dollar's small measure of the metal as was need not the question of free coinage, nor mising gold mouometalJist—that the
in tl
supply of gold was being entirely con
second secession has split our society abundant and bright hopes of the future worth of the silver product of the ed, and even when the bullion valne of
r. *1
into two hostile elements, and it is were held out to lead them on. I can United States and even more. The silver fell below the established ratio of an income tax, nor one of life tenure sumed in the arts and that none of it as
r ni
the fact that it could be coined into full of office. It is simply a question of being added to the world’s supply of
childish to howl “Anarchist!” at the see the people of our western states, who
Jed.
whether this country is to be ruled by coin.
patriot who proclaims the unwelcome are producers, icduced to the condition value of that legislation has already legal value maintained the parity.
During the 400 years under consid the trusts, the plutocrats and by Wall
The struggle of the gold monometal
Miss
fact and seeks to weld the nation into of serfs to pay interest on public and been apparent in the enhanced value
eration the production of gold amount street or by the plain people.
lists to destroy silver has produced un
port
debts to the money sharks of given to silver.
unity again by repealing the laws that private
VL
’ oil Btreet,
ofr-v-z’WY#’ New York, and of mL
—
ed to 424,900,202 fine ounces, a coining
paralleled distress throughout the world,
Wall
Threada ini
caused it to split asunder.
You may remember, as indicating value of f8,783,469,400. The produc
although their battle is but partially
The People Are In Earnest.
of
America Is the workingman’s needle street in London.
my
position
on
this
subject,
that
I
tion of silver dnriug the same time was
The masses everywhere are for the won. To what lower deep man kind
9 as!
“Paradise Lost,” and It can never
Every unprincipled corporation, ev voted to p>ass the silver bill in the 8,011,122,035 fine ounces at a value of
Democratic ticket this year. They rec would be doomed by their final suureaa
an:
be regained by passive obedience to ery trust, every hater of labor organi
Forty-fifth and Forty-sixth con $10,357,812,100. The ratio of the pro ognize the fact that the issues joined in will never be known if our nation, the
ly s«
the serpent.
zations, every money gambler and ev
of gold to silver during this this campaign are betweeta the-people strongest, richest and most populous
in
_ _
ben
gresses
over the veto of President duction
Our carpenters build magnificent ery simpering snob is for McKinley.
time was 18.18.
on
one
side
and
the
plutocrats
on
the
!
^e
yorld,
shall
turn
the
tide
of
battle
lum
mansions and live in rented tenements Can such a combination win this elec Hayes.
It is showu that during the widest other. In order to resist the encroach-1 in
‘ the present presidential campaign.
’ the
themselves. Our mechanics construct tion?
I shall be very glad to write you; variation in the ratio of production of ments of the money power it is neoes-1 The increased production of either of
be r
electric lights and use kerosene at home;
at any time upen any subject you the two metals a stable ratio of value sary for them to stand firm and united. the precious metals has always proved
will
Gold Power and the Press.
they manufacture pianos and do not
was maintained because both metals Such, indeed, is the earnestness of the a boon to mankind and has been follow
may wish to lie informed upon.
reen
own a tin whistle; they build carriages
were admitted to free coinage, but this
Never since slavery days has the press
by an uplifting of civilization. But
With me political and economic ratio of value was destroyed as soon as people in the campaign which is now ed
m re
and go afoot. Our miners dig gold and in the parts of the country familiar to
pending that no consideration whatever money lenders have always 6een in ifc
>rno!
questions
are
a
conviction,
and
while
die poor; they delve in dangerous coal me displayed such disregard for truth
silver was deprived of the privilege of can swerve them from the lines of pa an injury to themselves in proportion to
wit
mines and lack fuel in the winter. Our and such stubborn obtuseness to the I may not always be right I am al free coinage, with a constantly increas triotism. —Atlanta Constitution.
the benefit it confers upon mankind. A
tthk
fanners raise grain and want for food, most obvious considerations os it does ways willing to let those whose suf ing divergence in the value of the two
man who will willfully menace thepebexport cotton and wool and lack cloth at present on the silver question. This
metals since 1878. At one time the ra
Husiness must be good when prices lie peace for private purposes deBervfw
I gc
ing, sell cattle and are without meat.
means that the money power seated in frage I seek know exactly where tio of production of gold to silver drop- are rising. It must be bad when prices the epithet of anarchist. We know of
1 is
Our marvelous inventions have been London, but with tepresentatives in they are. Very truly,
peel to 1 to 6, while at another time it are falling. Free silver coinage will no element in this country so deserv
peel
monopolized so thut, in spite of the New York, Philadelphia and Chicago,
William McKinley, Jr.
rose to 1 to 31)$, but at no time be cause rising prices.
line
ing to be classed as anarchists as those
daily miracles of our machinery, the is determined to continue the apprecia
tween 1493 and 1878 did the ratio of
who seek to put burdens upou the peo
t tac
The
farmers
of
the
country
are
re

A Word A boat Trusts.
hungry still lack food and the homeless tion of gold, and determined, therefore,
the value of silver to gold rise to 17 to
ple which they cannot and will not
h;Si
wander through the streets. Step by that the facts shall not be known. The ceiving aud consequently spending 1 or drop to 14 to 1. Since the demone
The talk about using the mints for bear, and thus undertake to enslave the
tac.
step the moneyless man is losing his bankers and the press are almost entire $800,000,000 less per year than they tization of silver, however, the ratio J the benefit of “millionaire silver mine people, who have too much of the spirit
bad
right to exist Every recent change in ly under its influence.—Professor E. were 15 years ago. This means at has altered until it is now’ nearly 82 to i owners” is a good thing if it helps to of independence to allow themselvew to
•ft 1
legislation has been made to protect Ben jam id Andrews of Brown Univer least a loss of 2,000,000 days’ work 1, this chaDge having occurred in the make it clear that the paltry $60,000,- be enslaved.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
is a
property and to disfranchise men. Ar sity.
000 a year, the gross value of all silver
per year to the American mechanics. last 15 years.
nisi
An Income tax may have been un
mories arc erected and schoolhouses for
mined in the United States, is less than
pact
W'Urklngmen, stop and think! Free
gotten. Immense grants of land are be
Incompetent John.
Wall street and the money power the profits of a single Hanna trust—the constitutional, but It was right. And
reet,
stowed upon railroads, but the settlers silver coinage will bring rising prices;
What license has John Sherman to are w-lth the Republican ticket to a Pennsylvania anthracite pool, which is when Mr. Bryan Is elected president
ring
upon those grants are evicted. Trades rising prices make good business; good criticise anyjxxly’s financial plan, since man. This being the case, there should in league with the Standard Oil com It will be made const! tiitionnl as well
• bit
union leaden are imprisoned for having business makes plenty of work; plenty he has admitted his own to be a fail be no question as to where the com pany and with the Steel trust in sup a8 right. The oonstitutlon is sacred^
> am
oontempt for a contemptible judge. of work makes good wages.
port of the English told standard. -St. but the welfare of the people Is more'
ure?—Cedar Rapids Gazette.
mon people will be found Nov. 3.
atel:
Louis Post-IMspawh.
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